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xv

Preface

Like elephants, compensation systems for public and nonprofit organiza-
tions may be big, slow to change direction, and exceptionally enduring.

Many readers of this book will have to take that statement on faith be-
cause compensation classes and professional association presentations often
ignore the existence of the public/nonprofit world. So pervasive is the em-
phasis on the for-profit environment that the assumption of a direct rela-
tionship between operational success, organizational success, and financial
success is nearly as invisible as the environment it ignores.

This book will assist in designing and maintaining compensation struc-
tures in a public/nonprofit environment rather than serve as a textbook on
the various aspects of compensation. The author of this book assumes that
readers will have a basic acquaintance with current compensation structures
and bases such as overlapping ranges, broadbanding, step structures, com-
mission structures, merit- and competency-based pay, and other aspects of
compensation systems.

Professionals in compensation and human resources fields in the pub-
lic/nonprofit world attend professional events and read professional litera-
ture with an automatic translator, factoring in the challenges unique to
their organizations and screening out complexities that don’t apply. These
professionals wrestle with such questions as:

• How is merit defined when good years in the customary business sense
(a burst of revenue from successful operations) either cannot exist or
cannot be used for compensation purposes?

• How do you structure executive compensation in the absence of
stock options?
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• Where does the organization obtain bonus money when even excep-
tionally successful operations may bring in no additional revenue?

• Is “growing the business” even relevant in a public or nonprofit en-
vironment and, if relevant, how would one know that the business
had grown?

Compensation and human resources professionals may find that the
challenges of their environments meet with thinly veiled disdain or worse,
amusement. Some professionals imply—or say outright—that the chal-
lenges of the public/nonprofit world simply shouldn’t exist because able
management would meet and eliminate these challenges. Problems so
neatly dismissed need not be addressed, and the compensation specialists
from the public/nonprofit environment frequently emerge from profes-
sional training confused and frustrated, their challenges ignored.

Beginning with definition and ending with reflection, this book seeks to
answer the all-important question: How does one evaluate a compensation tech-
nique for relevancy to a specific public or nonprofit environment? Budget cycles,
regulatory constraints, and the roles of boards of directors, to say nothing
of the electorate, figure prominently in the public/nonprofit world and
may directly or indirectly impact employee compensation at all levels.

No compensation technique, no matter how elegant or ingenious, is
worth much if it won’t work at home. If compensation specialists in any
organization are able to determine what compensation structures are likely
to stand the test of time in their home organizations, they will have bridged
the gap between theory and practice. This book is intended to help com-
pensation professionals in the public and nonprofit worlds bridge that gap.

Methodology

In the course of developing this book, I have sought the professional opin-
ions of colleagues in various public and nonprofit environments through-
out the United States. Our conversations were structured around a survey
(see Appendix A) addressing organizational decisions with respect to com-
pensation, the organizational framework in which the decisions were
made, and the compensation structure that resulted from those decisions.
Due to the organizationally intimate nature of the survey questions, I have
promised strict confidentiality to the participants. The reader can be assured

xvi preface
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that their views and observations influenced the content of this book in a
profound way, and I am most grateful to all those who agreed to donate
their time and wisdom to this effort.

In particular, I would like to acknowledge GuideStar’s rich resources re-
garding nonprofit organizations.

JoAnn Senger, MA, SPHR
University of Phoenix Faculty Member
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xix

Introduction

If you are reading this book, you are probably contemplating compensa-
tion structure issues in an environment often described as “not a com-
pany.” If so, then this guide is for you.

By introducing a different set of organizational parameters, I hope to
make your public/nonprofit environment more intelligible and therefore
more rewarding. Most people moving professionally through different en-
vironments expect to see changes in organizational priorities. Those who
move from the for-profit to the public/nonprofit environment may find
organizational priorities so different as to be unrecognizable. Yet, a suc-
cessful human resources director or compensation manager must be both
knowledgeable and comfortable with organizational priorities in order to
function effectively.

Those new to the public/nonprofit environment may feel like the ex-
patriate in the following baseball story, struggling to adapt to a foreign way
of doing familiar business.

Baseball Story

An employee is sent by his employer to a foreign country on a two-year
assignment. He receives a thorough orientation prior to his departure and
after six weeks in his new locale, he can say “What time is it?” and main-
tain a halting business conversation. However, the jokes and easy cama-
raderie he enjoyed in the past are no longer part of his days.

Looking out the window one day, the expatriate sees his foreign col-
leagues playing a game on a playing field shaped like a diamond with
white squares at each of the points. An individual stands in the middle of
the diamond throwing a ball toward another person, who holds a
wooden bat. The batter swings the bat, hits the ball, and then runs around
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the diamond-shaped playing field, stepping on the white squares at each
point.

Oh boy, thinks the expatriate. It’s baseball! I used to be pretty good . . . 
finally, something I can do.

The expatriate asks to join in and proceeds to hit three home runs over
the course of the game. As he runs around the bases he nods to his for-
eign colleagues who smile graciously but do not cheer, unsurprising in a
restrained people. The game ends with the expatriate’s team ahead and
the expatriate hitting better than anyone else and the star of the day—or
so it seems.

After the game, the team manager approaches the expatriate, who is
ready to accept congratulations with humility. But that’s not what hap-
pens. Instead, the manager indicates through the language difficulties that
perhaps the expatriate needs more practice. Frustrated and more than a
bit confused the expatriate points out that three home runs in one game
is an exceptional accomplishment, and after all, their team won.

“No, we lost,” says the manager. To the expatriate’s amazement, the
manager tells him that, in this game, the pitcher is trying to hit the bat, the
batter must swing at every pitch, and low score wins.

It looked like baseball, it played like baseball, but it wasn’t scored like
baseball. Our unfortunate expatriate never inquired about scoring the
game, because he thought he knew.

Few human resources and compensation specialists want to be in the po-
sition of this expatriate, demonstrating technical excellence only to be told
that he ran hard and well in the wrong direction. No one wants to hit three
home runs in one game and still lose!

What Happens Next?

While step-by-step progression may lack excitement, it never hurts to
begin at the beginning and end at the end. This book begins by assessing
the nature of the organization, its financial framework, the workforce, and
only then examines the jobs and related compensation issues.

Every author must make some assumptions about the reader, and here
are mine:

• The reader is inexperienced either in public/nonprofit compensation
or in a specific public or nonprofit organization.

xx introduction
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• The reader wants to either create or substantially revise a compensa-
tion structure for the organization.

• The reader either understands basic compensation principles and
techniques or has access to staff that do. Therefore, this book does not
go into great detail explaining compensation principles and tech-
niques beyond the basic definitions.

The tie that binds the following chapters together is a series of model
Excel spreadsheets, one for each chapter, intended to document the infor-
mation needed to make compensation structure decisions as well as record
the decisions themselves. I have selected spreadsheet examples (MS-Office
Excel) instead of word processing examples due to the spreadsheet’s calcu-
lation capability, its ability to add rows and columns to suit your specific
organization, and its capability to print subsets of the information. The reader
should be able to build an electronic workbook containing customized
spreadsheets based on the samples shown at the end of each chapter.

We will build this workbook one spreadsheet at a time, and you will no
doubt want to modify or add rows and/or columns to reflect the reality of
your own environment. By way of example, I have named the sample or-
ganization “ABC Community Services.” Naturally, you will want to sub-
stitute your own organization’s name and information.

Now, let’s get started!

introduction xxi
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xxiii

Definitions

This book uses the terms as defined in the following list:

Term Definition

Budget The timing and periodicity of the organization’s
revenue stream. For example, a government
agency may receive a budget once a year and be
required legally to keep expenditures within
those limits. Other nonprofit organizations may
struggle to estimate revenue and to cope with an
unpredictable revenue stream.

Budget process The activities necessary to raise funds and/or jus-
tify a budget request, estimate revenue, and plan
expenditures within the budget once it is known;
the timeframe and periodicity of the process; and
the determination of the amount of funds to be
used for salary increases.

Employer An organization that pays employees on a regular
schedule through a payroll process. The organiza-
tion may or may not use independent contractors
or volunteers in addition to employees to accom-
plish its mission.

Governing body A board of directors, regents, trustees, the elec-
torate, to name a few.
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Term Definition

Job analysis The process through which the organization ana-
lyzes a related set of activities or responsibilities
and derives job descriptions and job
specifications.

Job evaluation The technique used by the employer to deter-
mine the relative value of jobs:

• Whole job: A collection of job content evalua-
tion techniques that compare jobs with each
other or against general criteria.

• Classification plan: A whole job evaluation tech-
nique that places jobs into predetermined cate-
gories, or classes, on the basis of class
descriptions or benchmark jobs.

• Point method: A quantitative job evaluation
technique that assigns points to the compens-
able factors that describe jobs. These points are
totaled for each job as an indicator of the over-
all value of that job. Base pay is then aligned
with market rates for benchmark jobs.

• Factor comparison: A technique that begins with
the selection of benchmark jobs, the selection
of compensable factors, and ranking all the
benchmark jobs factor by factor.

Nonprofit An employer that may or may not serve its 
employer clientele or sell its services for more than the costs

involved (i.e., earn a profit). If the employer does
earn a profit, that profit is returned to the organi-
zation. The organization does not pay income
taxes on revenue earned through its primary mis-
sion. Note: For purposes of this survey, this defini-
tion includes both private nonprofit organizations
and government agencies.

Pay grade A pay policy that applies to a group of jobs of
similar worth.

xxiv definitions
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Term Definition

Performance The process by which an organization communi-
management cates to employees what is expected of them,

monitors their accomplishments, and responds
with appropriate rewards, learning opportunities,
and/or corrective actions.

(Bases for) The behavior or job outcome rewarded by the 
Salary increases organization through its compensation structure:

• Merit: Base pay increase according to a perfor-
mance evaluation.

• Seniority: Base pay increase according to the
employee’s length of service in the job.

• Longevity: Base pay increases awarded to em-
ployees who are at their pay grade maximum
and not likely to move into higher pay grades.

• Incentive (or variable) pay: Compensation, other
than base wages or salaries, that fluctuate ac-
cording to the attainment of some standard, for
example, a preestablished formula such as a
commission plan, individual or group goals, or
organization-wide revenue.

• Person-based pay: Increase in base pay because
the employee acquires additional skills (physical
worker), knowledge (professional worker), or
competencies (manager).

definitions xxv
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1

chapter1

Organization—Who Are We?

A simple enough question, and if the organization is large or well-
known, a compensation manager may feel that the question is unnecessary.
However, current human resources (HR) professional training literature,
such as the Society for Human Resource Management (SHRM) certifica-
tion preparation materials, indicates that successful HR policies and prac-
tices must be harmonious with the nature of the organization and its
strategy to effectively support its mission. Nothing is more worthy of close
analysis than the organization itself.

The first spreadsheet in the series (ORG) is the shortest, but the infor-
mation to be recorded there may strongly influence, if not determine, all
that is to come (see Spreadsheet 1 at the end of this chapter, as well as in Ap-
pendix B). We will begin with the most obvious yet most misunderstood
descriptor: Type of Organization.

Type of Organization

This field is intended to provide the briefest description of the organiza-
tion: government (public) or nonprofit (private). Most of my professional
colleagues work in the for-profit world, and their opinions vary widely as
to the definition of those organizations that “don’t have to make a profit.”

Some misconceptions that have reached me include the following:
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• All private employers are for-profit.

• Nonprofit means government.

• Nonprofit means that the organization can’t make a profit.

To add to the confusion, some terms used in the media mix the termi-
nology with such phrases as “public companies” (meaning for-profit, pub-
licly traded companies) and “privately held companies” (companies whose
stock is not publicly traded) to say nothing of “public utilities” such as
those public utilities that are privately owned, may be publicly traded, and
are subject to close regulatory scrutiny.

In this book, the public sector includes government at all levels and may
include related organizations such as state universities and other educational
institutions often not considered part of government. Nonprofit organiza-
tions are private, self-governing, overseen by volunteers, do not distribute
any profits to the owners (there are no owners), and meet the 501(c)(3)
standards set by the Internal Revenue Service (IRS). Religious institutions,
some healthcare organizations, professional associations themselves, his-
toric preservation societies, art and cultural groups, and many other orga-
nizations fall into this category.1 In common speech, the term “private
sector” usually means the for-profit sector of the economy. However, non-
profit organizations are considered private. As Hutton and Phillips point
out, nonprofit organizations are formed to benefit the public, or a particu-
lar subset of the public, but not one person or one family.2

The reader might well ask why this book addresses two such different
types of organizations: public and nonprofit. The answer is simple: I am
putting these two types of organizations into one book because my human
resources colleagues seem to view them as more similar than different.
Why? Because these organizations “don’t have to make a profit.”

At this point, the compensation manager need only determine whether
the organization is a government agency or related entity (established,
monitored, and/or supported primarily by the general public), or a non-
profit organization as formally defined by the Internal Revenue Service.

2 chapter 1 Organization
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Operational Focus

The compensation manager will probably have no difficulty describing the
organization’s operational focus. A government agency might focus on law
enforcement, highway construction and maintenance, the judicial system,
agricultural support and inspections, healthcare, or libraries, to name a few.
The formal nonprofit organizations can be religious institutions, charities,
zoos or animal sanctuaries, libraries and foundations, as well as other enti-
ties. A nonprofit school of dentistry might provide instruction to future
dentists and, as part of that instructional mission, run dental clinics for the
underprivileged, the elderly, and students.

Mission Statement

The public/nonprofit organizations are bound by their missions. Police de-
partments cannot diversify into weapons manufacture; churches cannot es-
tablish a Sunday activity to hire employees, sell tax accounting services, and
bring in extra cash above and beyond the cost of the services provided in
order to pay the church elders bonuses. Public schools cannot design,
make, and sell a new line of school uniforms for a profit. At least, these or-
ganizations cannot do these things and remain congruent with the public
trust and IRS regulations.

For-profit organizations may diversify, acquire other companies or be
acquired, change mission, change locations, and make other profound
changes. The public or nonprofit organization can also make changes but
the range of possibilities is more limited. A county government does not
usually acquire or merge with another county government; churches
normally do not affiliate with another religion in order to broaden their
donations base. The public/nonprofit world is usually more stable in its focus and
stays centered in its mission.

In our sample organization, ABC Community Services, the only de-
scriptive information displayed on every spreadsheet is the mission state-
ment. A compensation manager should be able to obtain the mission
statement from the organization with ease. If not, it is crucial to find out
why.

Mission Statement 3
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Number of Years in Existence

Your organization’s history is another piece of information that should 
be readily available. Public and nonprofit organizations typically have
greater job stability. You may have several colleagues who have sufficient
seniority to know or even remember the early history of your organization.
Knowing how the organization got where it is today will serve you well.

Geographical Presence

Is your organization physically located on only one site, multiple sites
within a city, within multiple cities, multiple states, or even in more than
one country? This information, too, should be readily available. If there are
multiple sites, you should know where the headquarters is located and
where the governing body meets. If fortunate, you may be located at the
organizational headquarters. If not so fortunate, you will want to visit the
organization’s headquarters and establish solid professional relations with
peers and superiors.

Description of Operations

The information on this row on the spreadsheet should describe the orga-
nization’s operations as concisely as possible. Such descriptions include but
are not limited to:

• Nature of clientele

• Physical, mental, or emotional caregiving to clients

• Any physical operations such as the delivery or preparation of such
items as clothes or food to various locations according to a schedule

• Regular public events such as religious services or school hours

• Hours of operation (especially 24/7)

• Physical risks to employees, for example, law enforcement, fire
protection

• Degree of education or certification required in order to provide ser-
vices, for example, Ph.D. or equivalent, RN license

4 chapter 1 Organization
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• Type of services provided, for example, tax collection, education,
postal service

Record the answers on the ORG Spreadsheet (Spreadsheet 1).

Notes
1. Nonprofit Kit for Dummies, Stan Hutton and Frances Phillips, 2001, Hoboken, NJ: John

Wiley & Sons, pp. 8–17.
2. Ibid., p. 20.

Notes 5
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6 chapter 1 Organization

Spreadsheet  1 ABC Communit y  Serv ices—
The  Organ i zat ion

Note: The mission statement is the most important piece of information on this
worksheet and appears in the heading on all subsequent worksheets.
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7

chapter 2

Governance—Who’s in Charge?

The human resources department is normally in charge of the care and
feeding of the organization chart, a series of boxes and lines representing
the organization’s formal lines of authority. Usually presented in crisp black
and white, the organization chart is—or should be—a monument to logic
and the hierarchical structure. However, there may be a good deal more to
the story of the organization than suggested by the lines of formal author-
ity. Informal authority, the power of personality, influence beyond the
bounds of job, special arrangements, and many other factors not shown on
the organization chart influence what gets done, when it gets done, and
how it gets done.

The formal authority structure in a public or nonprofit environment is
less obvious to the new employee and possibly more diffuse. There may be
multiple authorities with legitimately separate agendas and some subunits
that are almost autonomous or can act autonomously without fear of in-
terference.

This chapter looks at the role of the organization’s governing body and
how its workings might impact a compensation manager trying to establish
or make substantial major changes to the organization’s compensation
structure. Information about your organization may be recorded on the
second spreadsheet, GOV. If other characteristics occur to you, then the
spreadsheet can be expanded with respect to both rows and columns to ac-
commodate the unique aspects of your organization. For example, a reli-
gious organization might require that at least half of the board of directors
be ordained, and that all ordained board members must be present for a
quorum.
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Governing Board

Public agencies are typically run by either an elected or appointed individ-
ual or group of individuals. These individuals serve at the pleasure of the
electorate or the person who holds the job with the power to appoint. For
example, a board of governors, appointed by the president of the United
States, runs the United States Postal Service. These individuals serve for life
or until a president of the United States “unappoints” them.

Nonprofit organizations have a board composed of men and women
serving as directors, trustees, regents, or some similar term. These men and
women serve without compensation and actually do direct these nonprofit
organizations. The employees of the organization from the most senior man-
ager, such as the executive director, to the lowest level employee hold jobs
designed to fulfill the mission according to the strategies and goals set by
the board of directors. In that respect, one might say that the chief execu-
tive officer (CEO) of the nonprofit organization drives the train on a track
and at a speed determined by the governing board.

The compensation manager charged with making substantial changes or
even designing a new compensation structure must become familiar with
every possible detail about the workings of this governing body. At the risk
of stating the obvious, the first detail is to know and scrupulously use the
exact name chosen by your organization for its governing board, for exam-
ple, board of directors, board of trustees, board of regents, or board of su-
pervisors.

If your function, location, or some accident of fate places you in close
proximity to one or more board members, you may be in a unique posi-
tion to obtain a strategic organizational perspective directly applicable to
the design and maintenance of a new or substantially revised compensation
structure. The advantages and disadvantages of contact with board mem-
bers could include:

ADVANTAGES

• Opportunity to informally talk about organizational strategies and
goals

• Opportunity to present compensation structure ideas to someone
whose opinion carries weight
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• Opportunity to get feedback from someone who will quickly spot
any mismatches between your approach and basic organizational
characteristics

• Advance knowledge of shifts in organizational priorities

DISADVANTAGES

• Board members may treat you like their own staff

• Board members may bypass your boss and speak to you directly,
thereby causing tension between you and your boss

• You may become involved, unwillingly, in power struggles between
various board member factions

• You may lose sight of the fact that you need to get along with all
board members

Number of Members

The larger your governing board, the more administrative overhead is in-
volved in preparing for and following up on board meetings. If your boss
must bear the burden of this administrative overhead, then you may share
in that burden as well.

The number of board members determines the number required for a
quorum, the minimum number of members required to be present in
order to vote on an issue. If your compensation implementation effort requires a
board vote, then the number of “yes” votes and the number in a quorum could be
of critical importance.

Some boards may be large enough to appoint either standing or ad hoc
subcommittees. If there is a subcommittee charged with compensation
matters, especially with your specific project, acquainting yourself with
subcommittee members and subcommittee proceedings will be of the
highest priority.

Board Member Finances

Do the board members receive any kind of financial assistance, such as travel
and other expenses, country club memberships, or any other remuneration?

Board Member Finances 9
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If so, the compensation manager will need to know the circumstances
under which the funds are given and received. If the governing board
members are appointed or elected officials and receive a salary, that salary
amount may act as a cast-iron ceiling on any salary structure you may de-
vise for other employees.

Elected/Appointed Officials

If your organization is run by elected/appointed officials, the compensation
manager should know how elections are handled, who can appoint and
“unappoint” these officials, and whether the electorate can recall any or all
of them. These events are beyond the compensation manager’s control or
influence, and a compensation structure project can get lost in election
preparations or a debate over a hotly contested appointment.

Board Member Titles

The compensation manager should maintain a current list of all board
member titles. These titles may impact or influence the titles permitted in
the organization and their relative significance in the hierarchy.

Ex Officio Board Members

The compensation manager needs to know how many board members
serve ex officio (by virtue of their title) and whether these members have
a vote or may be counted in a quorum. A nonvoting board member, or
one unable to attend board meetings regularly, cannot effectively support
a new compensation structure requiring board approval other than to ex-
ercise influence with other board members. That influence, of course,
could be considerable.

Terms of Service

Designing, implementing, and maintaining a compensation structure is de-
manding enough in the best of circumstances. If the board members serve
a sufficiently predictable length of time and if the terms served are staggered
(meaning that only some board members come up for renewal at any one
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time), then there will be more stability of direction. The compensation
manager may want to carefully time any required governing board action
on the new or revised compensation structure to a period of time when the
board is not distracted by possible changes in membership.

Quorum for Decisions

The compensation manager should know how many board members out
of the total number of members must be present to vote on an organiza-
tional matter and which members are critical. For example, the board may
be unable to act unless 60 percent of the members and the chairperson are
present. The incapacity or death of one or more board members could
postpone action on the compensation structure proposal, requiring a dif-
ferent approach to implementation.

Further, is there a way for the board to give interim approval to a pro-
ject? If so, has such approval ever been given? How was such interim ap-
proval obtained?

Number of Meetings per Year

If the board must vote affirmatively in order to allow the compensation
manager to address specifics or implement the new/revised compensation
structure, then the compensation manager needs to know how often and
when the board meets in a given year. Does the board meet every month?
Are each of these meetings action meetings, that is, meetings in which the
board votes on one or more issues placed before it? Or, are one or more
meetings devoted to special efforts such as strategic planning? The timing
of action meetings could become of great importance to the compensation
manager’s implementation efforts.

Role of the Governing Body

Spreadsheet 2 at the end of this chapter (GOV) lists several issues that
might be addressed by a board of directors. (This spreadsheet is also shown
in Appendix B.) These areas include fundraising; budget request and ne-
gotiation; approval of compensation matters such as the salary increase
budget; changes to the compensation structure or specific salaries; and the
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approval of new hires for one or more jobs. If these and any other roles fall
into the purview of the governing board, the new/revised compensation
structure will have to accommodate the governing board’s role.

The more you know about your governing board, the more successful
your planning and implementation efforts are likely to be.
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Spreadsheet  2 ABC Communit y
Serv ices –Governance

Mission Statement: Provide Service to Those in Need
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chapter 3

Revenue—Where Do 
We Get Our Money?

It’s been many years since a senior systems analyst, three months into a
new job, asked the project leader that question. I was that systems analyst.
Our project team was exploring the possibility of sharing library resources
among three dissimilar higher education institutions: a private research
university, a public research university, and a technical institute.

Before the days of online registration, students had to go to the main li-
brary to obtain their library cards. As an employee new to the public/non-
profit world, I saw the students lined up outside the library and thought,
“Ah, revenue. Look at all these customers.” Doing some quick calculations in
my head, I ascertained that revenue from the “sale” of library cards was cat-
astrophically inadequate to keep the library open, much less buy and
process additional library materials. Then, with a force still remembered
today, my thoughts stumbled across an apparent fiscal contradiction: How
can the library get sufficient revenue from these students when the money from all
these library cards wouldn’t support the library for a day?

So I did ask the project leader the question “Where we do get our
money?” and received an incomprehensible reply: “Oh, you want to know
about the budget.” No, I had no interest in “the budget.” How could we
possibly do a budget when we didn’t know where the money came from,
or how much we had? The budget could wait; I was interested in revenue.
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Ten years later at another higher education institution, I acquired a basic
understanding of the relationship between budget and revenue in the pub-
lic and nonprofit worlds. This chapter is intended to share that under-
standing and its ramifications with you. In a nutshell, budget and revenue
are two words that are used indistinguishably in most public and nonprofit
organizations.

In the for-profit world, organizations provide goods and services to the
market for a price. If customers buy these goods and services, the organi-
zations get to keep the money resulting from the sales. This money is
called revenue and is normally considered to be earned and owned by the
organization. Out of this revenue, the for-profit organizations pay the ex-
penses incurred while producing the goods and services (including the cost
of employees), and the organization keeps the money left over.

This leftover money is commonly called profit, and for-profit organiza-
tions want this amount to be as large as possible. They may use this money
for whatever purposes they choose, staying within applicable laws and reg-
ulations. When there are more customers than usual, under normal cir-
cumstances, profits are bigger than usual. (Note that this very simple
business model ignores the complications of income taxes, paying off loans,
and other business financial demands.)

For-profit organizations typically call this incoming stream of money
such names as “revenue,” “gross income,” or “sales.” These organizations
track incoming and outgoing money through accounting systems and pe-
riodically provide governmental authorities and possibly the investment
community with reports about the magnitude of the money coming in and
the money going out. Interested parties analyze these reports for a variety
of purposes including determination of tax obligations and investment
desirability.

The public or nonprofit organization typically begins its fiscal year
knowing, or estimating, its revenue for the coming year. Management
may estimate the magnitude of this incoming money or negotiate with ex-
ternal agencies for the money. Once the amount is estimated or negotiated,
the organization will act as if the incoming money is real and then plan, or
budget, accordingly. Put simply, the organization acts as if the budget is the
revenue. At the beginning of the fiscal year, the organization knows how
much money will be available—or will be assumed to be available—to
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fund its operations. Operational success may have little or no effect on that
amount of revenue in that year, or in the foreseeable future.

Public and nonprofit organizations receive favorable tax treatment on
the basis of either the public trust or in pursuance of a mission and the es-
tablishment of an organizational structure determined suitable for non-
profit (and therefore nontaxable) status. The burden of proof rests on the
public/nonprofit organization to display how funds received into the or-
ganization are used in conformity with the intentions of the fund providers.
These funds and any resulting leftover money belong to the organization
(what would otherwise be called profit) and can only be spent in the fur-
therance of its mission.

In public and nonprofit organizations, the incoming stream of money is
usually called funding, and funds typically arrive with strings attached. The
concept of “earning” money does not apply in quite the same way al-
though the public/nonprofit world provides goods and services. For ex-
ample, a charity may provide goods and services such as food, clothing,
shelter, and healthcare to the homeless. However, the provision of these
goods and services results in expenses but no revenue because the home-
less cannot pay for them. So, where does the revenue come from? Chari-
ties typically rely heavily on donations: gifts of money from individuals
who do not themselves need or want the goods or services provided by the
organization. In this case, the operational focus (facilities for the homeless)
is separate from the revenue focus, which targets donations made by indi-
viduals who, by definition, are not direct customers or clients.

When a government agency awards a research grant to a university, one
might say that the agency is purchasing a service, that is, research, and will
receive a full report on the methodology, the experiment, and any results
of the research effort. But that is not enough. In addition, the granting gov-
ernment agency expects to receive periodic reports showing how the funds
were used including any equipment or supplies purchased with the funds,
the job titles of any employees paid with these funds, and the circumstances
and amount of time spent by these employees while being paid from these
funds.

Even though the university provides the research services in return for
money received, the frame of reference is other than buy-and-sell. Instead,
the granting agency is supporting the university in its efforts to fulfill its
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own research mission. The funds provided by the granting agency may be
tax dollars given to the granting agency through the public trust. There-
fore, the agency has a duty to its own fund providers, the taxpayers, to ver-
ify that such funds are expended in the public interest. The university,
unlike a private company, cannot simply use the money as it sees fit and let
the results stand on their own. Instead, the university must spend the grant
money according to certain rules and then go on record as having done so.

Nonprofit organizations must serve a double bottom line: to manage
money in a responsible manner (which may include generating a surplus)
and to enhance the well-being of the public they are dedicated to serve.
This two-sided success criterion impacts compensation so that surplus earn-
ings may not be distributed to employees, the executive director, or board
members at the end of the year. While employees are entitled to receive
reasonable compensation as indicated by the external labor market and the
organization’s size, the organization must be careful to avoid any appear-
ance of “profit-sharing.” Reasonable compensation is one of the require-
ments of operating in accordance with the public trust.

Fund Sources

The implications of this funding versus operations dichotomy on a new or
revised compensation structure will become clearer as you become more
familiar with your public or nonprofit organization. At this point, a compen-
sation manager should obtain fund source information from the last complete fiscal
year showing all fund sources for that year, the respective dollar amounts for each
fund source, and the percent of the total funding represented by each fund source. It
is important to know where the incoming money originates, the respective
amounts, and the respective rankings of major to minor fund sources (see
Spreadsheet 3 (REV) at the end of this chapter and in Appendix B).

Annual Budget Cycle

The compensation manager should meet with budget managers, accoun-
tants, and others who can provide an annual timeline for the preparation of
the budget for the coming fiscal year. Once the budget for the coming year
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is known, when is the budget available to be spent by the organization?
How does the compensation manager find out what the budget will be and
what portion of the budget will be available for compensation and related
expenses, including salary increases? Who has the formal authority to com-
municate the details of the coming year’s budget?

The relationship between the fiscal year, the calendar year, and the op-
erational year can be complex with several different timelines. For exam-
ple, educational institutions often follow a July 1–June 30 fiscal year,
produce various financial documents on a calendar year basis (such as W-
2s), but actually operate on an academic year that begins in September and
ends in May.

The answers to these questions and the timing of the budget process will
determine, in part, when the compensation manager presents the proposal
for the new or revised compensation structure and, to some extent, how
and when that structure is implemented.

Formal Budget Request Process

If there are budget request(s) to be prepared, the compensation manager
needs to know when such requests must be submitted and to whom, what
information is contained within each budget request, and when the result
of the budget request effort will be known. Is the budget determined, in
whole or in part, by external agencies? Is the compensation manager ex-
pected to make a formal report each year concerning the funds needed for
compensation-related matters in the coming budget year? Who internally
approves the request or the budget for the coming year?

Typically, the budget request process, whether determined externally by
funding agencies or internally through budget and other managers, or both,
ends with a determination of the funds available for all purposes, not just
compensation-related matters. The compensation manager will want to
know whether there is any flexibility in the budget for new hires, bonuses,
or other special compensation needs, or whether an amount must be built
into the budget. If possible, the compensation manager will want to be a
part of the process, and this participation rests on a complete understand-
ing of the process as it relates to compensation.

Formal Budget Request Process 19
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Required Reporting

Public and nonprofit organizations receiving government funds will prob-
ably be informed as to the reporting requirements entailed in receiving
such funds. The organization cannot simply use the money as it wishes
within budget constraints.

Government reports can be quite extensive and detailed, and the organi-
zation may employ one or more people who make such reporting their
major or sole activity. These employees may be in continuous communica-
tion with various government agencies throughout the year. If compensation
is one of the areas to be reported—a common enough requirement—then
the compensation manager may be charged with oversight of the reporting
process or even with report generation itself. If so, this will be a major activ-
ity with deadlines to be respected.

Other fund sources may require reports on activities, or the organization
may decide that some reports would be prudent, whether required or not.
The professionalism of the reports is an important face the organization
presents to the external world. The online resource GuideStar provides in-
formation about various nonprofit organizations including their financial
profiles.

Fund Accounting

Your organization may have a formal accounting approach that tracks
every dollar coming into the organization according to its source until it
leaves the organization. If such an accounting system is used in your orga-
nization, you must to understand the accounts and their related coding
structure.

Fund sources may be described as:

• Unrestricted—to be spent however the organization wishes.

• Permanently restricted—to be retained as principal and may be invested
but not spent.

• Temporarily restricted—the income or interest from permanently re-
stricted funds. These temporarily restricted funds may be used only
for certain purposes or at certain times.
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Fundraising

For those organizations permitted to seek funding from the general public,
fundraising can become an extremely important function resulting in a
major portion of the organization’s finances. The compensation manager
will want to know if:

• Fundraising is a routine activity.

• Fundraising is (also) done on an ad hoc basis.

• The compensation manager is expected to be involved in fundraising.

• Some of the funds are constrained and cannot—or must—be used for
compensation-related matters.

The compensation manager will want to know how the budget for the
coming year addresses donations. Is the budget for the coming year built
on the assumption that future donations will be at least as much as the cur-
rent year, the average of the previous five years, or an amount determined
by some other algorithm?

If donations were to be greater than usual in any particular year, could
the extra money beyond budget be used for compensation purposes? In
other words, is it possible for the organization to have “a good year” and
share the wealth with employees? Or, would that be contrary to the regu-
lations governing the organization, or to the internal or external political
climate, or to a controlling ideology?

Donors

The compensation manager will want to know if any donors have a de facto
influence over any organizational operations, even if they are not on the
governing board. Are any major donors experts in human resources-related
functions and available for consultation? Would it be prudent—or counter-
productive—to include such donors in the compensation manager’s efforts?

Does the organization maintain a donor database, sponsor routine mail-
ings, social activities, or other activities that target donors? Is there a formal
development office charged with bringing in donations? If so, how will 
this office expect to be compensated, and will the development office’s
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expectations mesh comfortably with donor expectations regarding com-
pensation levels and the use of their donations? Are any donors vehemently
opposed to the use of their contributions for overhead?

Government Support

Is the organization a public agency, supported in whole or in part by the
taxpaying population? If so, what is the role of the electorate? What is the
role of the local legislature, especially with respect to compensation? Is
there a civil service-type structure, or an expectation of conformity with
such a structure?

Government funding usually means government influence and possibly
even control. If the compensation manager’s new or revised compensation
structure must be in conformity with a government structure or will be
heavily influenced by such a structure, it is best to know this at the outset.

Budget Based on Revenue
Predictions

Your organization may experience the budget as the amount of money
that may be spent in the current year regardless of how well the organiza-
tion performs its mission, whatever abundance the general economy may
bestow on other economic sectors, or even what unexpected gifts or spe-
cial funds may come into the organization. Under such circumstances, the
budget takes on a cast-iron quality, a bottom line unto itself. The com-
pensation manager should have an idea of how budget/revenue predictions
for the coming year are made and who makes them, whether internal ex-
perts or external legislative bodies, or both. Your organization’s budget
may be tied to any number of external realities beyond your control.

Further, the compensation manager should be aware of any unspoken
algorithms that could place limits on the compensation structure. In Chap-
ter 2, “Governance—Who’s in Charge?” (Board Member Finances), the
salaries of the governing board place an absolute limit on the salaries that
could be paid to any other employee in the organization. Other organiza-
tions may have similar expectations regarding salary increase budgets as
well and look to the external labor market, to salary increases in another
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organization, or even to the Consumer Price Index as a guide or limit on
internal salary increases.

Voter Influence

The role of the electorate may be key or tangential to the organization’s
operations and revenue stream. The compensation manager should ascer-
tain how the electorate could possibly affect the organization’s revenue, es-
pecially that portion reserved for compensation.

Voter Influence 23
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Spreadsheet  3 ABC Communit y  Serv ices—
Revenue

Mission Statement: Provide Service to Those in Need

Legend:
Fund Sources: List each fund source in the previous fiscal year with each respective total
annual dollar amount and percentage of total funding.

Annual Budget Cycle: The timing of budget activity, lines of authority for approvals, degree of
detail.

Formal Budget Request Process: Is there a formal or informal process through which the
organization obtains its budget for the coming fiscal year? If so, describe its timeframe,
administrative burden, and other aspects.

Required Reporting: Does the organization have to file reports for government(s) based on the
type(s) of funding it receives? If so, what types of reports, how often, and degree of
administrative burden? Does the organization have to file reports to nongovernment entities
based on the type(s) of funding it receives? If so, what types of reports, how often, and degree
of administrative burden?

Fund Accounting: Does the organization use this type of accounting to track the use of each
dollar of funding received into the organization?
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Spreadsheet 3 25

Legend (continued):

Fundraising: A formal or informal and coordinated effort, routine or ad hoc, to persuade
individuals outside the organization to donate funds. Describe the administrative burden,
percent of budget obtained through this process, and any other aspects of fundraising.

Donors: Individuals outside the organization who have donated funds to it, currently or in the
past, or might donate in the future. There may be significant administrative activity around
these individuals.

Government Support: What sort of governmental influence impacts the organization including
funding, regulatory control, budget approval, voter influence, or other?

Budget Based on Revenue Predictions: What are the predictive methods and algorithms used
to forecast the budget for the coming year? Is revenue considered fixed or can the budget vary
throughout the year?

Voter Influence: How can voters impact the organization?
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chapter 4

Workforce—Who 
Are These People?

Any new employee is bound to take great interest in his or her new
colleagues, the population of fellow workers. New compensation managers
should be no exception. The organization already has a workforce, and that
workforce receives pay on a regular basis. Therefore, a de facto compen-
sation structure already exists, and the workforce knows that structure as
the status quo. You, the compensation manager, are working to change
that status quo.

The compensation manager needs some basic demographic information
about these new colleagues, the existing workforce. These basic demo-
graphic statistics include a preliminary division of the workforce into the
current employee groups. The fourth spreadsheet (WRKFRC) is intended
to contain basic workforce information, a preliminary sketch based on
workforce population and job characteristics (see Spreadsheet 4 at the end
of this chapter and in Appendix B).

Employee Group

The workforce can be divided into various groups according to the char-
acteristics of the jobs and the workforce demographics. The initial division
of the workforce is based on a comparison of the nature of the work against
the provisions of the Fair Labor Standards Act. That evaluation will desig-
nate some jobs as exempt (exempt from FLSA overtime provisions) and
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others as nonexempt (eligible for overtime). Spreadsheet 4, the WRKFRC
spreadsheet, displays some additional suggested employee groups further
subdividing these two broad exempt and nonexempt groupings.

Your organization’s employee groups may differ greatly from those
shown on Spreadsheet 4, although the exempt/nonexempt categories will
almost certainly apply. A compensation manager should display sensitivity
to the terminology used to name these employee groups. Certain terms
may be acceptable as well as commonly understood, while other terms may
have a history so negative as to compromise the viability of any new or re-
vised compensation structure. A compensation manager should not hesitate
to further refine or even substantially change these employee groups in
order to provide a workable frame of reference for the new or revised
compensation system.

Male/Female

Dividing each employee group into male and female subcategories may
expose workforce patterns that could prove troublesome, even discrimina-
tory. Any such troublesome patterns may need to be addressed in the new
or significantly revised structure. If this basic demographic information ex-
poses practices that systematically disadvantage one gender or the other, the
compensation manager may wish to further subdivide the workforce into
equal employment opportunity (EEO) reporting categories. EEO report-
ing is probably a requirement for your organization in any case, and know-
ing whether your organization is vulnerable on EEO issues enables you to
factor in the kind of controls and monitoring necessary to show good faith
efforts to achieve sufficient diversity and fair human resources practices
throughout the workforce.

EEO complaints may be made on any basis in the following list:

• Race and color—Black

• Race and color—White

• Race and color—American Indian/Alaskan Native

• Race and color—Asian/Pacific Island

• Religion

• National origin—Hispanic
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• National origin—Other

• Age

• Gender—female

• Disability—mental

• Gender—male

• Disability—physical

• Reprisal

Full-Time, Part-Time, and 
Variable-Time Appointments

Although some organizations may employ only full-time employees, other
organizations employ workers under a variety of part-time arrangements.
In addition, an organization may use the variable-time appointment in
which the employee works a minimum amount of time and, as needed and
by agreement, may work more. Or conversely, the employee may nor-
mally work full-time but be assured only of a lesser percentage of time.
Variable-time appointments can give organizations a very quick budget re-
duction potential through reductions in time, a mechanism less disruptive
to the workforce than a layoff.

Appointment Terms

Each employee group may contain employees working under such arrange-
ments as employment at will, an employment contract, tenure or tenure
track appointment, collective bargaining contract, or some other arrange-
ment. This information could bring to the surface potentially discrimina-
tory practices if men and women, or various EEO categories previously
cited, systematically work under different terms of appointment while be-
longing to the same employee group and possibly doing similar work. Sys-
tematic differences are particularly troubling if the differing terms of
appointment consistently advantage one group over another.

The compensation manager will also want to find out why the orga-
nization uses the current appointment arrangements. Reasons for the cur-
rent practices might be no more than historic accident or, more purposely,
the result of a formal legal opinion by the organization’s legal counsel.
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Whatever the reasons are, they may impose certain constraints on the fu-
ture compensation structure.

Unionized

Some or all of the employees in the nonexempt employee groups may be
represented by labor unions. If there are multiple unions, the compensation
manager will want to subdivide the employee groups accordingly. In addi-
tion, some exempt groups may be involved in professional associations or
some other collective organizations that strongly influence the terms and
conditions of appointment for those in that employee group. If so, the
compensation manager might want to record the existence of such a near-
representative organization.

Average Years of Service

This statistic shows the average years of service with the organization for
the employees in that employee group, men and women separately and
across EEO categories if you have chosen to add them. This information
indicates the maturity of the workforce, the level of employment stability
in the organization, and may point to other aspects of human resources
practices, such as promotion rates by gender. One statistic is not enough to
draw conclusions about turnover, promotion rates, and other key aspects of
human resources practices but may call attention to areas worthy of further
investigation.

Average Age

This statistic shows the average age for employees in each employee group,
men and women separately, and across EEO categories if you have chosen
to add them. Like Average Years of Service, this statistic speaks to the ma-
turity of the workforce and past human resources practices based on indi-
vidual characteristics rather than the jobs held by the individuals. Distinct
differences across genders or ethnic groups can indicate a need for further
investigation. For example, are women almost always older than men in
the same group? The new or revised compensation structure needs to in-
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clude compensation policies that forestall discrimination or disparate im-
pact as well as monitoring mechanisms.

Average Salary

This statistic shows the average salary held by employees in that employee
group, men and women separately and across EEO categories if you have
chosen to add them. This statistic is important for a compensation manager
and could point to one or more key areas to be targeted in the new or re-
vised compensation structure. If one category of workers consistently has a
significantly lower average salary than another group of workers in the
same employee group, the compensation manager should find out why.
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Spreadsheet  4 ABC Communit y  Serv ices—
The  Workforce

Mission Statement: Provide Service to Those in Need

Legend:

Employee Group: Broad groupings of employees based on jobs of similar type and scope. 
M and F are male and female. Include any other useful demographic categories.

Number Full-Time: Number of full-time employees.

Number Part-Time: Number of part-time employees.

Number Variable-Time: Number of variable-time employees.

Appointment Terms: Employment contract, at will, represented, and other terms applicable to
employees in this group.
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Unionized: Group is represented by a collective bargaining unit.

Average Years of Service: Average number of years with the organization for members of this
group.

Average Age: The average age of employees in this group.

Average Salary: Average base salary for employees in this group.
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chapter 5

Current Compensation—How
Are We Paying Them Now?

In the previous chapter, the information to be collected for Spreadsheet
4, Workforce, served to test the extent and user friendliness of the organi-
zation’s compensation data infrastructure. In the course of collecting this
very basic information, a new compensation manager gets exposure to the
human resources information system in place and may be dismayed to find
that there is no system in place, or that the system is slow to respond to in-
formation requests, or is so haphazardly maintained that the information is
suspect once received.

Of course, the compensation manager may be grateful to find that the
human resources information system in place is fully adequate, or even bet-
ter than adequate. Most of us adjust easily to good news!

Human Resources Information
Systems Infrastructure

A human resources information system (HRIS) typically contains both:

• Payroll information (data required to pay people correctly and meet
external legal standards for reporting)

• Human resources information (data required to track and monitor the
workforce from initial hire to separation)
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In many cases, payroll and human resources require the same informa-
tion. However, there is a difference between the two functions with re-
spect to external requirements and internal emphasis. Payroll is a heavily
regulated activity, while human resources activities such as recruitment,
leave accounting, and training typically operate under less routine external
scrutiny. Compensation managers are vitally interested in both kinds of in-
formation and see them as parts of a whole.

Developing an HRIS requires an analysis beyond the scope of this book.
If such an endeavor confronts you, a considerable amount of time, effort,
and possibly financial resources will be required to perform a comprehen-
sive needs analysis, a product comparison against that needs analysis, ven-
dor selection (possibly including an internal information systems unit), and
implementation including staff training. A compensation manager with
luck and influence with management might be able to retain an HRIS im-
plementation specialist, a very advantageous approach.

If the compensation manager must develop a new or revised compensa-
tion structure while implementing the necessary HRIS required to describe
and monitor such a structure, then the task will be doubly complicated and
may require a new and expanded job description to allow for the increased
scope of work.

Appendix C lists HRIS data elements suggested by successive classes in
“Information and Cost Analysis in HR Management.” Over a five-year
period, students (mostly practicing HR professionals) built the list by
adding to or revising data elements suggested by the previous classes. If you
are burdened with addressing HRIS issues from scratch, then this list may
provide a basis for departure.

Employee Groups

The previous chapter on the workforce listed certain default employee
groups, and you may have further refined these groups across gender and
EEO categories to meet your own organizational needs. This fifth spread-
sheet (COMP) is intended to record aspects of the organization’s current
compensation structure, even if management would not use the formal
term structure to define the current pay system (see Spreadsheet 5 at the end
of this chapter as well as in Appendix B).
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In collecting and recording this set of information, you may need to fur-
ther subdivide the employee groups from the previous chapter. If you need
to maintain statistics by gender or EEO category within each group or sub-
group, then you should continue to do so when structuring the COMP
spreadsheet. For example, if inspection shows that women work without
job descriptions far more frequently than men, or the other way around,
then further investigation into disparate treatment may be indicated.

Number

This column records the number of employees in the employee group or
subgroup.

Unionized

This column should contain the same information as shown on Spread-
sheet 4, WRKFRC, unless you determine that further subgroups are 
necessary.

Average Years in Job

Unlike “Average Years of Service” on Spreadsheet 4, this statistic measures
the average number of years that employees in that employee group or
subgroup have served in their current jobs. This information casts light on
the level of experience, promotion patterns, and emphasis on job stability
in the various employee subgroups. Results in one or more groups or sub-
groups could indicate anomalies with respect to promotion or hiring prac-
tices. For example, this statistic could show that some employees in one
group, such as white males or Hispanics, have served in their current jobs
twice as long as other groups, a possible indication of adverse impact if not
outright discrimination.

Pay Structure

This information should be a list of every type of pay structure applicable
to employees in the group. Possibilities include a step structure, ranges
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without steps, flat rate, a series of flat rates based on formal qualifications
such as degrees or certifications, a seniority system, and other possibilities.
The compensation manager should know why certain pay structures are
considered appropriate for certain employee groups, as well as how the
employees in the group view these pay structures, or if the employees
even know or believe that pay structures exist.

Job Descriptions

This column contains only three entries: All, Some, or None. If all em-
ployees in the employee group have a job description, then the column
should show “All.” If only some of the employees have a job description,
then the column would show “Some.” A “None” entry means that there
are no job descriptions for any of the employees in the employee group.

Salaries Public

Are salaries for employees in this group considered public information? Do
employees either know or know how to obtain salary information on each
other and on management? Do the voting public and the media have ac-
cess to organizational salaries? If so, the development, approval, and im-
plementation of the new or revised compensation system may require a
public relations strategy. If a legislative body is involved, the compensation
manager may spend a considerable amount of time in liaison with the ex-
ternal agency as well as with internal management and other employees.

Performance Management

This column is similar to the “Job Description” column in that the answers
are either All, Some, or None. Is there a performance management system
in place for employees in this group? Employees who expect periodic per-
formance evaluations from their managers, and managers who are practiced
and methodical in doing evaluations, should be accustomed to structure in
the determination of pay and related personnel actions such as promotions
and reclassifications. Acceptance of one structure can pave the way to ac-
ceptance of another, particularly if the workforce perceives that the posi-
tive aspects of the current structure will be retained in its replacement.
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Salary Increase Date

Do employees in this employee group become eligible for their salary in-
creases on a common date, an individual anniversary date, a contractually
determined date, whenever an employee asks for a raise, on an ad hoc basis
determined by management, or on some other date?

Salary increases may be tied to the budget cycle, some point in the fis-
cal year, staggered at intervals throughout the year, or on some other
schedule. The rhythm of this process, or lack of it, will impact the imple-
mentation of the new or revised compensation structure.

Compensation Authority

This column records the organizational authority for compensation ap-
provals for the employees in the employee group. For example, the gov-
erning board may approve the compensation arrangement for the top
executive who then approves the compensation arrangements for other se-
nior management officials. If there are differences in approval authority
within a single employee group, the compensation manager should find
out why. Differences in approval authority within a single employee group
may suggest further subdivision of that employee group.
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Spreadsheet  5 ABC Communit y  Serv ices—
Current  Compensat ion

Mission Statement: Provide Service to Those in Need

Are any or all of the following in place: an organization chart, payroll/HRIS, central HR files on all
employees?

Legend:

Employee Group: Broad groupings of employees based on jobs of similar type and scope. This
column should begin with the same employee groups found on the WRKFRC spreadsheet and
include M, F, and EEO categories if the WRKFRC spreadsheet indicates potential EEO issues.

Number: Number of employees in this group or subgroup.

Unionized: Members of this group or subgroup represented by a collective bargaining unit.

Average Years in Job: The average number of years served in the job currently held by
members of this group or subgroup.

Pay Structure: Individual negotiation, ranges, flat rate, other.

Job Descriptions: Yes (available for all employees in group), no (for no employees in group),
some (only for some of the employees in the group).
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Salaries Public: Are salaries for jobs in this group available to the general public? To the
employee population?

Performance Management: Is there a performance management process in place for
all/some/none of the employees in this group?

Salary Increase Date: When do employees in this group become eligible for base salary
increases? (Common date? Anniversary? Other?)

Compensation Authority: Describe the authority level(s) for approving compensation
arrangements for members of the group.
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chapter 6

Exempt Workforce—Your
Colleagues and Your Boss

Aprofile of this sector of the workforce might read as follows:

• Competent and experienced

• More knowledgeable about the organizational environment than you
are

• Directly affected by your project

• Possibly in a position of authority over you

Each of these profile attributes is daunting, to say the least. The compen-
sation manager charged with creating or substantially revising the organi-
zation’s compensation system may have to grapple with the political
consequences of his or her role as a change agent ready to disadvantage col-
leagues or even upper management with respect to their compensation, or
perceived to be ready to do so. The latter may carry the same baggage as the
former.

In the real world of compensation managers, senior management is
highly unlikely to permit a newly created or substantially revised compen-
sation system to disadvantage them with respect to their pay unless com-
pelled by overwhelming forces such as the will of the electorate, a mandate
from the board, or legal sanctions. However, such overwhelming forces
might exist and, in fact, be the impetus for charging the compensation man-
ager with the project in the first place. It is possible that the compensation
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manager will struggle under a burden of political pressure that will make
mere compensation analysis a relief. Such political pressures are outside the
scope of this book, and this paragraph is intended only to acknowledge their
possible existence and importance.

Employee Group

In previous chapters, the Employee Group information reflected not only
the basic categories of employees (exempt/nonexempt, senior/middle man-
agement, professional, etc.) but possibly various EEO categories as well. By
including EEO categories on previous spreadsheets, the compensation man-
ager has had the opportunity to test the waters with respect to possible areas
of discrimination and also to test the HRIS capabilities existing in the orga-
nization. Depending on the nature of the data collected heretofore, it may
or may not be useful to continue to include EEO information on the
spreadsheets from now on. The compensation manager needs to weigh any
possible usefulness of EEO data with the resulting complexity of the spread-
sheet. Spreadsheet 6 (EXMPT) at the end of this chapter (as well as in Ap-
pendix B) assumes that the need for EEO data is no longer present, but this
assumption should be ignored if your circumstances indicate otherwise.

Also, the compensation manager should decide whether to include con-
fidential employees in the exempt workforce or in the nonexempt work-
force. Strictly speaking, the “Confidential” designation applies to
employees holding nonexempt jobs but excluded from otherwise applica-
ble collective bargaining agreements due to the nature of their work. Some
organizations treat employees holding such jobs at least as well or better
than their unionized counterparts. Let your current organizational practice
be your guide, although you may decide ultimately to recommend a
change to that practice.

Jobs

This list contains every job belonging to each employee group regardless of
how many incumbents, if any, hold the job. A new or vacant job under re-
cruitment would be included in this list if a compensation arrangement ex-
ists for that job. If your organization is relatively large, this spreadsheet
might go on for several pages, so you will want to format the spreadsheet
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to aid readability, for example, page numbers, repeating row headings,
headers, and footers.

The compensation manager should note any job that is either tied to an-
other job or another employee group with respect to compensation or is
currently used, informally or formally, as a benchmark for one or more
other jobs.

Revenue Impact

This field evaluates the direct relationship between performance in each
job and revenue. In other words, if the incumbent (or all incumbents) in
the job performed superbly, what would be the direct effect on revenue? If
the incumbent (or all incumbents) in the job performed below the mini-
mum standard, what would be the direct effect on revenue? The compen-
sation manager may have to resist peer pressure to say that all jobs matter
and that revenue is dependent on everyone pulling together. Although
such a statement may have merit with respect to organizational develop-
ment theory, it is less than useful for compensation analysis.

Going back to the charity for the homeless, for example, the operational
focus is on satisfying the needs of the homeless while the revenue focus
looks in another direction altogether: The opinions and willingness to pay
of individuals and groups that do not need these charitable services and may
never have been to a homeless shelter. The compensation manager may
have to take a hard-headed look at the operations management and staff
jobs at such a charity and ask such questions as

• What percentage of the charity’s donors interacted with operations
management and staff before making their first contribution?

• What percentage of the charity’s donors were volunteers before mak-
ing their first contribution?

If the answers to these and other questions indicate that donations, that
is, revenue, reach the charity more often than not without direct involve-
ment with the operations management and staff, then these operations jobs
are not directly related to revenue. This does not mean that the operations
management and staff can perform in a substandard fashion over time with-
out endangering revenue. However, it would mean that there is only an
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indirect relationship between the performance in these jobs and revenue,
thereby placing revenue enhancement out of the reach of those who hold
such jobs, no matter how well they perform. However, if the charity has a
development office charged with donor contact and solicitation, superb
performance in development jobs would have a direct effect on revenue en-
hancement, and substandard performance would have the reverse effect.

When the compensation manager begins development of the new or re-
vised compensation structure, a realistic perspective on revenue impact for
each of the various jobs will guide the designation of appropriate rewards.

Base Pay

This field records the mechanism that determines base pay for each job.
Base pay may be set according to internal pay ranges, tied to external pay
ranges such as state civil service, determined by collective bargaining con-
tracts, negotiated individually with every incumbent, set according to a flat
rate determined by the board, or by some other means. The various base
pay setting mechanisms may have the force of law, reflect historical acci-
dent or a legal precedent, or be completely ad hoc.

The compensation manager is charged with creating or substantially re-
vising a compensation structure, so the existing arrangements are extremely
important because to those employees, the existing arrangements are “the
deal.” Any proposed changes will be scrutinized by these exempt employ-
ees who will probably detect any possible disadvantages for themselves in
short order.

Base Pay Increases

Presumably, incumbents in these exempt jobs have received base pay in-
creases in the past. The compensation manager will want to find out the
basis on which such increases were given: seniority, longevity, cost-of-
living adjustment (COLA), general increase based on the organization’s
ability to pay, merit, other?

If experience is a guide, most organizations claim that base pay increases
are determined by merit. An astute compensation manager does not accept
this assertion on face value but wants to know how merit is determined and
by whom. Objective standards for merit in each job may be in place for
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some jobs and not for others. Such objective standards may be very diffi-
cult to establish for some jobs, making merit for performance in that job
strictly in the eye of the beholder, usually a manager.

Variable Pay

Do incumbents in the job receive pay increases or a portion of base pay on
the basis of meeting specific goals set for the individual, a team that includes
the individual, or on the achievement of organization-wide goals? If so,

• What portion of the pay increase or base pay is dependent on each
possible variable pay component?

• Who determines the goals and the span of performance (individual,
team, or organization-wide)?

• How long has such a system been in place?

• How is it received by incumbents?

• How is it received by the organization?

Person-Based Pay

Are any incumbents in the job eligible to receive or currently receiving
person-based pay for acquisitions of skills, knowledge, and/or competen-
cies? If so,

• Who determined these skills, knowledge, and/or competencies?

• What are the skills, knowledge, and/or competencies appropriate for
each job?

• Who determines that an incumbent has acquired the skill, knowledge,
or competency?

• How does the evaluator make such a skills/knowledge/competency
determination?

• How long has such a system been in place?

• How is it received by the incumbents?

• How is it received by the organization?
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Health Benefits

Benefits are a very complex area, and this book does not address most of
the related complexities or the current turbulence in our society regarding
the escalating costs of healthcare and the current and desired level of gov-
ernment involvement.

This field is intended to provide a list of health benefits voluntarily im-
plemented by the organization and enjoyed by incumbents in the job.
Benefits can include direct healthcare (medical, dental, vision, etc.), life in-
surance plans, wellness programs, employee assistance programs, and any
other programs intended to improve employee well-being. If the com-
pensation manager has doubts about whether a program should be in-
cluded, such as organizational willingness to sponsor membership in a
weight reduction program, it is prudent to include the benefit. The pro-
gram can always be removed from the list later, if necessary.

Pension/Retirement

For the purposes of this book, retirement is a broad term applicable to all
forms of old age income continuation including pensions (both defined
contribution and defined benefit) and supplementary retirement plans such
as 401(k) and 403(b) plans. Like health benefits, pension/retirement plans
are extraordinarily complex and governed by myriad regulations. This
book does not address the societal turbulence currently associated with the
decisions by organizations to discontinue pension plans, disassociate such
plans with paid retiree healthcare, and other issues of great current concern.

This field is intended to simply list the types of pension and other re-
tirement-related plans for which incumbents in the job are eligible.

Perquisites

Perquisites are those goods and services that go with organizational em-
ployment either to all employees, to incumbents in certain jobs, or as a
reward for meritorious service. Perquisites can include tickets to entertain-
ment events, country club memberships where potential donors are likely
to be found, free or cheap gas at an organization-affiliated gas station, free
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meals at organization events at which the incumbents serve, and other de-
sirable goods and services. Some perquisites, such as organization-paid or
subsidized health club memberships, may be perceived as either perquisites
or as health-related benefits.

Also, some perquisites may be viewed by the recipients as job-related re-
sources, such as free country-club memberships for development office
staff because potential donors are members of those country clubs. Such
memberships may be viewed by recipients as additional office space rather
than a facility for personal enjoyment.

If such perquisites do not exist, the compensation manager will want to
find out why. Reasons for the lack of perquisites could include corporate
culture, board oppositions, fear of electorate reaction, or simply that senior
management has never thought about the matter. The need to incorporate
perquisites into the budget for each coming year may be sufficient to dis-
courage the practice.

Compensation Authority

The employees holding exempt jobs, like the other members of the work-
force, are currently receiving compensation in the form of pay and bene-
fits. Someone or some group has decided what the current compensation
components should be, how pay raises are determined, how often pay
raises are awarded, the time of year they are awarded, and the many other
factors that determine the compensation reality known to the employees as
the deal.

The compensation manager seeking to make changes to the current re-
ality needs to exercise special diligence in obtaining information about the
current and past compensation authority including archival documents
such as memos, records of board decisions, and meeting summaries. Oral
history could be critical, especially oral history from senior managers and
board members no longer affiliated with the organization. While the com-
pensation manager may have difficulty obtaining such oral history, extra ef-
fort may yield insights that could not have been obtained otherwise.

Compensation authority, past and present, has implications both for the
immediate changes the compensation manager may seek to implement as
well as future maintenance of the new system.
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Spreadsheet  6 ABC Communit y  Serv ices—
The  Exempt  Workforce

Mission Statement: Provide Service to Those in Need

Legend:

Employee Group: Broad groupings of employees based on jobs of similar type and scope.
Because this spreadsheet may become extensive, the compensation manager may wish to omit
EEO categories unless previous spreadsheets have indicated that serious issues need to be
explored. For simplicity, this spreadsheet does not display EEO categories.

Jobs: A set of duties to be performed by one or more incumbents. The job may be vacant but
under recruitment.

Revenue Impact: How does performance in the job affect revenue?

Base Pay: Set according to pay ranges, individual negotiation, union contract, flat rate, other?

Base Pay Increase: Based on merit, seniority, longevity, COLA, general increase, other.
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Spreadsheet 6 51

Variable Pay: Based on individual, team-based, organization-wide performance.

Person-Based Pay: Based on competency, knowledge, skill, other.

Health Benefits: List.

Pension/Retirement: List types such as 403(b), 457, defined benefit, defined contribution.

Perquisites: Could the organization elect to give one or more employees in this job a
perquisite? Does the organization currently do so? If so, what types of perquisites? Are any
perquisites explicitly forbidden?

Compensation Authority: Describe the authority level(s) for approving compensation
arrangements for jobs in this group.
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chapter 7

Nonexempt Workforce—
The Workers

Depending on the nature of your organization, the nonexempt work-
force may be much larger than the exempt workforce, about the same size,
or smaller. An educational institution, for example, might have a modest
nonexempt staff of clerical and custodial employees supporting a much
larger exempt teaching and administrative staff, while the United States
Postal Service may have a small army of nonexempt staff, much larger than
the managerial/exempt portion of the workforce (see Spreadsheet 7,
NONEX, at the end of this chapter as well as in Appendix B).

A prudent compensation manager will want to compare the headcount,
or full-time equivalent (FTE) populations, of exempts to nonexempts and
then compare the payroll costs for these same groups. The results might in-
dicate that there are more nonexempt employees in terms of headcount
and FTE, but the nonexempt portion of the payroll is actually smaller. This
apparent mismatch between numbers and dollars could mean that senior
management might devote the greatest share of its attention to restraining
nonexempt pay, reasoning that cost control is best served by controlling
pay levels for the larger group. However, cost control might be best served
by controlling pay levels for the less numerous exempt employees. Should
such a mistaken assumption exist in your organization, you will want to
gracefully bring the statistical truth home to those who will evaluate your
final proposal.
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Employee Group

The organization may have grouped nonexempt jobs by similar function, by
collective bargaining affiliation, by organizational unit, or by some other em-
ployment attribute. Perhaps the organization has ignored these jobs and done
what was necessary to recruit and retain to an acceptable level but not ana-
lyzed this portion of the workforce. If there are no a priori employee groups
established, the compensation manager will have to establish them in order to
complete the spreadsheet (NONEX) found at the end of this chapter.

Your organization may contain workers in nonexempt jobs who are
represented through the collective bargaining process. Such contracts ad-
dress the terms and conditions of employment for all incumbents in certain
jobs, an automatic employee group. If your organization has more than
one union contract, then the employees covered by each separate contract
will be in separate employee groups.

Jobs

Within each employee group are one or more jobs, and these should be
listed in a manner similar to the listing of exempt jobs on the spreadsheet
at the end of Chapter 6. That is, each job is listed whether there is an in-
cumbent or not. New and vacant jobs under recruitment should be listed
because compensation arrangements exist for those jobs.

The compensation manager should note any job that is either tied to an-
other job or employee group with respect to compensation or is currently
used, informally or formally, as a benchmark for one or more other jobs.
For example, a collective bargaining contract may determine the compen-
sation for all jobs within a particular employee group, but selected jobs
within another employee group may be tied, by organizational policy or
practice, to the compensation structure determined by the collective bar-
gaining contract.

Revenue Impact

The test for revenue impact is the same for nonexempt jobs as for exempt
jobs: a direct relationship between performance in the job and organiza-
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tional revenue. The compensation manager cannot assume that perfor-
mance in any one nonexempt job has no direct effect on revenue, what-
ever its place in the organizational hierarchy. However humbling the
insight may be, a postal worker who deals with the public by affixing
proper postage to letters and packages as well as selling stamps may be ac-
tually closer to the organization’s revenue stream than a compensation
manager. Each job must be analyzed without preconception as to its impact
on the organization’s revenue stream.

Base Pay

This information shows how base pay for the job is determined. Op-
tions include existing pay ranges, individual negotiation, union nego-
tiation, existing flat rates, pay at other organizations, external labor mar-
ket rates according to one or more surveys, other factors, or some
combination. The compensation manager will want to be particularly sen-
sitive to different methods being used to determine base pay within an
employee group or, even more troublesome, among incumbents within a
single job.

Base Pay Increase

No doubt the existing employees have been receiving increases to their
base pay from time to time, and the compensation manager needs to know
how these increases were determined. Options include merit, seniority,
longevity, cost-of-living, general increase, external job surveys, other, or
some combination. Once again, the compensation manager should be sen-
sitive to differences in the manner in which base pay increases are deter-
mined among jobs within employee groups or among incumbents in a
single job.

The compensation manager will also want to be sensitive to labels 
that do not match practical reality, such as “merit increases” that are the
same or substantially the same for all incumbents in all or some of the 
jobs within an employee group, or across all incumbents within a spe-
cific job.

Base Pay Increase 55
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Variable Pay

Are any of the nonexempt employee groups, or incumbents within a 
single nonexempt job, eligible for variable pay in whole or in part on the
basis of

• Achievement of individual goals

• Achievement of goals for a team to which they belong

• Overall organizational achievement

If a system of variable pay for one or more nonexempt jobs is currently in
place, the compensation manager will want to see how “variable” the re-
wards actually are.

Are the goals and achievements on which these variable awards are based
truly within the line of sight of these employees? If the goals are team-
based, how are the reward amounts determined? Where does the money
come from? If the goals are organization-wide, how are the reward
amounts distributed throughout the organization? Who determines the
amounts or the timing of the rewards? Variable rewards may lend them-
selves to variable impact on employee compensation, and the compensa-
tion manager needs all the details on any such existing reward components.

Person-Based Pay

Are any nonexempt employees currently eligible for person-based pay ei-
ther on the acquisition of additional skills, knowledge, or competencies? If
so, what jobs are involved? Who decides which skills, knowledge, or com-
petencies for each job or employee group are appropriate? How do the
current collective bargaining contracts acknowledge such person-based pay
components, if at all?

Health Benefits

Benefits are a very complex area, and this book does not address most of
the complexities or the current turbulence in our society regarding esca-
lating costs of health benefits and the current and desired level of govern-
ment involvement.
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This field is intended to provide a list of benefits enjoyed by incumbents
in the job and would include direct healthcare insurance programs (med-
ical, dental, vision, etc.), life insurance plans, as well as wellness programs,
employee assistance programs, and any other programs intended to im-
prove employee well-being. If the compensation manager has doubts about
whether a program should be included, such as organizational willingness
to sponsor membership in a weight reduction program, it is prudent to in-
clude the benefit. The program can always be removed from the list later,
if necessary.

The compensation manager should be especially sensitive to any differ-
ences in healthcare benefits between the exempt jobs and the nonexempt
jobs.

Pension/Retirement

For the purposes of this book, retirement is a broad term applicable to all
organizations and including pensions (both defined contribution and de-
fined benefit) and supplementary retirement plans such as 401(k) and
403(b) plans. Like health benefits, pension/retirement plans are extraordi-
narily complex and governed by myriad regulations. This book does not
address the societal turbulence currently associated with the decisions by
organizations to discontinue pension plans, disassociate such plans with
paid retiree healthcare, and other issues of great current concern. This field
is intended to simply list the types of pension and other retirement-related
plans for which incumbents in the job are eligible.

The compensation manager should be especially sensitive to differences
in retirement policy or practice between exempt and nonexempt jobs.

Perquisites

Perquisites are those goods and services that go with organizational employ-
ment either to all employees, to incumbents in certain jobs, or as a reward for
meritorious service. Perquisites can include tickets to entertainment events,
country club memberships where potential donors are likely to be found,
free or cheap gas at an organization-affiliated gas station, free meals at orga-
nization events at which the incumbents serve, and other desirable goods and
services. Some perquisites, such as organization-paid or subsidized health
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club memberships, may be perceived as either perquisites or as health
benefits.

The compensation manager will want to be especially sensitive to
perquisites available to employees on the basis of perceived income levels,
such as free meals to those holding certain jobs but not to others. Also,
some perquisites may be viewed by the recipients as job-related resources,
such as free country club memberships for development office staff because
potential donors are members of those country clubs. Such memberships
may be viewed by recipients as additional office space rather than a facility
for personal enjoyment.

If such perquisites do not exist, the compensation manager should find
out why. Reasons for the lack of perquisites could include corporate cul-
ture, board opposition, fear of electorate reaction, or simply that senior
management has never thought about the matter. The need to incorporate
perquisites into the budget for each coming year may be sufficient to dis-
courage the practice.

Compensation Authority

The employees holding nonexempt jobs, like the other members of the
workforce, are currently receiving compensation in the form of pay and
benefits. Someone or some group (including a collective bargaining con-
tract) has decided what the current compensation components should be,
how pay raises are determined, how often pay raises are awarded, the time
of year they are awarded, and the myriad of other factors that determine
the current compensation reality.

The compensation manager seeking to make changes to the current re-
ality will need to exercise special diligence in obtaining information about
the current and past compensation authority including archival documents
such as memos, records of board decisions, and meeting summaries. Has
responsibility for determining compensation arrangements for nonexempt
workers been historically placed in one person, possibly a lower level man-
ager? How much authority and flexibility do lower level supervisors have
in determining compensation arrangements for their employees, or even to
giving pay increases?

Oral history could be critical, especially oral history from managers and
board members no longer affiliated with the organization. While the com-
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pensation manager may have difficulty obtaining such oral history, extra ef-
fort may yield insights that could not have been obtained otherwise.

Compensation authority, past and present, has implications for the im-
mediate changes the compensation manager may seek to implement as
well as the maintenance of the system in the future and employee morale
throughout the process.
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60 chapter 7 Nonexempt Workforce

Spreadsheet  7 ABC Communit y  Serv ices—
The  Nonexempt  Workforce

Mission Statement: Provide Service to Those in Need

Legend:

Employee Group: Broad groupings of employees based on Jobs of similar type and scope.
Because this spreadsheet may become extensive, the compensation manager may wish to omit
EEO categories unless previous spreadsheets have indicated that serious issues need to be
explored.

Job: A set of duties, or job, held by one or more employees or vacant but under recruitment.

Revenue Impact: How does performance in the Job affect revenue?

Base Pay: Set according to pay ranges, individual negotiation, union contract, flat rate, other?

Base Pay Increase: Based on merit, seniority, longevity, COLA, general increase, other?

Variable Pay: Based on performance as an individual, team member, organization member.
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Spreadsheet 7 61

Person-Based: Competency, knowledge, skill.

Health Benefits: List.

Pension/Retirement: List type(s), such as 403(b), 457, defined benefit, defined contributions,
and so on.

Perquisites: Could the organization elect to give one or more employees in this Job a
perquisite? Does the organization currently do so? If so, what types of perquisites? Are any
perquisites explicitly forbidden?

Compensation Authority: Describe the authority level(s) for approving compensation
arrangements for Jobs in this group.
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chapter 8

Jobs—Job Analysis: 
Finally!

The compensation manager might well turn to job analysis with a sigh
of relief, anticipating the relaxing company of an old acquaintance after
making so many testy new ones, such as the budget process and the ap-
proval role of a governing board. This relief may be short-lived.

One could make the case that job analysis is the linchpin of human re-
sources management, a pivotal effort impacting several human resources
activities including employment, workforce planning, Americans with Dis-
abilities Act accommodations, and our old friend, compensation analysis. It
is possible that a comprehensive job analysis has already been completed in
recent organizational memory and that previous effort may have been
traumatic. Senior management may not want to revisit a major effort even
if it was well-received, but the prudent compensation manager does not
take without question the previous conclusions of another professional,
however able. Therefore, a job analysis is probably in your immediate fu-
ture, at least with respect to the job description and job specifications.

Advance planning for the job analysis effort means that the compensa-
tion manager has networked with colleagues and management enough to
know who can (and will) serve as a court of last resort when a contested job
description and specifications require a final approval. Employees naturally
want their own job descriptions to qualify for as high a salary level as pos-
sible by whatever job analysis method is used. Supervisors and managers
may want to aggrandize their own roles by “puffing” the job descriptions
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and related specifications for their employees’ job descriptions as well as for
their own. The compensation manager needs an understanding and res-
olute senior manager, committee, or outside opinion—or some combina-
tion thereof—to resolve and confirm the job analysis results.

Employee Group

The employee groups listed on Spreadsheet 8 ( JOBS) (shown at the end of
this chapter and in Appendix B) should be those identified on earlier
spreadsheets. If previous EEO subgroups have indicated any serious prob-
lems with respect to discrimination or adverse impact, then the compensa-
tion manager may want to continue displaying the EEO categories on this
spreadsheet. Due to the potential complexity of Spreadsheet 8, the com-
pensation manager may need to keep any EEO or related demographic
analysis separate from the job analysis effort. The JOBS spreadsheet will be
complex enough, and a simpler format with fewer groups and subgroups
may be more self-evident to senior managers who have neither the time
nor the inclination to sort out a complicated matrix.

Of course, the compensation manager can retain EEO subcategories on
the JOBS spreadsheet and use the Hide Columns or Hide Rows features
for display purposes.

Jobs

Every job in the organization, exempt and nonexempt, would be listed on
this spreadsheet by employee group.

Number of Incumbents

This column displays the number of incumbents in each job. Senior man-
agement or the compensation manager may want to examine the jobs with
the largest number of incumbents first, or last, or in some other strategic
order. The decision to analyze jobs in a particular order is only one of the
many job analysis decisions to be made by the compensation manager.
There may be related organizational implications, such as the determina-
tion of when to analyze senior management jobs.
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Revenue Impact

The revenue impact of each job—the relationship between performance in
the job and organizational revenue—has already been determined and dis-
played on the EXEMPT and NONEX spreadsheets. Because the JOBS
spreadsheet is intended to provide all relevant job analysis information on
one spreadsheet, revenue impact is included on the JOBS spreadsheet, as
well.

Job Analysis: Job Descriptions

Job descriptions either exist, or they don’t. If they exist, they are either cur-
rent, or they aren’t.

Is anything ever this simple?
The organization may believe that everyone has a job description. Close

inspection of these job descriptions may reveal omission of certain key in-
formation, outdated information in one or more fields, and other anom-
alies. Some organizations are aware only of certain components of the job
description. As long as the incumbent’s name and the job title have not
changed, the job description looks current.

According to the Society for Human Resource Management certifica-
tion preparation materials,1 typical job descriptions include the following
elements:

• FLSA status (exempt or nonexempt)

• Department

• Reporting relationship

• Job summary: four or five sentences summarizing the overall purpose
and objectives of the job and addressing results to be achieved and de-
gree of freedom to act

• General purpose: major functions, for example, strategic manage-
ment, customer relations

• Role qualifications: the broad description of the organizational role
the incumbent must play, for example, “address customer issues and
ensure effective and long-term problem resolution”2
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• Job responsibilities: the tasks, duties, and responsibilities of the job

• Essential skills and experience: those tasks, duties, and responsibilities
required for the job and why

• Nonessential skills and experience: desirable, but not necessary, as-
pects of the job

• Supervisory responsibilities: titles of direct reports and possibly some
indication of indirect reports

• Physical demands and working environment: the environment in
which the work is performed, especially if unpleasant or dangerous

• Minimum qualifications: minimum knowledge, skills, and abilities
required to enter the job

• Success factors: personal characteristics that contribute to an individ-
ual’s ability to perform well in the job

Your organization may need more, fewer, or even different elements, and
you will want to analyze your organization’s job description needs carefully.

The organization may have job descriptions for some or all of the jobs.
If so, the compensation manager must have some standard for currency.
Jobs often change when incumbents change, and may change even when
incumbents remain in the job. The stable nature of the public and non-
profit environments may work to the compensation manager’s advantage
in this case, and a judicious analysis could show that most job descriptions
are sufficiently current to be accepted.

It is possible that senior management will underestimate the time neces-
sary to evaluate the “current” job descriptions with respect to their accu-
racy. Senior management may even be impatient with additional staff time
spent on these descriptions, either in creation or verification. This impa-
tience is especially likely when jobs have been held for a long time by a sin-
gle individual, so that the job and the person have become identical in
management perception. However, the compensation manager will want
the new or revised compensation structure to rest on a rock-solid base, and
that base is the result of job analysis. Job descriptions contested and resented by
incumbents or ignored by their supervisors are worse than useless.

The previous paragraphs have made the happy assumption that a previ-
ous job analysis has occurred within some reasonable timeframe and that at
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least some of the resulting job descriptions are acceptably current. Unfor-
tunately, it is possible that the compensation manager faces an organization
that has never conducted an organization-wide job analysis, creating ab-
breviated job descriptions only when necessary for recruitment, such as a
newspaper job advertisement. If there has been no prior job analysis effort,
then the compensation manager must start from the beginning and, de-
pending on the size of the organization, face a demanding effort. There
may be an advantage to this circumstance if senior management accepts the
need for a job analysis, knows that no such analysis has been done, and ac-
cepts the logic that the compensation manager and staff must devote a sig-
nificant amount of time and effort to that end.

The creation of job descriptions seems to blend art and science, and the
compensation manager must exercise technical competence as well as sen-
sitivity to both the workforce and the organization to analyze the jobs
properly. Compensation textbooks contain suggestions for the creation of
job descriptions including observation, interviews with incumbents and su-
pervisors, questionnaires, and other approaches. The size of the organiza-
tion, the number of geographic locations, and the nature of the workforce
are some of the factors that affect the techniques selected. For example, a
job in which the incumbents are from various countries and speak little
English might make questionnaires and interviews more complicated.

This column may contain the level of detail desired such as the date the
job description was completed, an X to show that there is a generic job de-
scription, reporting relationships, or any other job description information.

Job Analysis: Job Specifications

An outgrowth of the job description, job specifications detail the qualifica-
tions necessary to perform the job including experience and related educa-
tion or training; knowledge/skills/abilities; physical and mental demands;
and the level of responsibility held by the incumbent(s). The compensation
manager may encounter an inclination on the part of management and staff
to express the specifications for superb performance rather than satisfactory
performance. This inclination could be expressed by the incumbent, who
wants the job to appear as challenging as possible, the incumbent’s super-
visor who wants the supervisory responsibility vis-à-vis the job to appear as
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prestigious as possible, or upper management, which may have long iden-
tified the job with a specific and exceptionally able incumbent.

The development of job specifications gives the compensation manager
the opportunity to identify success factors and, in turn, performance re-
view criteria. Performance management will be greatly enhanced by
agreement on even general performance criteria as part of the job analysis
process.

This column may contain key qualifications for the job, an X to show
that specifications have been identified, the date the job specifications were
finalized, or any other job specification information.

Job Evaluation: On Having 
a Point of View

The compensation manager typically looks at jobs first and people second.
Empty jobs are “live” to human resources professionals because such jobs
typically require their attention through activities such as recruitment,
budgetary analysis, reevaluation with respect to placement in the organi-
zational hierarchy as well as appropriate salary level, extension approvals if
recruitment is to be postponed, or even formal disestablishment. Unfilled
jobs can mean budgetary allocations that remain unspent on salary and re-
lated benefits, and this unspent compensation may be available for other
purposes unless or until the job is filled. Unfilled jobs can be very live,
indeed.

Oh yes, sometimes there are people doing the jobs! But that is another
set of issues. At the moment, we are looking at jobs as they are specified
through a job analysis process with no regard to how well the incumbent
performs in the job, or even if there is an incumbent at all.

In order to select the appropriate job evaluation method, the compen-
sation manger should consider the size of the organization. Perhaps you
have already formed an opinion as to the size of the organization: small,
medium, or large. At the risk of oversimplification, this categorization can
guide the compensation manager in selecting the appropriate job evalua-
tion method for the organization or, if the organization is sufficiently large
and diverse, for each employee group within the organization. Evaluating
the organization with respect to size and complexity requires a balance
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among factors such as size of the workforce, the number of jobs, presence
or absence of union contracts, and other factors unique to the organiza-
tional environment.

How big is big? As a rule of thumb, I would suggest that any public or
nonprofit workforce of more than 500 workers merits special attention
when selecting job evaluation methods for one or more employee groups.
This rule of thumb is probably laughable to most readers from the world
of government or higher education where workforces of thousands, or
more, are common.

An organization with fewer than 500 employees might be sufficiently
diversified and qualify as big. For example, a clinic providing healthcare to
low-income and older citizens might have relatively highly paid health-
care professionals, service workers covered by union contracts, security
personnel, and both exempt and nonexempt workers such as accounting
and human resources professionals. There could be several employee
groups in such an organization. Now assume that this nonprofit organiza-
tion is operated by a specific religious group. There may be additional
compensation assumptions due to membership in one or more religious
orders.

Similarly, an organization with more than 500 workers might be rather
simple with respect to the number of jobs. A large food service operating
meals-on-wheels for low-income seniors in multiple locations might em-
ploy cooks, delivery personnel, and a very minimal administrative staff. If
there are no union, religious, or other special considerations, the number
of jobs requiring evaluation might be quite minimal and the job evaluation
method selected accordingly.

Will the organization be big tomorrow?
If the organization is on the threshold of a size or complexity that could

qualify as “big,” then the possibility of future growth must be considered.
In such a case, the compensation manager will want to talk to senior man-
agement, members of the governing board if applicable, and colleagues as
to the likelihood that the organization will increase in size and complexity.
Saddling a smaller organization with a complicated job evaluation method
requiring significant maintenance beyond its resources is inappropriate.
However, equally inappropriate is the selection of a simpler and more in-
tuitive job evaluation method for a large organization with multiple
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unions, sophisticated and possibly contentious employees, and strong
growth potential.

The following job evaluation methods fall into two categories: non-
quantitative and quantitative. Nonquantitative job evaluation methods
look at the whole job and evaluate its relationship to other whole jobs.
Quantitative job evaluation methods evaluate all jobs according to a single
set of factors and arrive at a number assigned to that job. All the jobs can
then be ranked according to their respective scores.

Nonquantitative Job 
Evaluation Methods

There are two nonquantitative job evaluation methods described in this
book:

1. Ranking

2. Job Classification

Both job evaluation methods work well for organizations without suffi-
cient resources to commit to the job evaluation process, even if the orga-
nization is quite large.

Ranking means comparing each job to every other job, resulting in a
ranking from the highest level job to the lowest level job. In simpler orga-
nizations, the resulting hierarchy of jobs may even be self-evident and un-
likely to spark controversy. However, ranking does not lend itself to
justification for the relative value of the jobs to the organization, and that
relative value will greatly affect the assignment of salary grades or rates to
each job. The compensation manager, to say nothing of supervisors and
managers, may be hard pressed to say why Job 5 is paid at twice the level
as Job 6 which, in turn, is paid only 10 percent more than Job 7.

Job classification is a job evaluation method quite familiar to government
employees who may live and work within such a system for their entire ca-
reers. Jobs are evaluated as whole jobs and placed in grades or classifica-
tions, and there may be many jobs in each classification. Within each class
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is at least one benchmark job that represents the entire classification due to
its large number of incumbents, presence in a wide variety of employers,
and general acceptance as a basis for setting wages when external rates are
surveyed.

According to the SHRM Learning System, employees typically under-
stand and accept a classification system, and the system itself can be flexible
with respect to changing duties and responsibilities even if many jobs are
involved. However, the system rests on the descriptions of each classifica-
tion, or grade, and these classification descriptions can be overlapping. Fur-
ther, unless documentation is retained to record decisions regarding the
placement of jobs in the classifications and the descriptions of the classifi-
cations themselves, the job classification evaluation method can be difficult
to justify.

Quantitative Job 
Evaluation Methods

The two quantitative job evaluation methods presented here are:

1. Point-factor

2. Factor comparison

Both methods use numeric ratings to compare jobs with respect to both hi-
erarchy and relative value.

Point-factor job evaluation begins with the selection of a set of factors by
which all jobs are evaluated. The SHRM Learning System (2004) recom-
mends that the organization use the compensable factors included in the
Equal Pay Act and Title VII of the Civil Rights Act: skill, responsibility, ef-
fort, working conditions, and supervision of others. Your organization
may wish to add other factors as well.

The selection of the compensable factors should be time consuming.
Failure to include a compensable factor would severely compromise any
new or revised compensation structure based on the job evaluation method.
Some factors may be unique to the organization, such as creativity in an
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entertainment studio or physical fitness for a trainer in a health club. What-
ever compensable factors are selected, time spent in discussion with man-
agers, supervisors, unions if present, and other groups such as employee
focus groups will be time well spent. If one or more governing board
members are involved in the effort, the compensation manager may want
to honor their role by consulting with them first and then again before fi-
nalizing the factors. If there is a legislative approval process or a committee
appointed to represent voter interests, then the compensation structure ef-
fort may be monitored from beginning to end. No technical expertise can
bypass the opinions and approvals of the governing board members or leg-
islative representatives.

Once the compensable factors are selected, degrees of skill mastery are
assigned to each factor. These degrees of skill mastery can range from 1 (the
lowest) to 5 (the highest), with points associated with each level. The
SHRM Learning System 2004 provides the following example:
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Degrees/Points

Factors 1 2 3 4 5

Skill 60 120 180 240 300

Responsibility 60 120 180 240 300

Effort 50 100 150 200 300

Working conditions 30 60 100 100 100

Supervision 20 40 60 80 100

Source: SHRM Learning System 2004, Module Four, Compensation and Benefits, p. 47. Reprinted
with permission.

What does this chart tell us about the organization? This organization
values skill, responsibility, and effort more than it values working condi-
tions or supervision. There is nothing right or wrong about the relative
weighting of the points per factor per degree of mastery. However, the
compensation manager will want to think through the implications of the
relative weighting on behalf of the organization with the same careful at-
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tention shown when selecting the compensable factors. An organization
that does not value, that is, pay for, supervision may experience a reluc-
tance on the part of workers to accept supervisory responsibilities, espe-
cially in a litigious society! Overcoming this reluctance does not mean that
the organization has to add points to this factor. Instead, the organization
could tie promotional opportunities to supervisory experience as potential
future compensation for assuming supervisory burdens. Here again, the
compensation manager should think through the implications of the point
assignment to each compensable factor across the degrees of skill mastery
and then acquaint all stakeholders with the implications of that point as-
signment. In general, the workforce tends to concentrate effort in those areas with
the most points.

Once the organization has agreed on a framework of compensable fac-
tors, degrees of mastery, and associated points, the compensation manager
and staff can analyze each job according to the accepted framework and as-
sign points for that particular job. Point totals make the relative hierarchy
and value of each job quite clear. This clarity and logic make this job eval-
uation method as objective as possible. However, the effort and consensus
required to set up the framework is extensive and rests on clear and con-
sistent job descriptions. Maintenance is ongoing and detailed, especially if
market rates change.

As for workforce acceptance, the logical building blocks of this approach
to job evaluation, so dear to the hearts of compensation managers, may
quickly exhaust the patience of the workforce or, even worse, senior man-
agement, governing boards, and representatives of the electorate. Finding
a simple way to express the point-factor job evaluation method may be
challenging.

Factor-comparison job evaluation assigns a wage rate to each compensable
factor, then builds an overall rate for the job. This method is most useful
in a stable labor market. Factor-comparison is a resource-intensive job
evaluation method and difficult to explain to the workforce, senior man-
agement, and even to other human resources professionals. The compen-
sation manager may look askance at this method and wonder why such a
complex and time-consuming method is useful when the labor market is
stable.
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The quantitative job evaluation methods just described are quite popu-
lar in some environments and appeal to managers who are numbers-
oriented and attuned to building logical systems. In my experience, most
compensation managers fall into this category. However, the burden of
maintenance imposed by these job evaluation methods must be carefully
weighed against the perceived benefits, particularly if any senior managers,
governing board members, or representatives of the electorate indicate a
reluctance to either explain or maintain a compensation structure based on
quantitative job evaluation methods.

Other

The organization may have created or adopted another job evaluation
method that has worked well, such as slotting any new jobs in between
jobs of greater and lesser values. If the organization already uses a defensi-
ble and robust but unusual job evaluation method that suits the current and
likely future workforce, the compensation manager need not make it a
point of pride to introduce a new method.
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Skill Responsibility Effort Working Conditions Supervision

2.40 A A A

1.80 A A

1.20 B B B B

.90 B

Job A = 2.40 + 1.80 + 2.40 + 1.80 + 2.40 = $10.80/hour
Job B = 1.20 + 1.20 + 1.20 + 1.20 + .90 = $5.70/hour

Source: SHRM Learning System 2004, Module Four, Compensation and Benefits, p. 48. Reprinted
with permission.

The following table illustrates the development of an hourly rate for Jobs
A and B:
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The compensation manager may want to simply check the column iden-
tifying the job evaluation method used; note relative ranking, classification
assignment, or points; or enter some other job evaluation information.

Notes
1. The SHRM Learning System, Module Two, Workforce Planning and Employment, pp.

90–91.
2. Ibid.
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Spreadsheet  8 ABC Communit y  Serv ices—
The  Jobs

Mission Statement: Provide Service to Those in Need

Legend:

Employee Group: Broad groupings of employees based on jobs of similar type and scope. This
column should begin with the same employee groups found on the WRKFRC spreadsheet and
include M, F, and EEO categories if the WRKFRC spreadsheet indicates potential EEO issues.

Job: A set of duties, or job, held by one or more employees or vacant but under recruitment.

Number of Incumbents: The number of employees who hold this job.

Revenue Impact: How does performance in the job affect revenue?

Job Description: A summary of a job’s purpose and its tasks, duties, and responsibilities.

Job Specifications: Skills, knowledge, and abilities required for the job.
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Spreadsheet 8 77

Ranking: A collection of job content evaluation techniques that compare jobs with each other
or against general criteria.

Classification: A whole job evaluation technique that places jobs into grades or classifications
on the basis of at least one benchmark job per grade.

Point Method: A quantitative job evaluation technique assigning points to compensable factors
that describe jobs.

Factor Comparison: Selection of compensable factors for each job, then ranking all jobs by
factor.

Other: For example, slotting.
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chapter 9

New Compensation Structure—
Getting Down to Business

Acompensation manager with solid skills (or access to staff with such
skills) might look at this part of the project as a long-delayed opportunity to
get down to business and on with the job. The construction of ranges, eval-
uation of the external labor markets, and other technical compensation tasks
are familiar ground. However, we aren’t quite ready for those tasks yet.

The “Real” Reason Why 
You’re Here

There is probably a simply stated reason why you have been recruited and
hired to substantially revise or establish a compensation structure for the or-
ganization. If you are lucky, this simple reason reflects a practical consider-
ation such as the expectation of abrupt future growth, preparation for a
substantial change in operations, or a desire to have a different type of work-
force. However, you may have been called to duty for a highly personal or
political reason, a reason that cannot be spoken out loud, written down, or
even communicated directly to applicants for the job you now hold.

Such hidden reasons may reflect the nature of the environment and its
mission. The following hypothetical reasons are only a sample of all possi-
ble hidden reasons:

• The electorate believes that no government employee displays supe-
rior performance and will not accept substantial merit increases based
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on performance, no matter what documentation exists. Yet the
agency is required to pay for performance.

• The electorate believes that no government employee displays supe-
rior performance, so it is politically impossible to introduce variable
pay or bonuses in the organization. Yet there are pressures to mod-
ernize the agency’s current compensation structure.

• The general public believes that employees in the public and non-
profit environments have made a conscious trade-off between job
stability and performance-based employment and therefore do not
expect or deserve the same kind of salaries paid in the for-profit world
for the same work, no matter what levels of performance they display.
Therefore, as a practical concern, it doesn’t matter what the external
labor market pays because the organization should not try to meet the
market unless disaster looms for compelling recruitment or retention
reasons. Yet, the organization must monitor and publicly report on
the relationship between its compensation levels and external labor
market rates, even though the relationship has no predictable or even
observable effect on its salary increase budget.

• The new chair of the governing board believes that two very large
donations are likely to become reality in the next six months. The
two donors want proof that the organization will keep the lid on
salaries. Both donors are from the private sector and expect to see a
compensation system that looks like the compensation structures nor-
mally seen in for-profit environments, at least on paper.

• Even though the organization is statutorily independent from state
government, the state has control over the salary budget. If salary lev-
els are perceived by state government workers to be more advanta-
geous in the organization than in the state civil service, certain
individuals in state government are in a position to retaliate by plac-
ing roadblocks in the organization’s budget requests. Therefore, the
compensation manager is expected to devise a structure that will dis-
guise bonuses either through complicated approval processes or by la-
beling the bonuses as some other payment.

• The new top executive in the organization is making twice what the
previous incumbent made and significantly more than top executives
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in comparable nonprofit organizations. To obscure this reality, the
new top executive wants to overhaul the entire compensation system
with the intention of providing “salary growth” possibilities for all
employees with wide ranges or broadbanding. In fact, employees will
be paid at the bottom of their respective ranges while the top execu-
tive is paid at the maximum of the executive range.

I hope that your raison d’etre falls into the category of straightforward oper-
ational imperatives rather than hidden reasons like these last six bullet
points. It is crucial for your long-term career goals that you know without
confusion what the new or revised compensation structure is supposed to
accomplish, even if you cannot speak the reason out loud to anyone.

The preceding chapters have outlined an organizational and job analysis
intended to provide the compensation manager with a list of all the jobs in
the organization as well as their relative value. It should be possible to de-
velop an organization chart from the reporting relationships identified in
job descriptions. In addition, the job analysis process may point to some
desirable revisions to the employee groups that have existed in the organi-
zation until now and have appeared on previous spreadsheets.

Spreadsheet 9 (NewCOMP) at the end of this chapter (as well as in Ap-
pendix B) lists the same employee groups that have appeared on previous
spreadsheets. However, the compensation manager may find that it is time
to revise these employee groups, or the jobs within each employee group,
or both. Therefore, although employee groups on the NewCOMP spread-
sheet at the end of this chapter appear unchanged from those on previous
spreadsheets, your organization’s employee group/job structure shown in
your NewCOMP may be different, reflecting instead a revised grouping of
employees and jobs. (If these revisions are sweeping and involve multiple
employee groups, you will want to coordinate closely with the person in
charge of human resources policies to review terms and conditions of ap-
pointment for employees in the same group.)

The following paragraphs address the basic compensation structures and
related practical considerations for public or nonprofit environments, both
pro and con. I know of no foolproof rules for applying various compensa-
tion structures in the public and nonprofit environments—or in for-profit
environments, for that matter. The prudent compensation manager should
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take this one last opportunity to discuss the ramifications of each compen-
sation arrangement with senior management, governing board members,
internal and external colleagues, and any other reliable resources.

Ancillary Pay

Ancillary pay includes add-ons to the hourly rates for nonexempt jobs: over-
time (straight time, double time, time-and-a-half, triple time, etc.), shift dif-
ferentials, on-call rates, call back rates, certification or degree-earned
differentials, and any other kind of special pay to be added to the hourly
rate. Normally, ancillary pay is rooted in compensation policy, statutory re-
quirements, or labor contracts.

This book assumes that these add-ons will be addressed in conformance
with statutory and other requirements including organizational priorities.
While the applicability of each type of ancillary pay must be documented
and implemented accordingly, this book does not treat ancillary pay as part
of the compensation structure.

Flat Rates

A flat rate salary structure means that all incumbents in a specific job receive
the same pay. Often such jobs are entry level or involve physical labor,
skilled or unskilled. The advantages of such a structure include ease of ad-
ministration and perceived fairness by the incumbents. When salary in-
creases are contemplated, it is a straightforward matter to first determine
how much various salary rate increases will cost overall and then to ad-
minister the desired salary increase. The disadvantage of the flat rate salary
structure is that there is no way to reward superior performance, assuming
that the nature of the job even permits observation and measuring of per-
formance. Using a flat rate can work well at the entry level because em-
ployees are typically promoted out of the job relatively early in their tenure
with the organization.

If your organization has jobs for which performance is difficult to deter-
mine beyond adherence to procedures, attendance, or other behavioral
objectives, then a flat rate structure may be useful. In addition, some union
contracts mandate a flat rate salary structure.
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Flat Rates for Jobs in Series

Some jobs are linked in a series, each successive level of the series indicat-
ing a higher level of skill mastery. Examples of jobs in series include skilled
trades with the apprentice/journeyman/master levels and the assistant/as-
sociate/full librarian titles. When there is only one salary rate for each
level, then the compensation structure acts as a series of flat rates. The same
advantages and disadvantages cited in the preceding section on flat rates
apply to the salary rates for jobs in series. However, the potential for up-
ward salary growth is built into the structure through the possibility of pro-
motion within the series.

Salary Ranges

Before constructing a salary range, it is necessary to determine whether the
organization will be well served by salary ranges, either with or without
steps, for the particular employee group(s) in question. It falls to the com-
pensation manager to identify the criteria by which one can determine
whether the organization is well served.

How will a compensation manager know whether the organization is
truly comfortable with these implications of a salary range? Among other in-
dicators, the compensation manager will want to draw on conversations
with senior managers and governing board members as well as the informa-
tion displayed on previous spreadsheets. How does the revenue arrive and
with what strings attached, if any? How much authority does the organiza-
tion actually have to take funds coming into the organization and turn those
funds into salary increases? How important is the cosmetic effect of salary
ranges, even if employees move through the ranges in lockstep fashion?

A salary range implies certain aspects of compensation administration
that may or may not bring comfort to your organization. For example, the
top of the range says that jobs paid within this range can be worth no
more than the top of the range, no matter how well they are performed.
Similarly, any incumbent in any of the jobs paid within the range is enti-
tled to at least the minimum of salary range, regardless of how inexperi-
enced or poorly performing the incumbent may be. Jobs belonging to
higher salary ranges are so placed because the work performed in those
jobs is more valuable to the organization than the work performed in
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lower salary ranges. Is your organization comfortable in communicating
these realities?

Is your organization prepared to tell incumbents paid at the top of the
applicable salary range that the next salary adjustment cycle will not include
them? If not, is your organization prepared to implement some mecha-
nism, such as longevity increases, to circumvent the top of the range? Is
your organization ready and able to move the ranges from time to time so
that even incumbents at the top of the range will receive a salary increase?
If the answer to these questions is no, then you may want to revisit the ad-
visability of a salary range-based compensation structure.

Another implication of a salary range is that each incumbent paid within
that range may view every rate within the range as attainable. Managers
and supervisors may, in turn, view every rate within the range as available
to be awarded to their top performers, especially if the organization es-
pouses a pay-for-performance philosophy. If such an organization then ac-
tually pays incumbents according to some other philosophy, such as
seniority or across-the-board merit increases, the workforce will learn to
look askance at any and all aspects of the compensation structure because
organizational philosophy and behavior are far apart.

How much authority do hiring managers have with respect to salary of-
fers made to successful applicants? Salary rates at initial hire are often con-
trolled by a hiring policy stipulating that no new hire may be paid more
than the midpoint of the applicable salary range without special approvals.
In some cases, all new hires must enter at the bottom of the applicable
range. In the latter case, the salary range is virtually a flat rate for new hires,
and the range spread is experienced by the new hire and the hiring man-
ager as more hypothetical than real.

One advantage of a salary range is its appearance: Both internal and exter-
nal observers expect to see salary ranges as part of a compensation structure.
If the electorate, governing board, or other entities with control or influence
over the organization have this view, then the compensation manager will
probably include salary ranges in the revised or new compensation structure.

Salary Ranges with Steps

A compromise between the salary range and the flat rate is the salary range
with steps. Assuming that the organization devises and communicates a pol-
icy dictating progression through the steps, both managers and incumbents
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have a more accurate picture of the intent of the salary range and what they
can expect. There may be a performance aspect to progression through the
steps, such as a one-step increase for satisfactory performance, a half-step
salary increase to indicate that improvement is needed, and a step-and-a-half
for superior performance. Government agencies, higher education institu-
tions, and other organizations may use salary ranges with steps.

Broadbanding

The broadband is a very large salary range frequently developed by com-
bining several smaller ranges and includes the jobs formerly associated with
these smaller salary ranges. Broadbanding was introduced as a compensa-
tion structure technique designed to support the flattening of the organi-
zation and reduce the constraints imposed by job descriptions. Employees
were reluctant to work outside their job descriptions because they per-
ceived that there was no mechanism to reward them. By combining indi-
vidual salary ranges into one large range encompassing far more jobs, the
organization could deploy workers in more tasks and projects for which
they were suited without compromising their salary growth potential.

However, the organization introducing broadbanding may face an ex-
pectation on the part of employees and managers that the entire—and now
much wider—salary range is available to a greater degree than it actually is.
Employees are typically very sensitive to communication that salary growth
has been greatly increased followed by salary actions that show no such
growth, or worse, show such growth only for a very few individuals. Or-
ganizations expecting salary containment through broadbanding may wish
they had selected another compensation arrangement. In fact, Martocchio
says that the federal government experiences with broadbanding showed an
increase in salary growth over traditional pay structures.1 Fay et al. analyzed
base salaries and total cash compensation for IT positions in service, man-
ufacturing, high technology, nonprofit, and energy organizations for 2000
and 2001 to compare costs under broadbanding and under traditional salary
ranges. (Nonprofit included government and education as well as nonprofit
organizations.) The compensation costs for those positions, both base
salaries and total cash compensation, were higher under broadbanding than
under traditional salary ranges.2

Further, employees may see their promotional opportunities limited by
broadbanding because jobs and job levels may have disappeared.
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Commission-Based Salary
Structures

The commission compensation structure is typically assigned to sales peo-
ple who receive a portion of the sales income generated by their efforts.
These sales people may receive a salary as well, or a draw against future
commissions, to provide some income stability. A commission structure as-
sumes that the employee is self-directed and has the latitude to work harder
and in whatever manner is most likely to achieve results. Typically, the job
involves greater personal freedom and the results achieved can be measured
in an unequivocal manner.

The commission pay structure is unlikely to be useful in government
environments, although a commission structure has been used effectively in
a healthcare setting when university medical faculty received a portion of
the payments made by (or on behalf of) each patient. However, many ser-
vices provided in a government setting do not result in direct revenue per
transaction. In fact, it may cost money rather than bring in money to serve
the public. Organizations that engage in fundraising may be in a position
to place jobs engaged in the fundraising effort on a commission-type basis.
Presumably, employees charged with fundraising will be more creative and
industrious knowing that at least part of the money raised will find its way
into their own financial accounts.

Unfortunately, donors may not see such an arrangement as a positive fac-
tor. Donors may not want to see themselves as the targets of a well-planned
and energetic campaign implemented by those who will benefit from the
resulting donations even before the organization and its clients do. Donors
may even place constraints on how their donations are used to preclude a
commission being paid from any funds they may choose to provide.

The prudent compensation manager must be very careful about imple-
menting a commission-type structure for any jobs in the organization. The
public relationship implications of such arrangements, if not handled very
carefully and at the proper levels, could be quite troublesome.

Salary Rates Established by
Negotiation

Salary determination solely through individual negotiations is rarely con-
sidered a compensation structure, yet some version of this salary determi-
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nation mechanism is inherent in many recruitments even in the public and
nonprofit sectors. Certainly, the recruitment for a new top executive in the
organization will proceed without regard to salary ranges if the governing
board so decrees. Public agencies may allow hiring managers to make job
offers as long as the salary offered does not exceed a predetermined level in
the range, such as the 25th percentile or the 50th percentile (the midpoint).

One could make a case that salary rates determined by negotiation can
bring the organization’s pay rates closer to the market over time because an
applicant will normally accept a job only if the offered salary is at least as
high as the current salary. If the organization really wants to bring salaries
closer to the external labor market, salary-by-negotiation might be worthy
of consideration.

Variable Pay

Employees receive variable pay by achieving goals set for them as individu-
als, part of a team, or as a member of the organization. The pay thus earned
is added to the base salary as a one-time payment. In order for such rewards
to be effective motivators, the environment must be such that the perfor-
mance is measurable and that the individual, team, or organization has a line
of sight from the efforts made to the rewards received. (Lawler points out
that publicly announced quantitative measures of performance are better re-
ceived by employees than subjective measures, particularly unknown sub-
jective measures, which employees suspect of bias and inaccuracy.3)

The compensation manager must consider whether variable pay is ap-
propriate for each job or employee group/jobs combination. Do incum-
bents in the job have sufficient control over the resources available to them
to achieve the objectives through their own or the group’s industriousness
and creativity? Most importantly, would the amount of the awards have to
be budgeted in advance through the usual budgetary process, implying
that the organization had determined in advance the objectives that would
be reached in the coming year, by how many employees, and what those
accomplishments would be worth? This latter point can be especially trou-
blesome if the organization’s salary increase budget requires approval by a
legislative group, a religious order, or some other authority with a philo-
sophical bias against “unnecessary” compensation. Such authorities may
imply or say outright that of course these employees should achieve their
objectives; such achievement means continued employment.
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Therefore, the usefulness of variable pay for any particular job is directly
related to multiple factors including:

• The degree of autonomy in the job.

• The degree to which performance is observable and measurable.

• The impact of performance in the job on organizational revenue.

• The attitude of the governing authority toward variable pay.

The External Labor Market

At some point, the compensation manager must come to grips with the
salary survey issue and decide how to treat the external labor market. If an
internal or external authority requires salary surveys according to some
methodology and expects published results as part of the budgetary ap-
proval process, then at least part of that decision has been made for you.
The budget process may incorporate the results of that survey in some sort
of routine, formal way with little or no impact on the compensation struc-
ture itself. If, however, you are left on your own to determine the rela-
tionship between the external labor market and your revised or new
compensation structure, then you will want to draw on the previous orga-
nizational and revenue analysis as part of that decision-making process.

Even if you never publicly articulate answers to the following questions,
you will want to become comfortable with those answers:

• Is there an unspoken (or even spoken) belief within the electorate, the
governing board, the legislature, or some other internal or external au-
thority that salaries in your organization should always lag the market?

• Would your organization be willing to freeze salaries until it could no
longer recruit or retain before implementing a salary increase?

• Does your organization believe, possibly with good reason, that there
are no comparable institutions and that salary surveys are meaningless?

• Are you beginning your tenure as a compensation manager with ex-
isting salary levels so far below market that the results of a compari-
son to the external labor market are generally known at all levels of
the organization and need not be reexamined?

• Were you brought into the organization to implement a way to remedy
the salary gap between the organization and the external labor market?
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The compensation manager has little choice but to complete any reg-
ular salary survey requirements according to the accepted methodology, if
there is one. The less obvious responsibility is addressing the results. The
prudent compensation manager may choose to be guided by the internal
climate and organizational priorities at the time the external labor market
survey is completed.

Constructing Salary Ranges

Before tackling the calculations required to construct salary ranges, the
compensation manager should address the following issues according to the
organization’s priorities, the jobs to be included in each salary range, the
applicability of any labor union contracts, the results of communication
with internal and external authorities, and any other factors relevant to the
organization in its current frame of reference. These issues include but are
not limited to:

• How many salary ranges are appropriate for the workforce? (Note: The
format of the spreadsheet NewCOMP, shown at the end of this chapter, al-
lows a salary range to encompass part of a single employee group, all of the em-
ployee group, or more than one employee group.)

• Are there existing salary ranges for any of the employee group/jobs
combinations?

• Which employee groups or jobs are to be included in each range?

• How wide should each salary range be? The rule of thumb is that the
range spread for higher level jobs is significantly greater than the range
spread for lower level jobs.

• Will any of the salary ranges be subdivided into steps?

• What kind of midpoint progression is considered suitable for the or-
ganization, if any?

• How will the organization handle current salaries for existing em-
ployees that are either above the maximum or below the minimum of
a newly constructed salary range?

These are not the only questions to be asked in any particular organization,
but they are central to the development of the new salary ranges.

If there is already a salary range for an identified employee group/jobs
combination, how does it fit with the criteria previously described? If an
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existing salary range is in harmony with the answers to the preceding ques-
tions, then you may be able to simply transfer that existing salary range to
the new or revised compensation structure.

Assuming that the salary range requires revision, the compensation man-
ager will need to make tests similar to those used by Goldilocks: Is the
range too high, too low, or just right? Is the range spread too wide, too
narrow, or just right?

If there are existing incumbents for any or all of the jobs in the new
salary range, the compensation manager might want to begin by calculat-
ing the average salary for all incumbents in those jobs, calling that average
salary the midpoint, and then building a salary range around the midpoint
with the desired range spread, as follows:

Assume that the average salary for all incumbents to be included in the salary
range is $40,000. Therefore, the midpoint of the new salary range is $40,000.

Assume that the desired range spread is 50 percent, or .50 when expressed
as a decimal.

Calculate the range minimum

Midpoint
Range minimum = —————–———————————

1.0 + (one-half of the total range spread 
expressed as a decimal)

Sample:

Calculate the range maximum

Range maximum = Range minimum × (1.0 + Range 
spread expressed as a decimal)

Sample:

= $32,000 × 1.5 = $48,000

New salary range

Minimum $32,000
Midpoint $40,000
Maximum $48,000

$ ,
. .

$ ,
.

$ ,
40 000

1 0 25
40 000
1 25

32 000
+

= =
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Sometimes organizational factors “encourage” a compensation manager
to place the top executive in a salary range to be shared with no other jobs.
If so, the compensation manager may well be similarly encouraged to build
that particular salary range in a specific manner. Unless there is some in-
herent reason why the specified salary range for the top executive would
wreak havoc on the rest of the new compensation structure, it is probably
wise to simply accept the arrangement and move on.

Once all the ranges have been created and assigned to the appropriate
employee group/jobs combinations, the compensation manager can assess
their interrelation and make whatever adjustments are necessary for desired
midpoint progression, range overlap, and other factors. There are several
reference books describing such calculations including Joseph J. Martoc-
chio’s Strategic Compensation: A Human Resource Management Approach.1

Adjusting Flat Rates

Under the new or revised compensation structure, the employee
group/jobs combinations to be paid at a flat rate are either already being
paid at a flat rate or they are not. If incumbents are not currently paid at a
flat rate, then the compensation manager will be changing the method of
payment and possibly the rate as well. When communicating this reality to
those affected, the compensation manager should rely on very sound and
hopefully persuasive reasoning. Here is one possible scenario:

Compensation Manager Addressing Employees

“In the past, your job has been paid at a rate set within a salary range.
Salary growth for your job was enabled by your movement through the
salary range based on performance. However, experience has shown that
most incumbents are promoted so rapidly that the salary range is rarely
used for salary growth purposes. Therefore, the organization has decided
to set a flat rate for the following jobs (name the jobs) at the following
salary rates (name the rates).”

This little scene is only a hypothetical example. You will be guided in
similar communication by your own good judgment about how, when,
and with what turn of phrase to inform the workforce about the new
compensation structure. Ideally, sound and logical reasoning will carry the
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day when the compensation manager stands before various employee
groups to describe and defend the new structure.

Spreadsheet 9 (NewCOMP) displayed at the end of the chapter is in-
tended to contain the elements of the new or substantially revised com-
pensation structure. Please consider this spreadsheet a sample only. You
may need to add or delete columns or rows in order to represent your or-
ganization’s new structure.

Exempt/Nonexempt

The rows on NewCOMP are divided between exempt and nonexempt em-
ployee groups and related jobs. Because I have assumed that no single em-
ployee group includes both exempt and nonexempt jobs, the row designators
“Exempt” and “Nonexempt” do not appear on the spreadsheet NewCOMP.
Some other assumption might serve your organization better.

Range Code

This column identifies the salary range applicable to the employee group as
a whole, to a block of jobs within the employee group, or to more than
one employee group. You may choose to identify your ranges by letters
(A, B, C, etc.), roman numerals (I, II, III, etc.), Arabic numerals (1, 2 3,
etc.), or by some other code.

Employee Group

This column now contains the customized employee groups that drive the
new compensation structure and reflect the ideal employee groups for the
jobs and any EEO issues present in the organization. This column may not
look like the columns of the same name in the prior EXMPT, NONEX,
and JOBS spreadsheets.

Jobs

This column shows the jobs within each employee group. In selecting the
order in which the jobs appear, you may want to rely on the results of your
job evaluation method and list the jobs from the highest to the lowest value
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to the organization. The NewCOMP spreadsheet format assumes that em-
ployee groups are also listed in order of organizational hierarchy, from
highest to lowest.

New Salary Range

Assuming that there is to be a salary range for any employee group/jobs
combination, these three columns will show the range minimum, mid-
point, and maximum salary levels. If these values are zero or blank, then
the salary for that job is not placed in a salary range.

Spread Percentage

This column displays the range spread as a percentage (%). As previously il-
lustrated, calculating the range minimum and maximum around a mid-
point uses the range spread expressed as a decimal.

Steps

This column shows the number of steps in the salary range applicable to
that job. A blank or 0 entry indicates that there are no steps in the salary
range or that there is no range at all.

Flat Rate

If the job is paid at a flat rate, this column shows the dollar amount per
hour. If the flat rate is not an hourly rate, then the dollar amount should be
accompanied by an indicator for the appropriate time period, for example,
monthly, annually, biweekly, other.

Commission

If pay for the job is determined in whole or in part through a commission
arrangement, this column should contain the description of the basis for the
commission. If the job is paid on commission plus a base salary, then there
will be appropriate entries in another column indicating the nature of the
base pay.
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Person-Based Pay

This column shows whether the job is eligible for person-based pay and if
so, the basis for such pay. Possible bases for person-based pay include skills
(lower level jobs), knowledge (often appropriate for exempt jobs), and
competencies (management jobs). Other bases may be appropriate for your
organization.

Variable Pay

This column shows whether the job is eligible for variable pay and, if so,
the basis for such pay. Options include attainment of goals and objectives
set for the individual, a team, and for the entire organization.

Benchmark

This column identifies a job as a benchmark job or else identifies another
job to which this job is linked for benchmarking. If the organization rou-
tinely uses one or more surveys or a set of comparison institutions for
comparison data, that information should appear in this column.

Primary Influence

The contents of this column may be the most important documentation
retained by the compensation manager in developing the new or substan-
tially revised compensation system. Unlike benchmarking (a formal process
resulting in a structural job designation), Primary Influence describes one
compensation manager’s opinion of the true state of current organizational
decision making: What really influences the salary rate for this job?

Possible answers include:

• Salary increase budgets at other comparable institutions.

• National Consumer Price Index: current rate compared to the rate for
some previous time period.

• Relationship between this job rate and the midpoint of the next highest
range.
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• Relationship between the incumbent’s initial hire salary, the number
of years of service, and the average salary budget increases for each of
those years.

• Union Contract(s).

• Other.

This column contains your most candid assessment of the true basis under-
lying salary rate determination for each job.

Hopefully, preparing the seven previous spreadsheets coupled with your
own professional awareness will make completing this column the embod-
iment of your understanding of this organization, its workforce, and the
new compensation structure that ties them together.

Notes
1. Strategic Compensation: A Human Resource Management Approach, Joseph J. Martocchio, 2001,

Upper Saddle River, NJ: Prentice-Hall, p. 218.
2. “Broadbanding, Pay Ranges and Labor Costs,” Charles Fay, PH.D., CCP; Eric Schulz;

Steven E Gross; and David Van De Voort, CCP, WorldatWork Journal, 2004, vol. 13, no.
2, pp. 15–18.

3. Rewarding Excellence: Pay Strategies for the New Economy, Edward E. Lawler III, 2000, San
Francisco, CA: Jossey Bass, p. 45.
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Spreadsheet  9 ABC Community Services—
New Compensation Structure

Mission Statement: Provide Service to Those in Need

Legend:

Range Code: A code identifying the salary range that sets the minimum and maximum salary rates for
jobs within the range.

Employee Group: Broad groupings of employees based on jobs of similar type and scope. This column
reflects any revisions to the employee groups, including revisions intended to address any EEO issues,
and the employee groups shown here may differ from the employee groups shown on the WRKFRC and
other previous spreadsheets.

Jobs: A set of duties performed by one or more incumbents. The job may be vacant but under
recruitment.

New Salary Range: The minimum, midpoint, and maximum salary levels for a new salary range. If blank
or 0, this particular job is not compensated according to a salary range.

Spread Percent: The difference between the maximum and minimum rates divided by the minimum rate
and expressed as a percentage.

Steps: The number of steps in the range. A blank or 0 entry would indicate that there are no steps.
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Spreadsheet 9 97

Flat Rate: A single hourly rate at which all incumbents in the job are paid. If the rate is other than
hourly, the column should show the rate and the applicable time period, for example, monthly,
annual, other.

Commission: An arrangement by which incumbents in the job receive some portion of the revenue
attributed to their efforts.

Person-Based Pay: Pay based on skills, knowledge, and/or competency acquired by the incumbents
in this job.

Variable Pay: The basis of any variable pay that may be earned by incumbents in this job—for
example, individual, team-based, or organizational.

Benchmark: The relationship of this job to the external labor market, either as a benchmark or
linked to another job used as a benchmark.

Primary Influence: The entity, statistic, mechanism, comparison, or other influence that has the
dominant effect on compensation for this job.
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chapter10

Performance Management—
Pay for Performance or Pay 
for Promotions?

If job analysis is the linchpin of human resources, performance manage-
ment is its Achilles’ heel. Any compensation manager is acquainted with
the terms performance management, performance appraisal, performance evaluation,
and perhaps other related terms. This book uses performance evaluation and
performance appraisal interchangeably to mean the evaluation of past perfor-
mance, usually within a specific time period. Performance management,
the broader term, includes performance appraisal/evaluation as well as fu-
ture actions to be taken by both the employee and the organization. Nor-
mally, these future actions concentrate on meeting future goals and
standards as well as correcting any shortcomings noticed in the past review
period and may address training needs and other career development issues.
On the corrective side, the future actions can include progressive discipline
based on poor performance, on-the-job behavior, or some other attribute.

Lawler, focusing primarily on the for-profit environment, notes the
wide variation in pay levels for individuals in professional sports and enter-
tainment where top performers make many times the salaries paid to the
lesser performers.1 This variation reflects the top performers’ ability to at-
tract fans and audiences to the various performances and the revenue asso-
ciated with that ability. In traditional jobs, however, superb performance
may add little more value to the organization than simply adequate perfor-
mance. The following sections speak to limitation in pay-for-performance
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unique to the nonprofit and public organizations. The compensation man-
ager may want to give serious thought to the value added by superior per-
formance in each job. Further, the compensation manager may want to
consider the importance of functional excellence in the overall perfor-
mance of the organization.

Performance management requires revisiting the underlying reality of
many public or nonprofit organizations: outstanding performance by the orga-
nization, the team, and/or the individual may have only a marginal impact—or no
impact—on revenue in the current time period or in the next. If there is only a
fragile connection between performance at any level and organizational
revenue, then why would the organization pay for performance? What
would the organization use to pay for performance since the excellence of
performance does not result in a burst of revenue? Similarly, if internal or
external authorities have predetermined the level of salary increase budgets
regardless of revenue realities or expectations, how can the organization pay
for performance?

By way of comparison, let’s take that quintessential for-profit establish-
ment we all know: the car dealership. What do you think happens to rev-
enue for the car dealership under the following set of circumstances?

• The sales people sell every car that comes in to the lot in half the time
normally needed to make such sales.

• The fleet manager keeps inventory at an ideal level, not too many cars
but not too few.

• The finance manager qualifies all potential car buyers with unerring
accuracy and lets no car go to a buyer with an unworthy credit his-
tory.

• The service department gets awards and local publicity for unfailing
courtesy, prompt turnaround, and reasonable maintenance prices.

• The accounting staff monitors all expenditures closely, ensuring that
the operation is fully supported, all bills paid in a timely fashion, and
not one penny is wasted.

Do you think that this car dealership will be financially successful? Bar-
ring a terrorist attack or an act of God, this car dealership should be in an
excellent position to pay for performance because the performance has al-
ready paid for itself.
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Your Performance 
Management Mission

The broad term compensation system used in this book includes, in addi-
tion to the compensation structure, related areas such as performance man-
agement, the budget process, and Human Resource Information Systems
(HRIS). Chapters 1 and 2 in this book addressed some of these issues.

This chapter addresses performance management which, if not part of the
compensation structure, is certainly part of the broader compensation system.
The assessment of an incumbent’s performance in a specific job and the subsequent or-
ganizational actions taken on the basis of that assessment mean a great deal to the em-
ployee. Performance management may be the employee’s bottom line.

If your organization has burdened you with overhauling the perfor-
mance management process or developing such a process where none has
existed before, this burden is going to test you on a number of fronts. Your
success will depend on your understanding of the organization, your own
professionalism, your sense of the possible, the resiliency of your network,
and your remaining stock of good luck, to name a few factors. The fol-
lowing variables will shape your approach to tailoring a performance man-
agement process suitable to the organization and the newly developed
compensation structure:

• Internal and external authorities

• Budget impact

• Organizational culture

• Supervisory attitudes

• Measurement basis

There may be additional variables unique to your organization and worthy of
your attention. Spreadsheet 10 (PerfMgt) at the end of this chapter (and in
Appendix B) is intended to document the desired approach to performance
management given the new or substantially revised compensation structure.

Internal and External Authorities

Public agencies are subject to scrutiny by the electorate and typically fol-
low a budget justification process to determine the salary increase budget
for the coming year. This governmental budget request process addresses
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every component of the organization’s budget, the salary increase piece
being only one part among many. Those who bring the budget request
forward and provide justification for each requested increase may not even
mention organizational excellence as a justification for anything. Instead
they may prefer to discuss unmet needs of the citizens the organization 
is mandated to serve. If excellence of organizational performance is 
deemphasized—or ignored—in the budget request process, it may be diffi-
cult for the organization to introduce pay for performance as an operational
reality.

Worse, it is possible that superb performance could actually work to the
organization’s disadvantage. For example, if a fire department implements
citywide fire prevention procedures so successfully that fires are reduced by
50 percent three years in a row, an external authority might reduce the fire
department’s budget because the public no longer “needs” that level of fire
protection.

Nonprofit organizations focusing on such missions as healthcare, char-
ity, religious worship, union membership, and members of specific profes-
sions, among others, may be closer to their clients and donors than public
agencies are. The budget process may be internal rather than external, and
there may be certain jobs that do bring in revenue in a manner reminiscent
of a for-profit company. If the internal budget process is receptive to pay
for performance, the organization certainly has more leeway to implement
a more generous pay program.

However, nonprofit organizations with a strong philanthropic, religious,
or service mission may have built-in inhibitions when it comes to award-
ing salary increases. These inhibitions may reflect the following issues:

• Unless the organization is very large with significant endowments, fi-
nancial managers spend considerable effort in bringing financial stability
into the organizations. Today’s donations may not be repeated tomor-
row, but salary commitments remain an ongoing burden. Reluctant to
lay off workers, these organizations may seek to keep salary commit-
ments as low as possible as a hedge against future diminished funds.

• If the organization has obtained contracts or grants and used these
funds, at least in part, to pay employees, the terms of the contracts and
grants may allow for a specific salary increase and no more, regardless
of individual performance.
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• Some of the funds received by the organization may stipulate the pur-
pose for which the funds can be used, and this purpose may not include
salaries or salary increases.

Previous chapters have referred to the revenue stream enjoyed by your or-
ganization and its limitations. You should keep these factors in mind when
you fashion the performance management process.

Budget Impact

In most nonprofit and public environments, the employees are fully aware
of the budgetary health of the organization. In many cases, the budget
process is public knowledge and plays itself out in the newspapers and on
television for weeks, if not months, every year. If there are union contracts
that decree a certain salary increase, a publicly determined salary budget set
by legislative approval, or some other generally known organizational con-
trols that impact salary increases, the employees will know about them. If
there is little or no money for salary increases, or if salary increases are con-
trolled by some internal or external authority as to how they are adminis-
tered, employees at all levels are fully aware of the situation. Mohrman,
Resnick-West, and Lawler suggest that organizations with a minimal pay
budget abandon any attempt to tie pay to performance if the result is min-
imal differences in salary increases between able and inadequate performers.2

No matter how hard the organization tries to separate performance eval-
uations from the reward structure, employees are going to believe—or
want to believe—that better performance leads to better rewards. Better
rewards are commonly translated as higher salary increases. If that is not
true, then what is the value of better performance? Here lies the rub. Even
highly capable human resources professionals may try in vain to implement
effective performance management processes in organizations with histor-
ically low salary increase budgets.

Why is it important that your organization have a performance man-
agement process? Why does the organization believe that it is important?
Would a competent compensation manager, knowing what you now
know about the organization, recommend a performance management
process? If so, what form would such a process take and how would it in-
teract with the budgetary process?
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Here are four reasons why an organization with little or no capability to
award significant salary increases might want an effective performance
management process:

1. To meet a requirement by an internal or external authority de-
manding that such a process be formally observed even in years with
no salary increase budget.

2. To justify a promotion or upward reclassification.

3. To build a history of each employee’s performance in case of layoff
or termination for cause.

4. To document poor performance to pave the way to combat a griev-
ance or litigation.

Organizational Culture

By now, you may have spent a year or more meeting with people at all lev-
els in your organization, researching the organization’s past, and develop-
ing a new compensation structure. You may need little or no additional
conversation and research to unearth the aspects of organizational culture
that would impact performance management. However, you may want to
pursue certain aspects of organizational attitudes toward assessing employee
performance even further.

Important aspects of the organizational climate might include:

• Unspoken acceptance that the organization cannot pay external labor
market rates and therefore has no right to expect superior performance.

• Emphasis on collegiality and a deemphasis on the role of the manage-
rial hierarchy.

• Organizational unwillingness to pay supervisors significantly more
than those they supervise in recognition of the supervisory burden.

• Emphasis on “catching people doing something right” rather than on
correcting shortcomings.

• A lengthy termination process allowing the targeted employee to cause
great damage to the organization before the termination takes place.

• Belief that job stability is part of the compensation offered by the
organization.

• Belief that supervisors should continually monitor employee perfor-
mance and provide feedback, making an annual review unnecessary.
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• Fear that a positive performance evaluation might encourage the in-
cumbent to request some sort of improvement in compensation be-
yond the capability of the organization.

• Belief that performance evaluations and rewards are separate and es-
sentially unrelated events, making the evaluation nice to have but
unrelated to salary administration.

• Fear on the part of management that litigation will result if a negative
evaluation is given to an incumbent.

• Fear on the part of employees that performance reviews are done only
as part of progressive discipline (perhaps justified by past practice).

• Confusion over how to construct a logical and documented perfor-
mance evaluation, whether positive or negative.

• Fear of hurt feelings and loss of workforce morale.

These are only some of the factors that could discourage performance man-
agement in the organization.

One might say that all employees, represented or unrepresented, should
receive regular performance evaluations, have the opportunity to give their
opinions about their jobs and their performance in those jobs, and receive
managerial feedback. Such an organizational belief may be the best reason
of all for implementing a performance management process and has little or
nothing to do with a compensation structure.

Supervisory Attitudes

This area is probably the most delicate and potentially troublesome of all.
Even HR executives charged with developing performance management
policies may be less than rigorous about reviewing their own staff mem-
bers. Many supervisors look askance at performance evaluations, and with
good reasons. Some of those reasons include:

• Supervisors may believe that an annual performance evaluation is use-
less. If the result of the evaluation is negative, the employee will retal-
iate by saying that the supervisor waited a year to say that there was a
problem. The employee may then allege discrimination, harassment,
or some other infraction and tie up the supervisor for a year, to say
nothing of litigation. If the employee wins, other employees will mark
down that technique for successfully rebutting a negative evaluation.
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• Supervisors believe that they can’t win even if there is no employee re-
taliation. With limited or predetermined salary increase budgets, those
employees with excellent performance evaluations will be resentful be-
cause there are no commensurate rewards, and those with negative
evaluations will be angry because of the evaluation content. Those with
average evaluations will be indifferent, and no one will be pleased.

• Supervisors may distrust senior management and believe that execu-
tives have already decided which employees are good performers.
Evaluations to the contrary will be ignored by those senior managers.

• Supervisors believe that the grievance processes for either represented
or unrepresented employees, or both, are such that their performance
evaluations can be overturned.

Few factors can cripple a well-thought-out performance management process
like the refusal of supervisors to implement the system.

Although it is possible for a compensation manager to devise a compen-
sation structure without too much involvement with other managers, the
development of a performance management process is much more of a
group effort. If the supervisors resist your ideas for a performance evalua-
tion process, you must amend your ideas until they accept them or you run
out of ideas. In the latter case, you have little choice but to tell those who
charged you with this responsibility that you have been unable to reach
agreement with those whose cooperation is essential.

It is possible that the performance management process you are to de-
vise is cosmetic in nature. It must exist in policy, but the organization will
honor it in the breach without too much discomfort. While such a project
is not very satisfying, at least the compensation manager can complete the
project and implement it to whatever degree possible.

Measurement Basis

Putting organizational culture and attitudinal issues aside, a compensation
manager establishing a performance management process must address the
appropriate basis for measuring performance. Mohrman, Resnick-West,
and Lawler identify four separate measurement bases:3

1. Performer-oriented: traits and skills

2. Behavior-oriented: critical incidents, predetermined
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3. Results-oriented

4. Comparison-oriented: employee to employee

Plachy and Plachy focus on results rather than on behaviors on the be-
lief that job results can be evaluated with respect to the organization’s mis-
sion.4 Whether the compensation manager selects job results, one of the
other three approaches previously listed, or some other basis, there may re-
main a disconnect between performance that furthers the organization’s
mission and performance that furthers the organization’s revenue.

The Importance of Promotions

Many public and nonprofit organizations are severely limited in their abil-
ity to reward an employee whose performance has been stellar. Either the
salary range for the position is limited, or the employee is at or near the top
of the applicable range, or the employee is paid at a flat rate, or worse, the
employee has had the bad luck to perform superbly in a year with little or
no salary increase budget. In any of these cases, the organization may be left
with only one option to reward the employee and yet stay within the fi-
nancial constraints: promotion.

By “promotion,” I am also including an upward reclassification. In the
former, the employee changes jobs and is now in a higher level job. In the
latter, a job analysis determines that the employee is actually already doing
the tasks associated with a higher level position. In either case, the em-
ployee may be eligible for two kinds of salary increase:

1. General increase, assuming that a general salary increase has been ap-
proved for that year.

2. Promotional/reclassification increase used only when such person-
nel actions occur.

When added together, the two increases may be two or more times the
general increase. Because promotions and reclassifications occur with far
less frequency, the budgetary burden may be minimal. One of the ques-
tions on the survey (Appendix A) asked how an employee could, by indi-
vidual effort, increase his or her salary. Based on more than one response
to that question, the best single answer is “Get promoted.”
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The spreadsheet PerfMgt at the end of this chapter is technical in nature
and should be consistent with the organizational factors discussed so far in
this chapter.

Employee Group

These employee groups are those assigned in the new compensation struc-
ture and reflect employees whose jobs have common characteristics.

Jobs

These are the jobs identified in the new compensation structure and may
be listed in order of value to the organization as determined by the job
analysis process.

Revenue Impact

This field reflects the degree to which performance in the job is directly re-
lated to the organization’s revenue stream.

Performance Review Schedule

This schedule describes the timing of the performance appraisals in the new
or proposed performance management process. Options include but are
not limited to:

• Annually on the employee’s anniversary hire date

• Annually at the end of the calendar or budget year

• Periodically, for example, quarterly or semiannually

• Whenever the employee demonstrates exceptional performance, ei-
ther good or bad

Salary Increase Schedule

This field records the date(s) or time periods on which salary increases become
effective. The budgetary process determines this date. If the performance
management process is supposed to be as separate as possible from the salary
increase determination, then it might be useful to keep the performance re-
view schedule and the salary increase schedule on a very different timetable.
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Compensation Arrangement

This field reflects the compensation arrangement of the job under the new
compensation structure. Options include a flat rate, salary range with or
without steps, variable pay tied to individual or team objectives, or person-
based pay.

Base Salary Increase

This field records the relationship between the performance management
process and an increase to the base salary. The compensation manager
would want to address base-building and non-base-building salary increases
in this column.

Variable Pay

This field records the nature of any variable pay for which incumbents in
the job are eligible. Variable pay can be based on individual, team, or over-
all organization performance, at least in theory.

Measurement Basis

Options include performer-oriented, behavior-oriented, results-oriented,
comparison-oriented, and other.

Performance Review Technique

This shows the methods by which performance in the job is assessed.
Methods include BARS, graphic rating, essay, 360-degree, and other as-
sessment techniques.

Notes
1. Rewarding Excellence: Pay Strategies for the New Economy, Edward E. Lawler III, 2000, San

Francisco, CA: Jossey-Bass, pp. 4–6.
2. Designing Performance Appraisal Systems: Aligning Appraisals and Organizational Realities, Allan

M. Mohrman, Jr., Susan M. Resnick-West, Edward E. Lawler III, 1989, San Francisco,
CA: Jossey-Bass, p. 178.

3. Ibid., p. 50.
4. Building a Fair Pay Program: A Step-by-Step Guide, 2nd Edition, Roger J. Plachy and Sandra

J. Plachy, 1998, New York: AMACOM (American Management Association), pp. xv–xvi.
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Spreadsheet  10 ABC Communit y  Serv ices—
Performance  Management

Mission Statement: Provide Service to Those in Need

Legend:

Employee Group: Broad groupings of employees based on jobs of similar type and scope. This
column reflects any revisions to the employee groups, including revisions intended to address
any EEO issues, and the employee groups shown here may differ from the employee groups
shown on the WRKFRC and other previous spreadsheets.

Jobs: A set of duties performed by one or more incumbents. The job may be vacant but under
recruitment.

Revenue Impact: How does performance in the job affect revenue?

Performance Review Schedule: The timing of performance reviews for incumbent(s) in the job.

Salary Increase Schedule: The timing of the effective date of salary increases for incumbents in
the job.
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Spreadsheet 10 111

Compensation Arrangement: The nature of the compensation applicable to this job under the new
structure, for example, ranges with or without steps, flat rates, commissions, variable pay, other.

Base Salary Increase: The relationship between base salary increases and the performance
management process.

Variable Pay: Type(s) of variable pay for which incumbent(s) in the job are eligible.

Measurement Basis: Performer-oriented, behavior-oriented, results-oriented, comparison-
oriented, other.

Performance Review Technique: List the performance review technique(s) for the job such as
BARS, graphic rating, essay, 360-degree, other.
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chapter11

Maintenance—Is It That 
Time Already?

During the development and implementation of a new or substantially
revised compensation structure, maintenance of the new structure may
have seemed far in the future. However, the need to make changes to the
new structure may surface shortly after its implementation, leaving the or-
ganization and the compensation manager gasping for breath.

Managers and staff are already familiar with compensation changes trig-
gered by the annual salary increase cycle. After all, the organization has paid
its employees and increased their pay from time to time whether it had a
formal compensation structure or not. The difference between changes to
employee pay and changes to the compensation structure may be less clear.
The compensation manager should emphasize to both colleagues and man-
agement that these two actions are separate in concept.

If all employees hold jobs that are compensated according to salary
ranges, and none of those employees are paid at the maximum of their re-
spective ranges, then each employee can receive some salary increase with-
out a structural increase. In other words, the salary ranges can remain
unchanged even though employee pay goes up. It is theoretically possible
to give no salary increases to anyone and yet adjust the salary ranges upward
as a provision for future salary growth in some future year.

However, some employees may be paid at a flat rate. If the contract
mandates a 3 percent increase to that flat rate, then employee salaries will
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go up and that piece of the compensation structure will be revised up-
wards. Each type of pay increase and related compensation structure com-
ponent has its own set of interrelationships.

In addition to structural changes related to the annual salary increase
process, there are other reasons for revising the compensation structure
sooner than anticipated. Such reasons include but are not limited to:

• Management has altered the responsibilities for one or more jobs in-
dicating a need for job reanalysis and reevaluation.

• New jobs have been introduced into the workforce.

• Jobs have been deleted from the workforce.

• Jobs have been reassigned from one employee group to another em-
ployee group.

• Compensation arrangements for certain jobs have been revised due to
perceived inequities, changes in the external labor market, union ne-
gotiations, pressure from employees, or managerial discretion.

There can be many other reasons, such as those related to a reorganization
impacting multiple levels of jobs.

Once the compensation manager has identified the elements of the
compensation structure requiring maintenance, another task may lie ahead:
bringing about general acceptance of the need for compensation structure
maintenance. Such acceptance may cross organizational unit boundary
lines because of the burden imposed on other organizational units besides
compensation and human resources. The payroll, information technology,
and budget units, for example, may be prepared to increase individual pay
rates promptly on request but be unsure how to respond to requests for
maintaining the structure itself, or even whether they need to respond.

Adding jobs, deleting jobs, and increasing the salary ranges require such
changes as revising the edit routines so that salary rates at the new maxi-
mum rate are not flagged by the payroll system as invalid. Each organi-
zation will have its own version of the information system changes needed
to accommodate revisions to the compensation structure. Although main-
taining the compensation structure is a high priority for the compensa-
tion manager, other organizational units may place such maintenance at
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the bottom of their priority list, or off the list altogether. In such cases, 
the compensation manager may need senior management to accept and
support the maintenance effort by placing compensation structure 
maintenance in the priority list for each of the organizational units
involved.

To reduce the burden of structure maintenance as much as possible, the
compensation manager should devise routine, predictable procedures to
address all foreseeable effort. Evaluating the external labor market through
published and/or customized salary surveys is a compensation task com-
monly undertaken on a regular and predictable basis. The compensation
manager may want to informally share this information with those units af-
fected by a need to revise the compensation structure. This advance notice
of possible future structural maintenance allows these organizations time to
plan and devote sufficient resources to address compensation structure
maintenance. The compensation structure maintenance effort is likely to
involve accounting (payroll), other areas of human resources (policies and
union agreements), the budget unit (position control), and information
technology, especially if the organization runs its own payroll and related
human resources information systems.

In the public and nonprofit environments, there can be a great deal of
pressure on these organizational units to await the results of some action
that will trigger their intense involvement, yet remain outside their control
or influence. Some of the actions that could prove frustratingly slow in a
public or nonprofit environment include:

• A budget process that goes on longer than expected.

• Union negotiations that await the results of the budget process.

• An audit by an external regulatory agency that could result in an eq-
uity adjustment to the compensation arrangements for various jobs.

• Statutory changes that might impact general human resources policies
with implications for various jobs.

• Certification or decertification of one or more unions.

Coordinating a technical effort such as a change to a compensation struc-
ture requires the compensation manager to network effectively with col-
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leagues, keeping them informed of the various possible changes to the
compensation structure until the outcome is known.

Spreadsheet 11 (MAINT) at the end of this chapter (and in Appendix B)
contains information that records any changes from the old structure to the
new structure. The fields selected are those likely to be of use to an orga-
nization, and the flexibility of the spreadsheet software allows the com-
pensation manager to add other fields. For example, the compensation
manager might want to add dates on which changes were initiated for doc-
umentation purposes.

Employee Group

A change to one or more employee groups is one of the most far-reaching
changes to the compensation structure possible. Ideally, such major
changes will be rare. Some hypothetical reasons why the information re-
lated to an employee group would change include:

• Employees decertify a union, nullifying the collective bargaining
agreement and changing the applicable compensation arrangements.
Those jobs are then merged into another employee group.

• Employees certify and elect a union, creating a new employee group
whose members hold jobs compensated according to a new collective
bargaining agreement.

• The organization revisits a job analysis and decides that jobs previ-
ously classified as exempt are actually nonexempt, or the other way
around.

• The organization decides to have two separate managerial employee
groups instead of one: one employee group for technical management
and the other for general management.

• The organization decides to reorganize, reevaluates some jobs, and
then reassigns those jobs to a lower employee group. However, rather
than appear to demote existing employees, the organization grandfa-
thers the employees in the reassigned jobs and continues to include
those employees in the original employee group. Only new hires to
the reassigned jobs will be placed in the lower level employee group.
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• The organization eliminates a number of jobs and merges the em-
ployee group that used to include those jobs into another existing
employee group.

Changes of this magnitude are likely to be accompanied by policy and pro-
cedural changes and may be motivated by external factors that affect the
compensation structure but did not originate from the compensation man-
ager.

The spreadsheet MAINT at the end of this chapter should display the
new employee group/jobs combinations. The accounting and information
technology units may need a crosswalk between the old and the new em-
ployee groups, especially if there are not only new employee groups but
shifting of jobs from one to another.

Jobs

This column on the MAINT spreadsheet should contain every job that ex-
isted both in the previous compensation structure and will exist in the re-
vised structure. As usual, each job represents a set of duties held by one or
more employees or vacant but under recruitment. The viewer can quickly
tell which jobs are deleted and which are new by looking at the next col-
umn, Status.

Status

This field shows for each job in both the old and new structure whether
the job is new to the structure, just deleted from the structure, revised in
some way, or in any other status the organization wishes to track. This
spreadsheet, prepared each time the structure is maintained, provides a
record of the evolution of the structure over time. Jobs deleted from the
structure will make their final appearance on the MAINT spreadsheet.

Job Description

The organization can use this field to record whether changes were made
to the job description and, if desired, indicate the type of changes made.
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Job Evaluation

This column can indicate if the job was subject to reevaluation and related
information, such as the evaluation method used and why, at the discretion
of the compensation manager. The compensation manager may want to
include information related to the job’s former evaluation level.

Turnover

This column contains turnover statistics for each job calculated in whatever
manner the compensation manager chooses to calculate that statistic. The
viewer of the MAINT spreadsheet can simply scan the column to spot jobs
with exceptionally high turnover rates and take action, if desired.

Compensation Arrangement

This column shows the compensation arrangement for each job under the
new compensation structure. The compensation manager may want to
modify the spreadsheet to include companion columns that have addi-
tional compensation arrangement information, such as background regard-
ing the change and effective dates.

Impact

This field records the impact of any changes to the job and/or employee
group on other units in the organization, information systems, and even
external organizations such as unions, regulatory or certification agencies,
governmental agencies, and donors. This field can serve as a record of
those who must be involved in the implementation of a change to the
compensation structure and the nature of that involvement. Additional
columns could record deadlines for the involvement, if desired.

Management View

This column records any management decisions or needs to which the new
structure responds. If the same management issue applies to multiple jobs
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or employee groups, the compensation manager can simply use the spread-
sheet copy feature and quickly apply the same words to all the employee
groups and/or jobs affected. This column may also be used to indicate de-
cisions by external authorities, or the compensation manager may choose
to add a column to the spreadsheet for that purpose.
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Spreadsheet  1 1 ABC Communit y  Serv ices—
Ma inta in ing  the  Structure

Mission Statement: Provide Service to Those in Need

Legend:

Employee Group: Broad groupings of employees based on jobs of similar type and scope. Any
changes to the employee groups themselves as a result of structure maintenance would be shown
in this column. Such changes are likely to be linked to other more general human resources
changes.

Jobs: A set of duties performed by one or more incumbents. The job may be vacant but under
recruitment.

Status: Is this job under revision, to be added, to be deleted, or in some other status?

Job Description: Does the job description for the job exist (if new) or need to be revised?

Job Evaluation: Does the job need to be reevaluated according to the selected job evaluation
technique?
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Turnover: Recruitment/retention statistics for the Job.

Compensation Arrangement: Is the compensation arrangement for the position changed as part
of the maintenance effort and, if so, what is the new arrangement?

Impact: The automated systems and organizational units, including labor unions, that will be
affected by the revision, if any, to this job.

Management View: Formal or informal feedback from management and/or the governing body
regarding the job, the employee group, or the structure itself.
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chapter12

Conclusion—The Bottom Line

Throughout this book I have tried to alert the reader to unique aspects
of public and nonprofit environments that could impact the effort to sub-
stantially revise an existing compensation structure or devise a completely
new one. The following list indicates four primary variables:

1. Nature of revenue

2. Relationship between organizational success and revenue

3. Pay for performance or promotion

4. Coordination within the organization

No doubt, these variables also exist in the for-profit world. However, their
nature in the public or nonprofit environments may influence the com-
pensation manager’s efforts in a very different manner. The following dis-
cussion assumes that the reader’s primary or sole professional experience
has occurred in the for-profit world.

Nature of Revenue

Members of the workforce earn money from their employment and, once
earned, that money becomes theirs to do with as they wish within the
bounds of legality and, it is to be hoped, common sense. Similarly, for-
profit organizations provide goods and services to the public and use the
resulting revenue to pay expenses, reinvest in the business, and pay any
shareholder obligations, as the organization so chooses. In the case of some
consumer goods such as appliances and cars, for example, the manufacturer
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or dealer may have no obligation beyond the transaction other than selling
the item as advertised and abiding by whatever warranties apply.

Among public and nonprofit environments, incoming funds may be con-
sidered more custodial than earned. (We are all familiar with the old story
about a taxpayer who tells a law enforcement officer, “Just remember, I pay
your salary.”) The taxpaying public rarely describes its tax payments to var-
ious levels of government as money “earned” by the government.

Similarly, donations to religious and charitable organizations take on a
different context than payment for religious services provided or for num-
bers of needy individuals served. Public and nonprofit organizations may
impose strict rules on employees concerning the acceptance of gifts or
even a lunch from anyone with whom the organization might have finan-
cial dealings. The workforce in a public or nonprofit environment may be
subtly or overtly pressured to exhibit motives other than compensation for
working for the organization.

Funds coming into the public and nonprofit environments may be cat-
egorized by their potential use in the following manner: unrestricted, tem-
porarily restricted, or permanently restricted. The organization can spend
unrestricted funds on whatever it wishes. Temporarily restricted funds may
be spent only in certain ways and possibly only at certain times. Perma-
nently restricted funds, such as a donation or endowment, may not be
spent at all. Instead, the donation becomes the principal and only the in-
come resulting from the investment of the donation or endowment is
available to be spent by the organization, and even that income may be
temporarily restricted.

Put simply, in the for-profit organization, money once earned is then
owned. Incoming money to the nonprofit or public organization may be
so constrained as to its use that its relationship to “revenue” in the for-profit
sense is fragile, indeed. The constraints on incoming funds impact the
compensation arrangements that can be made realistically available for var-
ious jobs.

Relationship between Organizational
Success and Revenue

The mission of the nonprofit organization describes its operational focus.
Administering these organizations involves a vision of what excellence in
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performance of its mission might be. Senior managers spend considerable
effort in determining how close the reality of the organization’s perfor-
mance comes to that vision. Law enforcement, healthcare, a church or syn-
agogue, education—all these organizations have ways of assessing their
own performance relative to their ideals.

The revenue earned by these organizations, however, may not be tied
closely to the excellence of the performance of the mission. For example,
a law enforcement organization that reduces the crime rate, a school that
improves student test scores by a measurable amount, a hospital that pro-
vides higher quality healthcare at less cost, a charity that stretches its do-
nated dollars over more services for the needy—these organizations may
receive even fewer funds in the coming year than they received in years
when the organizational performance was less admirable. Performance in a
public or nonprofit organization is related to revenue, but only marginally
in the short term.

Pay for Performance or
Promotion

An organization that experiences little or no revenue growth resulting
from excellent performance may not provide fertile soil for a pay-for-
performance program. In fact, public and some nonprofit organizations
may be under considerable pressure to hold down salaries no matter what
level of performance its employees exhibit.

Current pay-for-performance theory focuses on rewarding performance
in the position held by the employee. However, public and nonprofit or-
ganizations may offer only minimal rewards for performance in the posi-
tion, reserving greater rewards for those who perform so well in their
current positions that they can move to other, higher level positions. One
might describe this pay philosophy as pay for promotion rather than pay for
performance.

In fairness, an organization that promotes its high performers and then
pays a commensurate salary is following a pay-for-performance pay policy.
After all, promotions are based on factors such as performance, or they
should be. Also, promotions are less frequent and represent a lesser financial
burden. Even an electorate or donor unwilling to accept pay for performance
will agree that a higher level job should be paid more than a lower level job.

Pay for Performance or Promotion 125
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Coordination within 
the Organization

What organization does not tell its employees that they are all on the same
team, every job is important, the workforce is the organization’s greatest
asset, and other similar remarks intended to build morale and camaraderie?
The public or nonprofit organizations might say these things and mean
them just as sincerely. However, teamwork may take a very different form
in the public or nonprofit organization than in the for-profit organization.

The compensation manager charged with substantially revising or de-
signing a new compensation structure must network with all levels of man-
agement in the organization, possibly even including the governing body,
either internal or external. When any aspect of the new compensation
structure imposes a burden on another organizational unit, such as payroll
or information technology, the compensation manager may have to take
the lead in seeking out his fellow managers from those areas and learning
enough about the rhythm of the workload in those units to knowledgeably
coordinate his or her need for their assistance. This unspoken requirement
to learn a good deal about the work of other units as part of the compen-
sation manager’s own work may be unique to the public and nonprofit en-
vironments.

Back to Baseball

The newly savvy expatriate/compensation manager has learned to watch
the game carefully before taking up the bat and approaching the plate.

Do players choose when to swing, or do they swing at all the pitches?
Does the pitcher avoid the strike zone or aim for it with every pitch?
Does the team watch another point go up on the scoreboard with joy

or gloom?
Wisely, the compensation manager/expatriate no longer assumes that

his considerable experience and skill at a similar game will apply directly
to this new version being played in a foreign land.

Now—batter up!
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Survey—Compensation in
Nonprofit/Public Organizations

Dear Survey Participant:

I want to thank you for agreeing to participate in the enclosed survey of
compensation philosophy, structure, and management in nonprofit and
public organizations. Your contribution to my research is invaluable to me
and, I hope, to future readers.

I suspect that you will find this survey quite different from those you
have designed or completed in the past. Frankly, I have never completed
or designed a survey quite like this one, which addresses organizational as-
sumptions, assessments, and practicality related to compensation.

For this research effort, I am far less interested in how much you pay
employees than how and why you pay them as you do. Equally interest-
ing, if not more so, are the compensation approaches and techniques your
organization rejected—and why, the new techniques that you believe will
or will not fit your organization—and why.

The enclosed survey begins with definitions of terms no doubt already
familiar to you. In my own experience, familiar terms have a way of wan-
dering around their original meanings until one finds that they have taken
on another interpretation altogether. Therefore, I will ask you to complete
this survey using the terms as defined, if at all possible. (I would be most in-
terested in any alternative meanings you care to share.)
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You may complete the survey in writing, electronically, or orally and
return the results by mail, email, fax, or telephone in the case of an oral re-
sponse. I hope that you will not mind a question or two later to make sure
that I understand your responses and their context.

As is customary, your responses will be held in confidence and will not
be separately identifiable.

Once again, I thank you for your time, trouble, and most of all, for the
breadth and depth of your experience.

Sincerely,

JoAnn Senger

Enclosure
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Definitions

Term Definition

Budget The timing and periodicity of the organization’s
revenue stream. For example, a government agency
may receive a budget once a year and be required
legally to keep expenditures within those limits.
Other nonprofit organizations may struggle to esti-
mate revenue and to cope with an unpredictable
revenue stream.

Budget process The activities necessary to raise funds and/or justify a
budget request, estimate revenue, and plan expendi-
tures within the budget once it is known; the time-
frame and periodicity of the process; and the
determination of the amount of funds to be used for
salary increases.

Employer An organization that pays employees on a regular
schedule through a payroll process. The organization
may or may not use independent contractors or vol-
unteers in addition to employees to accomplish its
mission.

Governing body A board of directors, regents, trustees, the electorate,
to name a few.

Job analysis The process through which the organization analyzes
a related set of activities or responsibilities and de-
rives job descriptions and job specifications.

Job evaluation The technique used by the employer to determine
the relative value of jobs:

• Whole job: A collection of job content evaluation
techniques that compare jobs with each other or
against general criteria.

• Classification plan: A whole job evaluation tech-
nique that places jobs into predetermined cate-
gories, or classes, on the basis of class descriptions
or benchmark jobs.
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Term Definition

• Point method: A quantitative job evaluation tech-
nique that assigns points to the compensable fac-
tors that describe jobs. These points are totaled for
each job as an indicator of the overall value of that
job. Base pay is then aligned with market rates for
benchmark jobs.

• Factor comparison: A technique that begins with the
selection of benchmark jobs, the selection of com-
pensable factors, and ranking all the benchmark
jobs factor by factor.

Nonprofit An employer that may or may not serve its clientele 
employer or sell its services for more than the costs involved

(i.e., earn a profit). If the employer does earn a
profit, that profit is returned to the organization. The
organization does not pay income taxes on revenue
earned through its primary mission. Note: For pur-
poses of this survey, this definition includes both
private nonprofit organizations and government
agencies.

Pay grade A pay policy that applies to a group of jobs of similar
worth.

Performance The process by which an organization communicates 
management to employees what is expected of them, monitors

their accomplishments, and responds with appropri-
ate rewards, learning opportunities, and/or correc-
tive actions.

Bases for salary The behavior or job outcome rewarded by the orga-
increases nization through its compensation structure:

• Merit: Base pay increase according to a perfor-
mance evaluation.

• Seniority: Base pay increase according to the em-
ployee’s length of service in the job.
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Term Definition

• Longevity: Base pay increases awarded to employees
who are at their pay grade maximum and not
likely to move into higher pay grades.

• Incentive (or variable) pay: Compensation, other than
base wages or salaries, that fluctuates according to
the attainment of some standard, for example, a
preestablished formula such as a commission plan,
individual or group goals, or organization-wide
revenue.

• Person-based pay: Increase in base pay because the
employee acquires additional skills (physical
worker), knowledge (professional worker), or
competencies (manager).
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Organizational Profile

The following questions address your organization and its frame of refer-
ence relevant to compensation.

Type of Nonprofit/Public:_____________________________________
(Possible answers include religious, charity, municipal agency, school dis-
trict, foundation, or other types of organizations.)

Mission: ___________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________

Number of Employees:

Full-Time Employees Part-Time Employees

Exempt

Management/Supervisory

Other Exempt

Nonexempt

How many employees are represented through collective bargaining 

agreements? ________________________________________________

What is the percentage of nonexempt employees represented through 

collective bargaining agreements?________________________________

Please list the unions that represent various employees:

___________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________
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Budget

Describe briefly your organization’s revenue flow. You may include fund-
raising, any formal or informal budget justification to internal units/gov-
erning bodies/external agencies, predictability, controllability, timing, and
any other factors that could influence compensation decision making.

Does your organization engage in fundraising?

Yes ___ No ___

If yes, please describe.

• Permanent fundraising staff

• Regular fundraising efforts

• Ad hoc fundraising efforts

• Other

If your organization engages in fundraising, what is the effect of fundrais-
ing on the budget planning process? For example, the manager of fund-
raising might be involved in all budget meetings.

How does organizational success with respect to the organization’s mission
impact fundraising or budget justification efforts? In other words, does op-
erational success bring in greater revenue?

Describe briefly your process for allocating funds for salary increases.

How does the external labor market influence the amount of your organi-
zation’s salary increase budget?
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Governance

Describe your organization’s governing body. (One possible answer: a
seven-person board of directors serving two-year terms, staggered.)

Does this governing body include employee representatives as ex officio,
appointed, or elected?

Yes ___ No ___

If yes, please describe.

How does the governing body impact compensation decisions? Possible
answers could include:

• review compensation structure annually and recommend changes.

• approve all individual salaries.

• approve senior management salaries only.

• approve salary increase budget.

• other.

If your organization’s compensation structure is determined, either directly
or indirectly, by the voting public, please describe how the voters exercise
that influence. For example, the salary increase amount or percentage re-
quires legislative approval.
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Job Evaluation

Does your organization have a formal job evaluation process?

Yes ___ No ___

If yes, please describe.

What role does the market play in your job evaluation process? For exam-
ple, your organization might tie the internal relative worth of jobs to the
local external labor market in some way.

Please identify the group(s) of employees associated with the following job
evaluation methods.

Whole Job:

Classification:

Point Method:

Factor Comparison:

Other:

Why has your organization elected to use the job evaluation method(s) you
indicate above?
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Pay Structures

Please describe the pay structures your organization uses and the employee
groups to which they apply:

Base Salary

Ranges with steps:

Open ranges (a maximum and a minimum but no steps):

Broad band:

Flat rate:

Other:

Variable Pay

None:

Yes:

• Individual incentive pay

• Team-based

• Organization-wide

Initial Pay at Time of Hire

Set by individual negotiation:

Hiring ranges within each structure (may include reference to the range
midpoint):

Degree of compensation flexibility for hiring manager:
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Rewards

Please select the various salary increase drivers used by your organization.
Also indicate the employee groups to which they apply.

Base Salary Increases

Merit:

General increase/COLA:

Seniority:

Longevity:

Incentive (Variable) Pay Increases

Individual:

Team:

Organization-wide:

Person-Based Pay

Skills-based:

Knowledge-based:

Competency:

Type of Reward

Percent increase to base salary:

Nonbase building (temporary increase to base salary):

Lump sum:

Other:

Timing

Annual:

Anniversary:

Budget cycle:

Other:
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Perquisites

Does your organization have the flexibility to award perquisites to an em-
ployee such as a health club membership, car allowance, or other?

Yes ___ No ___

If yes, please describe the perquisites which may be awarded.

Describe the organizational factors that permit or prevent awarding such
perquisites.
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Performance Management

Does your organization have a formal performance management process
for one or more employee groups?

Yes ___ No ___

If so, please identify each group and the related process in general terms.

How do employees find out about their salary increases?

How do the performance management process (if any) and the salary in-
crease determination process interact in your organization?

How can an employee in your organization significantly impact his/her
compensation through his/her performance?
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Benefits

Please describe in general terms the various benefits offered by your orga-
nization and the employee groups to which they apply:

Medical:

Dental:

Vision:

Other health-related benefits:

Pension plan:

Supplementary retirement (401k, 403b, other):

Paid time off:

Other benefits:

Do you believe that the health benefits offered by your organization to all
or most employees exceed the benefits they would enjoy in most for-
profit employers?

Yes ___ No ___

If yes, please say why.

Do you believe that the pension/retirement benefits offered by your orga-
nization to all or most employees exceed the pension/retirement benefits
they would enjoy in most for-profit employers?

Yes ___ No ___

If yes, please say why.

Do you believe that employees in your organization enjoy greater job se-
curity than they would in the average for-profit employer?

Yes ___ No ___

If yes, please say why.
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General Questions

How does your organization’s mission affect your compensation structure
and practices? For example, if your organization is a charity, the board of
directors might be uneasy when approving staff salary increases, reasoning
that donors want their donations to go to the needy, not to the staff.
Is there an incentive—budgetary and/or organizational—to consider com-
pensation structures new to your organization?

Yes ___ No ___

If yes, please describe.

If your organization wanted to implement a bonus program, would funds
have to be allocated for bonuses at the beginning of the budgetary year?

Yes ___ No ___

If yes, please describe how such an allocation for bonuses would be de-
termined.
If no, please indicate how bonuses could be funded.

How would (or does) incentive (variable) pay fit with your organizational
climate?
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appendix B

Complete Spreadsheet
Workbook

Spreadsheet  1 ABC Communit y  Serv ices—
The  Organ i zat ion

Note: The mission statement is the most important piece of information on this
worksheet and appears in the heading on all subsequent worksheets.
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Spreadsheet  2 ABC Communit y
Serv ices –Governance

Mission Statement: Provide Service to Those in Need

146 appendix B Complete Spreadsheet Workbook
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Spreadsheet  3 ABC Communit y  Serv ices—
Revenue

Mission Statement: Provide Service to Those in Need

Legend:

Fund Sources: List each fund source in the previous fiscal year with each respective total annual
dollar amount and percentage of total funding.

Annual Budget Cycle: The timing of budget activity, lines of authority for approvals, degree of detail.

Formal Budget Request Process: Is there a formal or informal process through which the
organization obtains its budget for the coming fiscal year? If so, describe its timeframe,
administrative burden, and other aspects.

Required Reporting: Does the organization have to file reports for government(s) based on the
type(s) of funding it receives? If so, what types of reports, how often, and degree of
administrative burden? Does the organization have to file reports to nongovernment entities
based on the type(s) of funding it receives? If so, what types of reports, how often, and degree of
administrative burden?

Fund Accounting: Does the organization use this type of accounting to track the use of each
dollar of funding received into the organization?

Fundraising: A formal or informal and coordinated effort, routine or ad hoc, to persuade
individuals outside the organization to donate funds. Describe the administrative burden, percent
of budget obtained through this process, and any other aspects of fundraising.

Donors: Individuals outside the organization who have donated funds to it, currently or in the
past, or might donate in the future. There may be significant administrative activity around these
individuals.

Government Support: What sort of governmental influence impacts the organization including
funding, regulatory control, budget approval, voter influence, or other?

Budget Based on Revenue Predictions: What are the predictive methods and algorithms used to
forecast the budget for the coming year? Is revenue considered fixed or can the budget vary
throughout the year?

Voter Influence: How can voters impact the organization?
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Spreadsheet  4 ABC Communit y  Serv ices—
The  Workforce

Mission Statement: Provide Service to Those in Need

Legend:

Employee Group: Broad groupings of employees based on jobs of similar type and scope. 
M and F are male and female. Include any other useful demographic categories.

Number Full-Time: Number of full-time employees.

Number Part-Time: Number of part-time employees.

Number Variable-Time: Number of variable-time employees.

Appointment Terms: Employment contract, at will, represented, and other terms applicable to
employees in this group.
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Unionized: Group is represented by a collective bargaining unit.

Average Years of Service: Average number of years with the organization for members of this
group.

Average Age: The average age of employees in this group.

Average Salary: Average base salary for employees in this group.
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Spreadsheet  5 ABC Communit y  Serv ices—
Current  Compensat ion

Mission Statement: Provide Service to Those in Need

150 appendix B Complete Spreadsheet Workbook

Are any or all of the following in place: an organization chart, payroll/HRIS, central HR files on all
employees?

Legend:

Employee Group: Broad groupings of employees based on jobs of similar type and scope. This
column should begin with the same employee groups found on the WRKFRC spreadsheet and
include M, F, and EEO categories if the WRKFRC spreadsheet indicates potential EEO issues.

Number: Number of employees in this group or subgroup.

Unionized: Members of this group or subgroup represented by a collective bargaining unit.

Average Years in Job: The average number of years served in the job currently held by
members of this group or subgroup.

Pay Structure: Individual negotiation, ranges, flat rate, other.

Job Descriptions: Yes (available for all employees in group), no (for no employees in group),
some (only for some of the employees in the group).
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Salaries Public: Are salaries for jobs in this group available to the general public? To the
employee population?

Performance Management: Is there a performance management process in place for
all/some/none of the employees in this group?

Salary Increase Date: When do employees in this group become eligible for base salary
increases? (Common date? Anniversary? Other?)

Compensation Authority: Describe the authority level(s) for approving compensation
arrangements for members of the group.
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Spreadsheet  6 ABC Communit y  Serv ices—
The  Exempt  Workforce

Mission Statement: Provide Service to Those in Need

152 appendix B Complete Spreadsheet Workbook

Legend:

Employee Group: Broad groupings of employees based on jobs of similar type and scope.
Because this spreadsheet may become extensive, the compensation manager may wish to omit
EEO categories unless previous spreadsheets have indicated that serious issues need to be
explored. For simplicity, this spreadsheet does not display EEO categories.

Jobs: A set of duties to be performed by one or more incumbents. The job may be vacant but
under recruitment.

Revenue Impact: How does performance in the job affect revenue?

Base Pay: Set according to pay ranges, individual negotiation, union contract, flat rate, other?

Base Pay Increase: Based on merit, seniority, longevity, COLA, general increase, other.
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Variable Pay: Based on individual, team-based, organization-wide performance.

Person-Based Pay: Based on competency, knowledge, skill, other.

Health Benefits: List.

Pension/Retirement: List types such as 403(b), 457, defined benefit, defined contribution.

Perquisites: Could the organization elect to give one or more employees in this job a
perquisite? Does the organization currently do so? If so, what types of perquisites? Are any
perquisites explicitly forbidden?

Compensation Authority: Describe the authority level(s) for approving compensation
arrangements for jobs in this group.
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Spreadsheet  7 ABC Communit y  Serv ices—
The  Nonexempt  Workforce

Mission Statement: Provide Service to Those in Need

154 appendix B Complete Spreadsheet Workbook

Legend:

Employee Group: Broad groupings of employees based on Jobs of similar type and scope.
Because this spreadsheet may become extensive, the compensation manager may wish to omit
EEO categories unless previous spreadsheets have indicated that serious issues need to be
explored.

Job: A set of duties, or job, held by one or more employees or vacant but under recruitment.

Revenue Impact: How does performance in the Job affect revenue?

Base Pay: Set according to pay ranges, individual negotiation, union contract, flat rate, other?

Base Pay Increase: Based on merit, seniority, longevity, COLA, general increase, other?

Variable Pay: Based on performance as an individual, team member, organization member.
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Person-Based: Competency, knowledge, skill.

Health Benefits: List.

Pension/Retirement: List type(s), such as 403(b), 457, defined benefit, defined contributions,
and so on.

Perquisites: Could the organization elect to give one or more employees in this Job a
perquisite? Does the organization currently do so? If so, what types of perquisites? Are any
perquisites explicitly forbidden?

Compensation Authority: Describe the authority level(s) for approving compensation
arrangements for Jobs in this group.
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Spreadsheet  8 ABC Communit y  Serv ices—
The  Jobs

Mission Statement: Provide Service to Those in Need
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Legend:

Employee Group: Broad groupings of employees based on jobs of similar type and scope. This
column should begin with the same employee groups found on the WRKFRC spreadsheet and
include M, F, and EEO categories if the WRKFRC spreadsheet indicates potential EEO issues.

Job: A set of duties, or job, held by one or more employees or vacant but under recruitment.

Number of Incumbents: The number of employees who hold this job.

Revenue Impact: How does performance in the job affect revenue?

Job Description: A summary of a job’s purpose and its tasks, duties, and responsibilities.

Job Specifications: Skills, knowledge, and abilities required for the job.
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Ranking: A collection of job content evaluation techniques that compare jobs with each other
or against general criteria.

Classification: A whole job evaluation technique that places jobs into grades or classifications
on the basis of at least one benchmark job per grade.

Point Method: A quantitative job evaluation technique assigning points to compensable factors
that describe jobs.

Factor Comparison: Selection of compensable factors for each job, then ranking all jobs by
factor.

Other: For example, slotting.
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Spreadsheet  9 ABC Community Services—
New Compensation Structure

Mission Statement: Provide Service to Those in Need

158 appendix B Complete Spreadsheet Workbook

Legend:

Range Code: A code identifying the salary range that sets the minimum and maximum salary rates for
jobs within the range.

Employee Group: Broad groupings of employees based on jobs of similar type and scope. This column
reflects any revisions to the employee groups, including revisions intended to address any EEO issues,
and the employee groups shown here may differ from the employee groups shown on the WRKFRC and
other previous spreadsheets.

Jobs: A set of duties performed by one or more incumbents. The job may be vacant but under
recruitment.

New Salary Range: The minimum, midpoint, and maximum salary levels for a new salary range. If blank
or 0, this particular job is not compensated according to a salary range.

Spread Percent: The difference between the maximum and minimum rates divided by the minimum rate
and expressed as a percentage.

Steps: The number of steps in the range. A blank or 0 entry would indicate that there are no steps.
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Flat Rate: A single hourly rate at which all incumbents in the job are paid. If the rate is other than
hourly, the column should show the rate and the applicable time period, for example, monthly,
annual, other.

Commission: An arrangement by which incumbents in the job receive some portion of the revenue
attributed to their efforts.

Person-Based Pay: Pay based on skills, knowledge, and/or competency acquired by the incumbents
in this job.

Variable Pay: The basis of any variable pay that may be earned by incumbents in this job—for
example, individual, team-based, or organizational.

Benchmark: The relationship of this job to the external labor market, either as a benchmark or
linked to another job used as a benchmark.

Primary Influence: The entity, statistic, mechanism, comparison, or other influence that has the
dominant effect on compensation for this job.
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Spreadsheet  10 ABC Communit y  Serv ices—
Performance  Management

Mission Statement: Provide Service to Those in Need

160 appendix B Complete Spreadsheet Workbook

Legend:

Employee Group: Broad groupings of employees based on jobs of similar type and scope. This
column reflects any revisions to the employee groups, including revisions intended to address
any EEO issues, and the employee groups shown here may differ from the employee groups
shown on the WRKFRC and other previous spreadsheets.

Jobs: A set of duties performed by one or more incumbents. The job may be vacant but under
recruitment.

Revenue Impact: How does performance in the job affect revenue?

Performance Review Schedule: The timing of performance reviews for incumbent(s) in the job.

Salary Increase Schedule: The timing of the effective date of salary increases for incumbents in
the job.
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Compensation Arrangement: The nature of the compensation applicable to this job under the new
structure, for example, ranges with or without steps, flat rates, commissions, variable pay, other.

Base Salary Increase: The relationship between base salary increases and the performance
management process.

Variable Pay: Type(s) of variable pay for which incumbent(s) in the job are eligible.

Measurement Basis: Performer-oriented, behavior-oriented, results-oriented, comparison-
oriented, other.

Performance Review Technique: List the performance review technique(s) for the job such as
BARS, graphic rating, essay, 360-degree, other.
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Spreadsheet  1 1 ABC Communit y  Serv ices—
Ma inta in ing  the  Structure

Mission Statement: Provide Service to Those in Need

162 appendix B Complete Spreadsheet Workbook

Legend:

Employee Group: Broad groupings of employees based on jobs of similar type and scope. Any
changes to the employee groups themselves as a result of structure maintenance would be shown
in this column. Such changes are likely to be linked to other more general human resources
changes.

Jobs: A set of duties performed by one or more incumbents. The job may be vacant but under
recruitment.

Status: Is this job under revision, to be added, to be deleted, or in some other status?

Job Description: Does the job description for the job exist (if new) or need to be revised?

Job Evaluation: Does the job need to be reevaluated according to the selected job evaluation
technique?
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Turnover: Recruitment/retention statistics for the Job.

Compensation Arrangement: Is the compensation arrangement for the position changed as part
of the maintenance effort and, if so, what is the new arrangement?

Impact: The automated systems and organizational units, including labor unions, that will be
affected by the revision, if any, to this job.

Management View: Formal or informal feedback from management and/or the governing body
regarding the job, the employee group, or the structure itself.
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165

appendix C

HRIS Data Elements

The following data elements and their respective definitions evolved over
five years of class assignments. Beginning with a minimal set of data ele-
ments in 1999, each successive class has added HRIS data elements or re-
vised definitions as part of a class project. The list reflects the accumulation
of this student-contributed HRIS information through summer 2004.
(Most of these students are Human Resources practitioners.)

Students perceived the first set of data elements as “person-related,” ad-
dressing the employee as a person rather than the holder of a specific job.

The second set of data elements is position-related and could conceiv-
ably apply to an employee who has two separate (and probably part-time)
jobs for the same employer, a situation that can occur in higher education
institutions as well as others.

The remaining sets of data elements deal with training and development,
recruiting, and applicant tracking.
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Person-Related

Data Purpose/Type of Information

Access to alarm system Y/N, code assigned to employee

Achievements Special accomplishments

Applicant for internal What position and when
position

Automobile allowance Amount

Awards/bonuses Dollar amount

Beneficiary information Fields as required for each benefit pro-
gram

Benefits One field for each benefit program

Benefits expiration date DD/MM/YYYY

Benefits > $50K Income tax trigger

Birthdate Demographic studies, celebrations

Car cleaning services— Optional deduction
mobile

Car license number(s) For emergency evacuation purposes

Citizenship Allows selection of foreign nationals

Claim Date filed, expected date of return, type
of claim

COBRA eligibility Y/N, code for qualifying event

Commission date Date when commissions must be paid to
employee

Community service Text or code indicating type of service

Complaint(s) against . . . Record of complaints against employee
from external sources

Computer literacy Y/N field or could be a code showing
degree of proficiency

Concierge Optional deduction

Court orders Regarding appearance dates, etc.

Court sanction(s) Date(s) amount(s)
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Data Purpose/Type of Information

CPR training Y/N, possibly date

Credit cards Cards (type, number, expiration date)
issued by employer to employee

Criminal background Background check, felony box on appli-
cation, and so on

Current status Active, on leave, separated, retired, dead

Damages for a person Amount

Dependents Benefits including COBRA, retirement

Disability insurance State, waiting period, known prior claims

Disability status American Disabilities Act, type

Discipline Primary background/education discipline

DL classification Type of vehicle

DL number Additional identification, driving compa-
ny vehicles

DMV number Driver’s license number (a public and
unique identifier)

Driver’s auto insurance Y/N, MM/DD/YYYY
renewal

Driver’s license renewal Date on which it should be renewed

Driving record DMV-based record of violations

Drug tests Y/N, type, employment outcome

Dry cleaning services Optional deduction

Education Earned degree level; major/minor; addi-
tional classes and certificates, institution
where earned

Elected options One field for each benefit program

E-mail address Contact employee in an official way but
less than correspondence

Emergency information Provide assistance to employee in case of
accident or other harm

Employee number/ Employer-generated unique identifier
payroll number
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Data Purpose/Type of Information

Employee-paid premium Cost per pay period
cost

Employee physical A set of fields including date of physical, 
information results, required vaccinations

Equipment issued A recurring field itemizing each piece of
equipment issued to employee along
with serial numbers, if appropriate

Ethnic identity Demographic studies, affirmative action,
EEO

Events attendance Number of special events attended 
divided by number of events hosted by
employer

Exit interview results Code indicating whether interview took
place and, if so, content

Experience Related to skills

FACIS test result Code indicating test result

Fax number Nearest fax machine to employee

Fingerprint Y/N field if company has fingerprinted
employee

First aid training Date

First name Identifier

Garnishments Code to indicate reason(s) for garnish-
ments

Gender Demographic studies, affirmative action,
EEO, transgender status

Grants/research/ All indications of research activity
publications

Handbook review (annual) Y/N, date

Hire date—earliest Seniority calculations, annual evaluation
date

Hire date(s)—subsequent Date(s) used to calculate breaks in service
affecting seniority
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Data Purpose/Type of Information

Home address Company correspondence, zip code kept
separate, W-2s, separation documents,
retirement payments

I-9 status Proof that employee can work in United
States; type of proof; documents provid-
ed, expiration date

Key to building(s) Y/N, which buildings if a large site

Languages Recurring field, one for each language

Last day on pay status Separation agreements, inquiries, related
payments

Last day worked Separation agreements, related payments

Last employer Employer prior to initial hire

Leave begin date MM/DD/YYYY

Leave certification FMLA (Family Medical Leave Act), 
code/data medical, personal, military/reserve, FFLA

(Family Friendly Leave Act)

Leave end date MM/DD/YYYY

Leave status On leave Y/N

Legal services—prepaid Optional deduction

Length of service Dates, types

License/certificate renewal Must renew licenses or certificates or can 
dates no longer practice specialties

Licenses/certificates Legally allowed to practice certain
specialties

Long-term disability Through employer

Maiden name Whether currently used

Mailing address Address to which company correspon-
dence must be sent

Marital status Benefits including COBRA, retirement

Meal reduction Amount
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Data Purpose/Type of Information

Medical flag Condition that could require employer
intervention in the workplace (Y/N)

Middle initial/middle name Allows further identification refinement,
for example, “John Q. Smith”

Military discharge Type

Military status Code showing previous military experi-
ence, veteran status, reserve affiliation

Money banks For cashier responsibilities

Name—last Legal last name, additional last name(s)

Name—qualifier of last Includes “Jr.,” “Sr.,” II, III, etc.

Next performance review Triggers managers to prepare for reviews
date

Ninety-day probation/ Date when the 90-day probationary 
introductory period period is up

Notary public Y/N field to indicate if qualified as
Notary Public

Orientation—general Date employee attended employer’s ori-
entation session (MM/DD/YYYY)

Orientation—safety Date employee attended employer’s 
safety in workplace orientation session
(MM/DD/YYYY)

Other names/aliases Allows for artistic names, DBAs (Doing
Business As), and so forth

Pager number To reach employee “on call” or during
normal work day

Parking sticker Code or number depending on how
employer handles parking designations

Paycheck distribution A “snapshot” of the deductions to better
answer employee questions

Paycheck distribution Direct deposit, company delivery, mail to 
election home, or other
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Data Purpose/Type of Information

Personnel program Employee category (if applicable), con-
tract, at will

Phone number—cell Company supplied phones—related
inventory and contact

Phone number—home Alternate phone number where employee
may be reached or message may be left

Phone number—work 3 or 4 digits, usually
extension

Physical examination Y/N, date keyed, date of birth
(corp.)

Photograph Employee picture, possible in recent
technology

Policy manual Y/N, date. This could be a multiple field 
acknowledgment with separate entries for each type of pol-

icy acknowledgment (harassment, at will,
HIPAA, etc.)

Pretax deductions 401K and other deductions from the
gross pay

Previous addresses Can go back as far as 5 years

Previous last name Maiden name, former name, used for
employee history

Prior service With state, with this employer, with
some other employer

Professional associations Memberships: employer-paid, employee-
paid, honorary, others

Professional development Activities of involvement

Recreation privilege Gym, recreation facility, other

Rehire eligibility Code indicating Y or N

Religious preference Type

Retirement status Coverage by company retirement pro-
gram(s), vested Y/N

Salary (total) change history Salary increases/decreases over time
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Data Purpose/Type of Information

Security clearance Federal requirements; company
classification

Seniority Years with the company including breaks
in service; service credit

Separation date Date employer and employee “agree”
that separation will take place

Separation reason The nature of the separation: resignation,
layoff, termination for cause, retirement

Sexual harassment training Y/N, date

Safety shoes Amount; through payroll deduction

Sick leave accrual rate Earned per period

Sick leave balance Abuse of sick leave; separation

Signing documents (annual) Y/N, date, can include confidentiality/
arbitration

Skills Internal promotion efforts

Social security number Government-generated unique identifier

Short-term disability Through employer

Subordinate relationship Difficulties with subordinates, complaints,
secretary retention record

Supplementary retirement Amount to be taken from employee’s 
contribution paycheck to go into retirement fund

Supplementary retirement Participation in supplementary retirement
plans (401k, 403b, stock options, other)

Tardiness Number of occurrences and dates

Tax exemptions Paycheck calculations

Travel profile Preferences with respect to airlines,
hotels, other

Trial record Number of trials won, number of trials
lost

Tuition reimbursement Amount, date check was written

Union membership Applicable contract
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Data Purpose/Type of Information

Uniform allowance Amount; type

Vacation leave allowed Running leave balances
and taken

Vacation leave accrual As a person, can have two jobs with dif-
ferent accrual rates

Veteran status Demographics; protected class; cross-
reference to disability

Workers compensation Category according to workers’ 
code compensation regulations
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Position-Related

Data Purpose/Type of Information

Actual annualized rate Annualized Rate × Percent of Time

Actual monthly earnings Base + Ancillary. Used for workers’
comp or disability

Administrative stipend A sum paid to an employee to assume
administrative responsibilities in addition
to existing duties.

Annualized rate Derived if not basic

Applicable ancillary pay O/T, call back, on call, shift differentials,
hazardous pay, other occasional special
rates.

At will employee Process completed including employee
notification and acknowledgement

Base salary rate Hourly, monthly, biweekly, bimonthly,
or annual

Benefits eligibility As a result of this position; P/T, F/T

Benefits eligibility date MM/DD/YYYY

Benefits waiting period Number of days

Bonding/security clearance A formal testimony that the employee is
innocent of certain actions and therefore
worthy of trust

Budget expense group The organizational unit/division to
which this employee’s salary is charged

COBRA Initial notification date, notification date,
qualifying event

Collective bargaining Position is covered by union contract or
rate follows positions covered by union
contract

Compa-ratio Individual’s salary divided by midpoint of
the range for the position
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Data Purpose/Type of Information

Compensation Eligibility for bonus, profit sharing, steps 
arrangement within a range, open range, fixed rate,

collectively bargained arrangement, 
commission structure, and any other
compensation arrangements that apply to
this position and any other positions sim-
ilarly defined

Confidential/ Position would normally be covered by 
nonconfidential union contract but is not because of par-

ticipation in management decisions.

Conflict of interest Certain positions may be prohibited or 
requirements required to refrain from or participate in

various kinds of transactions and reporting

Contract Y/N; related information if Y

Corporate property Car, laptop, phone, and so forth assigned
to employee and in his/her possession off
company property

Current leave balances Vacation leave, sick leave, and any other
type of leave such as paid time off

Department Organizational unit to which position
belongs

Duration of appointment— Date and code showing previous 
Change appointment type

Duration of appointment— Temporary, regular, other, seasonal
Type

EEO Class Reporting purposes

Eligible for reimbursement Y/N, qualifying circumstances
for travel expenses

Eligible for tuition Y/N; cap on total amount or amount per 
reimbursement class, per year, job-related eligibility

requirements
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Data Purpose/Type of Information

Employee relations code Supervisor, confidential

Excused absences FMLA, workers’ comp, other

Executive benefits Nonsalary benefits and perquisites to
which incumbent is entitled

Exempt/Nonexempt Eligibility for overtime, call back, on call,
shift differentials, and other ancillary pay
(separate fields for each)

Hobbies Text

Hours on pay status In previous period

Hours worked In previous period

Job description on file Y/N

Job title Describes work performed, personnel
program membership, and place in orga-
nization

Leave accrual date Date leave accrual rate changes; type of
leave

Name—referral Name of the individual who referred the
employee for the position

Next performance review Date on which the employee should 
date receive an assessment of his/her perfor-

mance in this job

Next salary review date Date on which the employee should
receive notification of his/her pay
change, if any

Outcome of last review(s) The rating or score given to the em-
ployee at his/her prior review(s)

Overtime requirements Amount and type of overtime required
for the position

Pay frequency Monthly, semimonthly, biweekly, 
weekly

Pay grade range Minimum, maximum, midpoint

Pay grades Civil service-type system or employer
created
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Data Purpose/Type of Information

Percent of time/FTE Expected time on job or work
schedule/full-time equivalent

Percentage increase in pay Percentage increases in salary, by period,
over time

Percentage of time Indication of the degree of part-time
employment in the position

Personnel program The program policies governing the
terms and conditions of appointment for
the position

Physical restriction Code showing type of restriction

Position control number Budget control

Position history Titles used in past and related dates;
changes in FLSA status, replacement or
new position, other

Previous salary history Salary at employer prior to initial hire

Primary department The department handling the administra-
tive transactions regarding the employee
who holds more than one appointment
in more than one department

Probationary status Y/N; related information

Promotion review date The number of days after promotion
when review has taken/will take place

Rate class A field that tells whether rate is deter-
mined by a memorandum of understand-
ing, the human resources office, or other

Relocation eligibility Y/N

Required degree Degree(s) or professional designation(s)
required for the position

Reports to Title of supervisor/manager who directly
reviews employee performance

Review—date of last Date the employee was given a perfor-
mance evaluation

Review—date of next MM/DD/YYYY
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Data Purpose/Type of Information

Safety equipment Recurring field for each safety item
required by the job

Safety training Required training for the position: type,
timing, completion

Salary increase—date of last MM/DD/YYYY; salary history

Salary increase manager Manager who determines salary increases
for employees in a group of positions

Shift First/second/third and differential, if any

Sick leave balance Balance based on accrual for this posi-
tion. Useful if employee holds more than
one position and each position entails
different accrual rates

Site/location Place where work is performed

Skills/licenses Identify job-required licenses, certifica-
tions, and other formal requirements

Software requirements Types of software employee must know
and use in the position

Tardies Number of times in appropriate period
that employee was late to work

Tier A number—for example, I, II—which
denotes a category of position that shares
certain terms and conditions of appoint-
ments with other positions in that tier

Title/job code A set of digits associated uniquely with a
particular job title

Training received Classes completed

Training requirements Y/N; type, time when required (after six
months, one year, etc.)

Transfer info Date and origin of transfer from within
employer

Travel required Anyone in this position must travel
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Data Purpose/Type of Information

Turnover related to this Number of separations per year
position

Unexcused absences Number of occurrences; number of days

Uniform required Y/N

Vacation leave accrual rate Rate of vacation leave accrual per period
for this position, maximum accrual, cash-
out option

Vacation leave balance Number of days of earned vacation not
yet taken

Work environmental Hazardous duty, exceptional hours, and 
requirements so forth

Work week—change Full-time to part-time or the reverse

Work week—standard Number of hours, specific days, shifts

Workers’ Compensation Code indicating classification and rate
classification

ADDITIONAL BENEFITS INFORMATION

• Terms of each contract → benefits threshold level

• End date of each contract with benefit provider

• Actuarial assumptions

• Employee demographics

Terms of the contract may allow employers to control benefits eligibility
by controlling percentage of time to control, for example, 30 hours
threshold for employee participation.

The contract end date alerts HR when benefits will be renegotiated.
Prior to the negotiation process, the HR director of compensation/bene-
fits manager will want to know the pattern of employee usage of the ben-
efits options provided by the current contract(s). Options not selected by
employees could be bargaining points for lower premiums in the next
contract.
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Training and Development

Data Purpose/Type of Information

Accrued training costs for Amount (accrued as of date of this report)
this employee

Authorizing manager Name

Continuing education Type of program
program

Continuing education cost Employer costs

Contribution to employer Can be amount, code, or text
as a result of training

Customer evaluation Rating by customer of employee

Department number The code identifying the department
requesting training

Employee conduct during Attendance; class participation
training

Employee goal/intended The desired outcome of the training 
result according to the employee or according

to the employer

Employee’s most recent MM/DD/YYYY
performance date

Employee’s rating Employee’s rating of this training 
experience

Funding source Account or fund appropriate to
organization

Hours of training Total accumulated

Intended result Certification, license, degree, compe-
tence level

Manager’s rating Manager’s rating of this training 
experience

Name Employee who received the training

Performance rating after Coded 1–5
training
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Data Purpose/Type of Information

Performance rating before Coded 1–5
training

Required training classes Name, date, why required

Salary before training Amount/month or hour or year

Salary increase after Percentage and amount
training

Session cost to employee Amount

Success index A single number comprising salary
increase, performance change, manager’s
assessment, and employee’s assessment

Succession rating Likelihood of promotion; type of career
path

Trainer External, internal, other

Training history Classes taken and when, results

Training points total— Summary of number of classes, number 
current of occurrences, or other statistics selected

by employer

Training priority A code indicating such priorities as
immediate performance, legal require-
ment, or future project

Training site Company premises, hotel, training 
center, other

Travel expense Employer-paid

Turnover learning curve Time to complete mastery of area

Type of training Subject matter, probably coded (disci-
pline or skill), mentoring formal or 
informal, books read
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Recruitment

Data Purpose/Type of Information

Accrued cost this fiscal year Amount paid to this outreach 
organization/person

Ad placement and date Multiple occurrences

Ad text The full text of a posting on any media

Additional services Other client services in addition to 
provided recruitment

Applicant count Number of applicants received in current
year from this source

Competitor marketing Contacting employees at competitor
organizations, that is, raiding

Contact person Individual or Web address

Cost of ad placement Amount

Fee structure Flat fee, per placement, other

Financial arrangement On account, per occurrence, other

Internal/external Whether the position is to be filled from
the inside or externally, either by intent
or by circumstance

Interview method Type of technique (structured, behav-
ioral, other) used to interview

New hire count Number of applicants hired in current
year from this source

Phone/fax/e-mail Communication

Position description Set of responsibilities and minimum qual-
ifications for the position

Qualified applicant count The number of applicants received in
current year from this recruitment source
who met minimum qualifications

Rating A code indicating actual results from this
source
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Data Purpose/Type of Information

Reason for opening A code indicating whether the position is
new or existing and reason why vacated

Recruiter address Mailing/street address of recruiter

Recruitment name Name of organization/person publicizing
position

Recruitment specialty Engineering, info systems, office person-
nel, general, exec, other

Recruitment type Newspaper, professional association,
Internet, search firm, temp agency, other

Recruitment/contract Temp to perm, exclusive, and so forth
terms

Requisition longevity Length of time requisition is active

School(s) recruited Colleges/universities visited by recruit-
ment agency

Selection experience Whether the applicant was selected for
interview, offer, hire

Submission procedure Method by which positions under
recruitment are communicated to out-
reach organization/person
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Applicant Tracking

Data Purpose/Type of Information

Applicant name Identification

Applicant number Identification and an automatic count of
number of applicants for this position.

Applicant’s status Internal, external, employed, new to
area, related to existing employee, other,
still under consideration; awaiting results
of a related recruitment

Approval Name/title of person approving the
position

Assessment test(s) Type, scores

Availability for work When applicant can begin: week times,
hours

Background status Background check (Y/N); results; date of
background check

Budget exception Y/N; exception to standard terms and
conditions for position

Contact information Name(s), address(es), phone number(s),
of individuals to be contacted regarding
the applicant

Date of interview Per occurrence

Date of resume Date resume received. Tracks the recruit-
ment process for this position and if
resumes are put in a data base, indicates
purge date.

Date position filled MM/DD/YYYY successful applicant
accepted the position

Date position open MM/DD/YYYY

Date position requested MM/DD/YYYY department formally
requested the position

Degree and discipline Experience and education
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Data Purpose/Type of Information

Designated successor Determined to fill the position while still
in another position

Disposition Code showing that person was hired or
the nonhire reason

Ethnic identity Includes gender. Used for diversity and
affirmative action reporting

Experience beyond Experience possessed by the applicant in
addition to the experience required by
the position

Finder’s fee Y/N, if Y, to whom

Gender M/F/T (Male, female, and transgender,
which refers to individuals who are in
the waiting period for a gender change
operation.)

Geographic base The size of the region from which appli-
cants were recruited, for example,
national, city, state, other

Hired Y/N

Interview history How many, with whom (name and title),
other

Job skills Skills, knowledge, and abilities possessed
by the applicant and required by the
position

Languages If English not the native tongue, all other
languages (speak, read, write)

Met min qualifications Y/N

Offer amount Amount in dollars

Offer made Y/N, acceptance/rejection code, date

Orientation date MM/DD/YYYY: anticipated orientation
date for new hire
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Data Purpose/Type of Information

Package particulars Those elements of the offer, such as relo-
cation, housing allowance, and so forth

Position ID Position for which applicant applied

Previous applicant Whether applicant has applied before,
dates

Previous competitor Competing organization previously (or
currently) employing the applicant

Previous employer Identity of employer prior to applying
for this position

Previous offer Details regarding previous offer made to
this applicant

Professional licenses/ Multiple occurrences
certifications

Rating on certification list Where applicant ranks in comparison to
other applicants for the position

Recruitment allowance Money available to fill the position

Recruitment process Hiring process for that position: selection
committee, manager only, HR involve-
ment, temp to perm, other

Recruitment source Outreach name, friend, employee refer-
ral, other

Reference details Comments made about employee

Referred by/to Another department; employee

Referred to other jobs Y/N; was this applicant referred for
other jobs within the company?

Rehire status If formerly employed by this employer,
eligible for rehire?

Relationships Any relatives working for employer?

Relocation costs Y/N—Origin

Requisition new/ N/R; indicates a position under repeated 
replacement recruitment
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Data Purpose/Type of Information

Requesting department Organizational unit supporting the
position

Sell/serve alcohol Whether the applicant is permitted by
law to sell or to serve alcoholic beverages

Solicited Y/N

Special accommodations Type

Special skills Sky diving, bull fighting, and so forth;
multiple occurrences

Sponsorship Y/N, country

Start date MM/DD/YYYY

Testing advice Advised of testing for drugs, physical
abilities, other

Type of interview First, second, HR, hiring manager, other
(a code)

Volunteer or paid Whether applicant requires compensation
to work

Years’ relevant experience Number
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Index

Accountants, 18
Accounting

fund accounting, 20
revenue sources, 20, 21

Acquisitions, 3
Administrative overhead, 9
Age, grouping employees by, 30, 31
Americans with Disabilities Act, 63
Ancillary pay, 82
Appointments

full-time, part-time, and variable-time, 29
terms, 29, 30

Art and cultural groups, 2
Associations, professional, 2

and exempt employees, 30
Authority structure. See Governance

Base pay, 109
exempt employees, 46, 47
nonexempt employees, 55

Benchmarking, 94
Benefits

health benefits, 48, 56, 57
pension and retirement, 48, 57
perquisites, 48, 49, 57, 58

Board members. See also Governance
and compensation authority, 39, 49, 58, 59
contact with, advantages and

disadvantages of, 8, 9
elected and appointed. See Elected and

appointed officials
ex officio, 10
financial assistance, 9, 10
meetings, 11
number of, 9
quorum, 9–11
role of, 11, 12
salaries of and employee salary limits, 10, 22

term of service, 10, 11
titles, 10
voting and nonvoting, 10
working with, 126

Board of directors, 8. See also Board members
Board of regents, 8. See also Board members
Board of supervisors, 8. See also Board

members
Board of trustees, 8. See also Board members
Broadbanding, 85
Budget. See also Revenue

annual budget cycle, 18–19
defined, xxii
managers, meeting with, 18
and performance management, 103, 104
process

defined, xxii
formal budget request process, 19

and revenue, 15–16
revenue predictions, 22, 23
and role of governing body, 11

Calendar year, 19
Certifications, 4
Chief executive officer (CEO), 8
Civil Rights Act, Title VII, 71
Classification plan, defined, xxiii
Clients, 4
COLA. See Cost-of-living adjustment

(COLA)
Collective bargaining. See also Unions

and confidential employees, 44
contracts, 29
person-based pay, 56

Commission-based salary, 86, 93
COMP spreadsheet. See Current

compensation (COMP) spreadsheet
Compensable factors, 71, 72
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Compensation, current
authority for compensation approval, 39,

49, 58, 59
average years in job, 37
employee groups, 36, 37
human resources information system

(HRIS), 35, 36
job descriptions, 38
number of employees per group, 37
pay structure, 37, 38
performance management system, 38. See

also Performance management
salaries as public information, 38
salary increase date, 39
spreadsheet. See Current compensation

(COMP) spreadsheet
union information, 37

Compensation authority, 39, 49, 58, 59
Compensation structure, 46

new compensation. See New
compensation structure

and role of governing body, 11, 12
Compensation system, 101
Consumer Price Index, 23
Cost-of-living adjustment (COLA), 46, 55
Current compensation (COMP) spreadsheet

contents of, 36–39
purpose of, 36
sample pages, 40, 41, 150, 151

Databases, 21
Definitions, xxii–xxiv

budget, xxii
budget process, xxii
classification plan, xxiii
employer, xxii
factor comparison, xxiii
governing body, xxii
incentive (variable) pay, xxiv
job analysis, xxii
job classification, 70
job evaluation, xxii
longevity, xxiv
merit salary increases, xxiii
nonprofit employer, xxiii
nonprofit organizations, 2
pay grade, xxiii
performance management, xxiii
person-based pay, xxiv

point method, xxiii
ranking, 70
salary increases, xxiii, xxiv
seniority, xxiv
whole job, xxii

Directors. See also Board members
governing board, 8

Discrimination, 37
age, 30, 31
EEO complaints, 28, 29

Donors
budget considerations, 21
and commission-based salary structures, 86
database, 21
and exempt employee job performance,

45, 46
revenue sources, 17, 21, 22

Education requirements, 4
EEO. See Equal employment opportunity

(EEO)
Elected and appointed officials, 8, 10. See also

Voters and voting
Employees

age, 30, 31
confidential, 44
demographics. See Workforce

demographics
employment at will, 29
employment contracts, 29
exempt. See Exempt employees
full-time, 29
grouping, 27, 28, 36, 37, 44, 54, 64, 92,

108
changes to group, 116, 117
revision of and new compensation

structure, 81
nonexempt. See Nonexempt employees
nonprofit organizations, 8
number of, 37, 69
overtime, 27, 28. See also Exempt

employees
part-time, 29
performance reviews. See Performance

management
promotions, importance of, 107
unions. See Unions
variable-time appointments, 29
years of service, 30
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Employer, defined, xxii
Equal employment opportunity (EEO)

average age of workforce, 30, 31
average salaries, 31
complaints, basis for, 28, 29
and grouping employees, 44
reporting categories, 28
and years of service, 30

Equal Pay Act, 71
Ex officio board members, 10
Excel, use of, xxi
Executive directors, 8
Exempt employee (EXMPT) spreadsheet

contents of, 44–49
revenue impact, 65
sample pages, 50, 51, 152, 153

Exempt employees, 27
base pay, 46, 47
compensation authority, 49
and compensation manager, 43, 44
employee group information, 44
full-time equivalent, 53
health benefits, 48
and job description, 65
jobs, 45
and new compensation spreadsheet, 92
pension and retirement benefits, 48
perquisites, 48, 49
person-based pay, 47
and professional associations, 30
revenue impact of each job, 45, 46
spreadsheet. See Exempt employee

(EXMPT) spreadsheet
variable pay, 47

EXMPT spreadsheet. See Exempt employee
(EXMPT) spreadsheet

Factor comparison
defined, xxiii
method of job evaluation, 71, 73, 74

Fair Labor Standards Act (FLSA), 27
exempt and nonexempt employees. See

Exempt employees; Nonexempt
employees

Fay, Charles, 85
Fiscal year, 16, 19
Flat rates, 82, 83, 93

adjusting, 91, 92
for jobs in series, 83

Focus of operations, 3, 17
For-profit organizations

revenue compared to nonprofit or public
organization, 123, 124

revenue sources, 16
Full-time equivalent (FTE) workers, 53
Funding, 17. See also Revenue

government, 22
stipulations as to use of funds, 103

Fundraising
revenue sources, 21
and role of governing body, 11

Goods and services, providing, 17
GOV spreadsheet. See Governance (GOV)

spreadsheet
Governance

board finances, 9, 10
board meetings, number of, 11
board members. See Board members
elected or appointed officials, 8, 10
governing board, 8, 9
name of governing board, 8
organization chart, 7
quorum, 9–11
role of governing body, 11, 12
spreadsheet. See Governance (GOV)

spreadsheet
Governance (GOV) spreadsheet

elements of, 9–12
sample pages, 13, 146

Governing body
defined, xxii

Government entities, 2
operational focus, 3
reporting, 20
revenue sources and voter influence, 23

Government funding, 22
Grants

government agencies, 17, 18
and salary increases, 102

Growth and job analysis, 69, 70
GuideStar, xvii, 20

Health benefits, 48
nonexempt employees, 56, 57

Healthcare organizations, 2
Historic preservation societies, 2
History of organization, 4
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Human Resource Information System
(HRIS), 101

data elements
applicant tracking, 184–187
person-related, 166–173
position-related, 174–179
recruitment, 182, 183
training and development, 180, 181

developing, 36, 165
elements of, 35
and payroll, 36

Human resources (HR)
and organization chart, 7
policies and practices, 1

Hutton, Stan, 2

Incentive (variable) pay, 87, 88, 94, 109
defined, xxiv
exempt employees, 47
nonexempt employees, 56

Internal Revenue Code § 501(c)(3)
organizations, 2

Internal Revenue Service (IRS), 2
and mission statement, 3

Job analysis
defined, xxii
employee groups, 64
importance of, 63, 64
incumbents, number of, 64
job descriptions. See Job descriptions
job evaluation. See Job evaluation
job listing, 64
job specifications, 67, 68
revenue impact, 65
spreadsheet. See Job analysis ( JOBS)

spreadsheet
Job analysis ( JOBS) spreadsheet

contents of, 64–75
purpose of, 63, 64
sample pages, 76, 77, 156, 157

Job classification, defined, 70
Job descriptions, 117

and changes in job, 66
creating, 67
elements of, 65, 66
employee perspective, 63, 67, 68
existence of, 38
and job analysis, 66, 67

Job evaluation, 68–70, 118
defined, xxii
nonquantitative methods, 70, 71

job classification, 70, 71
ranking, 70

other methods, 74, 75
quantitative methods, 71–74

Job listings
and compensation structure, 92, 93
exempt employees, 44, 45
and job analysis, 64
maintenance, 117
nonexempt employees, 54
and performance management, 108

Job stability, 4
Jobs, status of, 117
JOBS spreadsheet. See Job analysis ( JOBS)

spreadsheet

Labor market
evaluating, 115
external, effect of, 18, 88, 89

Labor unions. See Unions
Lawler, Edward E., III, 103, 106
Location of organization, 4
Longevity, 55

defined, xxiv
and salary ranges, 84

MAINT spreadsheet. See Maintenance
(MAINT) spreadsheet

Maintenance (MAINT) spreadsheet
contents of, 116–119
purpose of, 116
sample pages, 120–122, 162, 163

Maintenance of compensation structure
changes to pay and changes to

compensation structure, 113, 114
compensation arrangement, 118
employee groups, 116, 117
impact of changes, 118
job description, 117
job evaluation, 118
jobs, 117
management issues, 118, 119
need for, obtaining acceptance of, 114, 115
revision, reasons for, 114
spreadsheet. See Maintenance (MAINT)

spreadsheet
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status of jobs, 117
turnover, 118

Management, 8
and changes to compensation structure,

118, 119
and exempt employees, 43, 44
senior management jobs, analyzing, 64
supervisors, 105, 106
working with, 126

Martocchio, Joseph J., 91
Mergers, 3
Merit salary increases, 46, 47, 55

defined, xxiii
and salary ranges, 84

Mission statement
binding nature of, 3
as part of each spreadsheet, 3, 6

Mohrman, Allan M., Jr., 103, 106
MS Office Excel, use of, xxi

Negotiated salary rates, 86, 87
New compensation (NewCOMP) spreadsheet

contents of, 89–95
purpose of, 81
sample pages, 96–98, 158, 159

New compensation structure
ancillary pay, 82
benchmark jobs, 94
commission-based, 86, 93
employee group, 92
exempt and nonexempt employees, 92
and external labor market, 88, 89
flat rates, 82, 93

adjusting, 91, 92
for jobs in series, 83

job listing, 92, 93
negotiation, 86, 87
person-based pay, 94
primary influence for salary rate, 94, 95
range code, 92
reasons for, 79–81
salary range, 93
salary ranges, 83, 84

broadband, 85
constructing, 89–91
with steps, 84, 85

spread percentage, 93
spreadsheet. See New compensation

(NewCOMP) spreadsheet

steps in salary range, 93
variable pay, 87, 88, 94

NewCOMP spreadsheet. See New
compensation (NewCOMP)
spreadsheet

NONEX spreadsheet. See Nonexempt
employee (NONEX) spreadsheet

Nonexempt employee (NONEX)
spreadsheet

contents of, 54–59
revenue impact, 65
sample pages, 60, 61, 154, 155
use of, 53

Nonexempt employees, 28
base pay, 55
compensation authority, 58, 59
full-time equivalent, 53
grouping employees, 54
health benefits, 56, 57
and job description, 65
job listings, 54
and new compensation spreadsheet, 92
number of, 53
pension and retirement benefits, 57
perquisites, 57, 58
person-based pay, 56
revenue impact, 54, 55
spreadsheet. See Nonexempt employee

(NONEX) spreadsheet
variable pay, 56

Nonprofit and public organizations
characteristics of, 2
employees. See Employees
for-profit revenue compared, 16, 17, 123,

124
governing board. See Governance
operational focus, 3
and reasons for new compensation

structure, 79–81
revenue sources. See Revenue

Nonprofit employer, defined, xxiii
Nonquantitative job evaluation

job classification, 70, 71
ranking, 70

Operational year, 19
Operations

description of, 4, 5
focus of, 3
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Organization
culture, 104, 105
history of, 4
location, 4
mission statement, 3. See also Mission

statement
operational focus, 3, 17
operations, 4, 5
size of and job evaluation, 68, 69
spreadsheet. See Organization (ORG)

spreadsheet
type of, 1, 2

Organization chart, 7
Organization (ORG) spreadsheet

elements of, 1–5
sample pages, 6, 145

Overhead, 9
Overtime, 82. See also Nonexempt employees

Pay grade, defined, xxiii
Pay structure, 37, 38
Pension and retirement benefits, 48

nonexempt employees, 57
PerfMgt spreadsheet. See Performance

management (PerfMgt) spreadsheet
Performance appraisal, 99
Performance evaluation, 99
Performance management

base salary increase, 109
budget impact, 103, 104
compensation arrangement, 109
defined, xxiii
employee groups, 108
employee’s perspective, 101
internal and external authorities, 101–103
job listing, 108
measurement basis, 106, 107, 109
and organizational culture, 104, 105
pay for performance in nonprofit and

public organizations, 99, 100, 125
performance appraisal, 99
performance evaluation, 99
performance review schedule, 108
promotions, importance of, 107
reasons for, 104
revenue impact, 108, 124, 125
salary increase schedule, 108
spreadsheet. See Performance

management (PerfMgt) spreadsheet
supervisory attitudes, 105, 106

system for, 38, 101
techniques for performance review, 109
variable pay, 109
variables, 101

Performance management (PerfMgt)
spreadsheet

contents of, 108, 109
purpose of, 101
sample pages, 110–112, 160, 161

Permanently restricted funds, 20
Perquisites, 48, 49

nonexempt employees, 57, 58
Person-based pay, 94

defined, xxiv
exempt employees, 47
nonexempt employees, 56

Phillips, Frances, 2
Plachy, Roger J., 107
Plachy, Sandra J., 107
Point method

defined, xxiii
point-factor method of job evaluation,

71–73
Primary influence for salary rate, 94, 95
Priorities, organizational, xix
Private sector, 2
Privately-held companies, 2
Profit-sharing, 18
Promotions, 107, 125
Public agencies, 8

funding, 22
and reasons for new compensation

structure, 79, 90
Public companies, 2
Public events, 4
Public relations and public access to salary

information, 38
Public sector, 2
Public trust and reasonable compensation, 18
Public utilities, 2

Quantitative job evaluation
factor-comparison method, 71, 73, 74
point-factor method, 71–73

Quorum, 11
and ex officio members, 10
importance of, 9

Ranking, defined, 70
Regents, 8
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Religious institutions, 2
and modification of governance

spreadsheet, 7
Reporting

research grants, 17, 18
revenue sources, 20

Resnick-West, Susan M., 103, 106
Retirement plans. See Pension and

retirement benefits
REV spreadsheet. See Revenue (REV)

spreadsheet
Revenue. See also Budget; Funding

accounting, 20, 21
budget

annual budget cycle, 18, 19
formal budget request process, 19
and revenue, 15, 16

custodial nature of, 124
donors, 21, 22
exempt employees, impact of on revenue,

45, 46
for-profit and nonprofit compared, 16, 17,

123, 124
funding, 17
fundraising, 21
government funding, 22
information on, obtaining, 18
jobs, impact of on revenue, 65
nonexempt workers, impact on revenue,

54, 55
nonprofit and public organizations, 15–18,

123, 124
and organizational success, 124, 125
predictions, 22–23
reporting, 20
and salary ranges, 83
spreadsheet. See Revenue (REV)

spreadsheet
types of, 124
and voter influence, 23

Revenue (REV) spreadsheet
contents of, 18–23
purpose of, 18
sample pages, 24, 25, 147

Risks and description of operations, 4

Salaries
approval authority, 39, 49, 58, 59, 84
average salary of employees, 31
exempt employees

base pay, 46
base pay increases, 46, 47
person-based pay, 47
variable pay, 47

and external labor market. See Labor
market

increases. See Salary increases
offers, authority of hiring managers, 84
public information, 38
ranges, 93

broadband, 85
code, 92
constructing, 83, 84, 89–91
and negotiation, 86, 87
new salary range, 93
spread percentage, 93
with steps, 84, 85, 93

Salary increases
date for, 39
defined, xxiii, xxiv
limits on, 10, 22
nonprofit organizations, 102, 103
and performance management, 104. See

also Performance management
schedule for, 108

Salary surveys, 115
Schedules

performance review, 108
salary increase, 108

Seniority, 55
defined, xxiv
and salary ranges, 84

Services provided and description of
operations, 5

SHRM. See Society for Human Resource
Management (SHRM)

Skill mastery
degrees of, 72
skilled trades and flat rates, 83

Society for Human Resource Management
(SHRM), 1

and job classification systems, 71
job descriptions, elements of, 65, 66
Learning System, 71

Spreadsheets
COMP. See Current compensation

(COMP) spreadsheet
EXMPT. See Exempt employee

(EXMPT) spreadsheet
GOV. See Governance (GOV) spreadsheet
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Spreadsheets (cont.)
JOBS. See Job analysis ( JOBS) spreadsheet
MAINT. See Maintenance (MAINT)

spreadsheet
NewCOMP. See New compensation

(NewCOMP) spreadsheet
NONEX. See Nonexempt employee

(NONEX) spreadsheet
ORG. See Organization (ORG)

spreadsheet
PerfMgt. See Performance management

(PerfMgt) spreadsheet
REV. See Revenue (REV) spreadsheet
spreadsheet 1. See Organization (ORG)

spreadsheet
spreadsheet 2. See Governance (GOV)

spreadsheet
spreadsheet 3. See Revenue (REV)

spreadsheet
spreadsheet 4. See Workforce

(WRKFRC) spreadsheet
spreadsheet 5. See Current compensation

(COMP) spreadsheet
spreadsheet 6. See Exempt employee

(EXMPT) spreadsheet
spreadsheet 7. See Nonexempt employee

(NONEX) spreadsheet
spreadsheet 8. See Job analysis ( JOBS)

spreadsheet
spreadsheet 9. See New compensation

(NewCOMP) spreadsheet
spreadsheet 10. See Performance

management (PerfMgt) spreadsheet
spreadsheet 11. See Maintenance

(MAINT) spreadsheet
and structure of book, xxi
use of MS Office Excel, xxi
WRKFRC. See Workforce (WRKFRC)

spreadsheet
Supervisors and performance management,

105, 106
Surveys

compensation survey, xvi, xvii
questionnaire, 129–143

Tax considerations, 2, 3, 17
Temporarily restricted funds, 20
Tenure and tenure track appointments, 29
Trustees, 8

Turnover, 118
Types of organizations, 1, 2

misconceptions, 2

Unions, 30, 37
and changes to employee groups, 116
and flat rate salaries, 82
and job analysis, 69, 70, 72

United States Postal Service, 8, 53
Universities, 2

research grants, 17, 18
Unrestricted funds, 20

Variable pay. See Incentive (variable) pay
Variable-time appointments, 29
Voters and voting

effect of on revenue, 23
and external labor market, 88
and public agencies, 101, 102
and reasons for new compensation

structure, 79, 80
recall of officials, 10
salary information, access to, 38

Whole job
defined, xxii

Workforce demographics. See also
Employees

appointment terms, 29, 30
average age, 30, 31
average salary, 31
average years of service, 30
employee groups, 27, 28
full-time employees, 29
male/female subcategories, 28, 29
part-time employees, 29
spreadsheet. See Workforce (WRKFRC)

spreadsheet
unions, 30
variable-time appointments, 29

Workforce (WRKFRC) spreadsheet
contents of, 27–31
purpose of, 27
sample pages, 32, 33, 148, 149

WRKFRC spreadsheet. See Workforce
(WRKFRC) spreadsheet

Years in job, 37
Years of service, 30, 37
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